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lo Introduction

The appearance of the sea lamprey, Petromyzon marinus , in
the upper Great Lakes and its spread and multiplication in these
waters d-aring the past t-vvo decades has become a matter of increasing concern to those engaged in the fishing industry and to
conservation agencies in those states bordering on the laJceSo
As early as 1937, Hubbs and Pope (1937) suggested that this predatory parasite night become an increasingly damaging factor in an
already depleted fishery. Tlie gravity of the problem today is all
too apparent in the large spa'ivning runs of this species observed
in Michigan streams and in the reports of lamprey-scarred fish
submitted by commercial fishermen.

In June of 1914.6, the IiILchigan Conservation Commission ordered
a comprehensive investigation and study on the sea lamprey in
Great Lakes Tra.ters, vdth the object of attempting to discover and
develop effective control methods. Immediately follomng this
directive, irJ'ormation •was solicited from commercial fishermen by
the conservation officers concerning knoim spaivning streams, percentage of total fish taken that were scarred, and the effect of
scars on the marketability of the fish. These data were summarized by Shetter (19U9) and are discussed, in part, elsev.iiere in
this report.
The problem received further consideration in September and
November, I9I46, at conferences called by Dr, John Van Oosten, In
Charge, Great Lakes Fishery Investigations, U. S, Fish and 7/ildlife Service, with representatives from the states bordering on
the Great Lakes and from the Province of Ontario attendingo A
Great Lakes Sea Lamprey Coinmittee was formed and a coordinated
program of investigation and study was evolved, A surama.iy of the
activities of this Committee and the implementing legislation has
been presented by Applegate (19U7)o

The present I'eport mil discuss the results of various phases
of an intensive study of "the distribution and life history of the
sea lamprey in Michigan waters, begun early in 1914-7 by the Michigan
Institute for Fisheries Research. These investigations repi-esent
this State's part of the cooperative program of research outlined
at the previously cited conferences. The initial step in the investigations vvas an inventory of the size and distribution of sea
lamprey spaimir.g runs entering Michigan streams in the spring.
This information is vitally important for it provides a measure of
the population to be considered for reduction and a basis for cost
estimation for certain proposed controls. Tlie results of this inventor^'- conducted in 19U7 and I9I48 follow, preceded by a summary
of the records which illustrate the spread and increase of the sea
lamprey in the i.ipper Great Lakes.

- 1 -

II «

History of the sea lamprey in the Great Lakes

A recapitulation of the distribution of the sea lamprey as
einbodied in published reports and summaries of reports (Hubbs and
Pope, 1937; Shetter, 19U9) is necessary to provide a background
for this papero Additional unpublished records have been added
to augment the present knotvn data.
Prior to November 8, 1921, -vshen an adult specimen was recovered in Lalce Erie, the sea lamprey had been kno"vm in the Great
Lakes basin only from Lake Ontario and its tributaries. In these
praters it is apparently native and occurs abundantly in a dwarf ed
form. Locally it is kno-vm as the "lake lamprey" and is about one
half the size of the large sea lamprey of marine habit. These adult
"lal^e lampreys" probably do not exceed 1$ inches in total length.
Their destmctive attacks upon native food and game fishes were
noted at an early date (Gage, 1893, 1928; Surface, 1898, 1399;
Huntsman, 1917; Dymond, Hart, and Pritchard, 1929).

Until recent times, the spread of the sea lamprey into the
It is believed
upper Qreat Lakes was blocked by the Niagara Falls.
the Falls
waters
above
the
species
to
was
granted
the
that access
Ontario
and
Lakes
Canal
between
by the construction of the Welland
and
was
reErie. This canal was first opened to shipping in 1829
(Ziramerconstructed into its present system of seven locks in 1932
mann and Bright, 19U2). It is interesting to note that there is a
lapse of 92 years between the opening of the canal and the identification of the first sea lamprey in Lake Erieo The present locks
of the Welland Canal are considered inadequate and are the object
of current agitation for improvement of the St. Laiivrence Wateiiray,
It is a consideration, that further enlargement and improvement of
these structures will implement further ingress of sea lampreys
from LaJce Ontario into the western Great I^kes,

V

>3^Bensley (191^) included Petromyzon marinus provisionally in
"Fishes of Georgian Bay" based on reports of fishermen that lampreys
15 inches long were sometimes taken on whitefish and trout from
deep watero RadXorth (19Ulj.) suggested that these specimens may
have found their way into Lake Huron via the Trent T/atenvay but did
not think it 3-Lkelyo We must therefore concur -with the opinion of
Hubbs and Pope (1937) that this hearsay report was based on a native
lamprey ( I chthyoiiyzon sp . )

-

2

-

The completion oi'" the Trent Waterway connecting Lake Ontario
Georgian
Bay (Lake Htiron) in 1918 opened another possible, but
and
somewhat improbable, means of introduction into the upper lakes.
This system consists of approximately 235 miles of circuitous
waterway extending from Trenton, Ontario, on Lake Ontario to Port
Severn on Georgian Bay of Lake Huron. It embraces li.6 boat locks,
32 l/k miles of constructed canal, and numeroiis power and water
level maintenance dams creating heads as great as ^8 feet. Boat
traffic in the system is not heavy. The sea lamprey might have
distributed itself into Lake Huron by this route, but the weight
of evidence indicates that they gained entrance to the upper lakes
via the Welland Canal.

In the two and one half decades follomng the captiore in 1921
of the first adult specimen in Lake Erie, the sea lamprey has
dispersed rapidly throughout the upper lal<:es establishing itself
in Lakes Erie, Huron, and Michigan in that order. Recent reports
indicate that it had become established in Lalce Superior at least
by 19li5. Although its spread and multiplication has not approached
the spectacular quality of another exotic introduction, the smelt
( Osmerus mordax), it is nonetheless firmly established and present
in large numbers.
The history of the spread of the sea lamprey in the Great
Lakes is written in the chronologT' of all available records,
published and unpublished. A summary is presented hereivith, by
drainages, which documents its spread. The period covered is 1921
through I9U8. This is the interval during which the establishment
of the sea lamprey was recognized throughout the Great Lakes.
In
the folloiving suimnary, notations concerning the nature of the
record and the sou3K;e are included wherever possible.

1921

—

Lake Erie and tributaries . One specimen, 21 inches long, talcen off
shore from Merlin, Ontario, in central lake Erie on November 8,
1921 (Dymond, 1922).

1927

—

Lake Erie and tributaries
One specimen caught near 'ffest Sister
Island, Ohio, on November II4., 1927 (Osbiim, Wickliff and
Trautman, 1930)- One specimen caught near Sandusky, Ohio;
identified by Dr, John Van Oosten (Hubbs and Brown, 1929).
.
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1923

Lake Erie and tributaries —-One specimen, 22 inches long, talcen at
Pointe Aux Pins, opposite Rondeau Harbor, Ontario (date not
Bates 11*10 captured this specimen reported to
given). W,
Dr, Van Oosten that he occasionally took large lampreys in
his nets (Hubbs and Broivn, 1929). One specimen collected near
Sandusky, Ohio, in the spring by a Mr. W. M. Tidd (Hubbs and
Brown, 1929).
.

C

1930

—

Lake Erie and tributaries
One specimen, 13»75 inches long, taken
by a fisherman in the St, Clair River in second week of Ijlay,
I93O; attached to a U.^-pound "pilceperch" (Hubbs and Pope,
1937).
.

1932
Lake Erie and tributarie . —Adult specimen collected in the Huron
River at Flat Rock, Wayne County, Michigan, on May 8, 1932
(Creaser, 1932); this was the first recoixi of a spawning
migrant and verified establishment of the species in Lake Erie.
Penetration into Lakes St. Clair and Huron was probably well
begun on, or before, this date.

193U

—

Lake Erie and tributaries . A mature sea lamprey, 1|55 millimeters
long, collected in Swan Creek, tributary of the Mauraee River
in Toledo, Ohio, on May 8, 193Uj spawning migrant (Hubbs and
Pope, 1937).

Lake St, Clair and tributaries —Reportedly observed in Clinton
River at Rochester, Oakland County, lQ.chigan, in spring by
Harry Tate s of that cityi spawning run? (Shetter, 19li.9).
.

193^

—

Lake Erie and tributaries .' Two mature sea lampreys, h^9 and 528
millimeters, respectively, collected in Swan Creek, Toledo,
Ohio, on April 26, 1935j spawning run (Hubbs and Pope, 1937).

-U

-

1936
LaJce

—

One 1^. 5-inch male, presumably on
spaiming run, talcen in outlet of Ellc Lake at Elk Rapids,
Antrim County, Mchigan, on June 13, 1936 (Hubbs and Pope,
1937). One irmnature adult, not quite 9 inches long, captured
5 miles south of Sturgeon Bay Canal, Door County, V/isconsin,
on August 1, 1936 (Hubbs and Pope, 1937). One iranature adult,
17 inches long, talcen just off St. James on Beaver Island on
October 19, 1936 (Hubbs and Pope, 1937). One l6-inch specimen
tal<en 15 miles east of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on llarch 22, I9365
attached to a U, 5-pound lake trout (Hubbs and Pope, 1937).

Mchigan and tributaries

.

1937
LaJce

—

Spa-;ming run reported in Ocqueoc
Huron and t ributaries
River, Presque Isle County, I.achigan (Conservation Officer
Ulai'vin Horton's semi-monthly report).
.

—

Lake Mchigan and tributaries . One specimen, 19 inches long, talcen
27 miles east of Port Washington, Wisconsin, on February'- U,
1937; attached to a 3.5-pound lake trout (Hubbs and Pope, 1937).
One 20-inch specjjnen taken IW by W St. Joseph, liichigan, on
Ivlarch 2, 1937 (Hubbs and Pope, 1937).

1938
Lalce

—

St . Clair and tributaries . Spaiming observed on Llay 27, 1938,
in the Clinton River in Oakland County, IJichigan (T3N, RllE,
S.I3) and in llacoinb County, liichigan (T3N, R12E, S.19) by
M. B. Trautraan and Dr. H. J. Deason (Trautman and Deason, 1938j
Unpubl r epo rt )
.

—

Lake Huron and tributaries . Dead specimen picked up in Laperell
Creek TT37N, R2W, S.2U), tributary to Cheboygan River, Cheboygan
Identified by Dr. C. W.
County, Liichigan, on July 12, 1933.
Greaser (verbal communication).

1939
Lalce

—

St . Clair and tributaries . Nests and spasming migi-ants observed by Dr. H. J. Deason on liay 23 and 27, 1939, in the
Clinton River, Oakland and llacomb counties, liichigan, at locations observed in 1938. Fewer lampreys seen than in 1933 and
Deason suggests no increase in siae of spatming run in this
river (Deason, 1939; Unpubl. report).

19hX

—

Lake Huron and tribut aries . Spat/nine run observed in the Au Gres
River, Iosco County, Michigan, by Dr. D, S. Shetter (Shetter,
19k9).

19U3
Lalte

—

Huron and tributaries . ^A "younc" sea lanprey was taken from
a lalce trout caught off Kettle Point, Ontario, on May 22,
19h3 (Radforth, 19hh).

Lal-ce

—

Jlichigan and tributari es
Spavming run observed in the Platte
River, Benzie County, I^Hchigan, by Dr. D, S. Shetter (Shetter,

19h9).

19hh

—

Lake Huron and tributaries . SpaTming runs observed in the PJ-fle
River (Ogemavv County?), LSLchigan and the Ocqueoc River,
Presque Isle County, Ivichican, by Dr. D, S. Shetter (Shetter,
19ii9).

1916

—

Lake Huron and tributaries . Spaivning run observed in the Ocqueoc
River, Presque Isle Coimty, Michigan by Dr. D. S, Shetter
(Shetter, 19h9)
An adult sea lanprey, attached to a sucker,
was taJ^en near Topinabee, lUchigaji, in iJullet Lake, Cheboygan
County (Cheboygan River drainage)] identified by Dr. C, ¥.
Creaser (verbal coramunication)
.

I9h6
Lalte

—

Superior and tributaries
An imiiiature adult, 9.5 inches long,
Tiras talcen off Rock Harbor, Isle Royale, in early August,
I9U6; identified by Dr, John Van Oosten. A large female, U90
milimeters long, vra.s taken off 7/hitefish Point in eastern
Lake Superior in December, 19U6 (Creaser, 19U7).
.

—

Tributaries of all basins . A survey primarily based on interviews
with commercial fishermen vvas made by Michigan conservation
officers in tlie late spring and early summer. Spavming runs
"ivere reportedly present in 68 IJichigan streams (Shetter,
I9I1.9).
These latter records are discussed elsevidiere in this
report.
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19k7

—

Lake Superior and tributaries . An immature adult^ 19.3 inches
long, was taken in May, h miles offshore in Grand Traverse
Bay^, east side of Keweenaw Peninsula; attached to lake trout
cau^t trolling; identified by V. C. Applegate,

—

Tributaries of all basins . Sea lamprey spawning runs were verified in~7li Michigan streams and reliably reported in 9
additional streams; see subsequent discussion.

19U8

—

Lake Superior and tributaries . A sexually maturing adult, 16,0
inches long, was taken on May 31^ 19U8, by Rino Merila,
fisherman at Portage Entry, on a reef 10 miles north of
Pt. Abbay (Baraga County); specimen attached to a 6-pound
lake trout taken by hook in 12 fathoms of Tirater; identified
by V. Co Apple gate. Dr. Raymond E. Johnson of the Minnesota
Department of Conservation reported the taking of the first
sea lamprey in the Minnesota waters of Lake Superior. The
spread may now be termed completed.

—

Tributaries of all basins. Additional field investigations brought
the total spawning runs verified in Mchigan streams to 92
with sea lampreys reliably reported in 16 additional streams;
see subsequent discussion.

III.

The inventory of sea lamprey spawning streams

As mentioned previously, a survey of sea lamprey spawning
streams was conducted in 19l;6 by Michigan Conservation Officers,
primarily by means of inquiry from commercial fisheiTnen. In all,
68 streams in Michigan were reported to have sea lamprey spawning
runs (Shetter, 19U9).

With the advent of an intensive program of research on the
sea lamprey, the need was felt for more precise information on the
size and location of the spawning runs in Michigan waters.
Furthermore, it was deemed advisable to have trained fishery biologists
verify the presence of sea lampreys since four native species of
lampreys occur in the same region. These could lead to numerous
false reports.

- 7 -

The mechanics of the inventory in the year 19l|.7 required the
cooperation of the Field Administration Division of the Department
of Conservation and the p\±ilic at large, particularly organized
groups such as sportsmen's clubs. Boy Scouts, I4.-H clubs, etc.
Considerable publicity of the program preceded the knoim spamiing
season. Posters requesting cooperation from the public in reporting sea lamprey runs were put up by local conservation officers
along stream banks, in public buildings, and public meeting
places (Figure 1). These posters requested that the local conservation officer be notified -when sea lampreys were observed in
The conservation officers were instructed to forward all
streams.
reports immediately to the district fishery biologist within whose
zone they were located.
Each officer received a memorandxnn along
with the supply of posters. The memo described the mechanics and
requirements of the program.

All reports were investigated by the district fishery biologists or other members of the Fish Division. Special report forms
(Figure 2) were provided each biologist to insure uniformity of the
data to be taken at each site of observations. Required were:
locationi size of sea lamprey run; and characteristics of spawning
grounds
The inventory was repeated in 19U8. Its conduct was the same
"ivith the exception that, in general, only those
reports that constituted new records of distribution were personally investigated by the biologists. Furthermore, in this year,
the district fishery biologists were instnicted to investigate as
thoroughly as possible the largest runs occurring in their areas.
as that of 19k7

ResTilts of the inventory

The presence of migrating sea lampreys or sea lamprey spawning activity was verified in 92 Michigan streams in the drainages
of Lakes Erie, Huron, Michigan, and Superior.
(Table 1 and Figure
sixteen
additional
Appendix
Their
presence
in
Table
)
A,
1.
3J
streams is considered relatively certain, but they were not positively identified in these locations. Records for these latter
streams are classified as "reliable reports" (Table 1 and Figure 3
Appendix A, Table 1).
To facilitate grouping the distributional records and comments
in both tables and text, I have utilized the administrative regions
established by the Department of Conservation. Region 1 is the
entire Upper Peninsula. Region 2 is the northern half of the Louver
Peninsula with its southern boundary an imaginary line extending
from the City of Muskegon to the City of Bay City. Region 3 is the
southern half of the Lower Peninsula south of this imaginary line.
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FISHERMEN!
YOUR COOPERATION

IS

REQUESTED

SPREADING RAPIDLY THROUGH MKHIGAN WAHRS AND IS
BaiYED TO BE A MENACE TO THE COMMERCIAL nSHERIES OF OUR STATL THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION IS ENGAGED IN A PROGRAM TO LEARN METHODS OF
THE SEA LAMPREY

CONTROL OF THIS
SEA

IS

FISH PARASITE.

UMPREYS MIGRATE

INTO

MANY OF OUR STREAMS AND

RIVERS EACH SPRING

TO SPAWN.
IF

YOU

SEE

ONE OR MANY OF THESE PARASITES

NOTIFY THE LOCAL CONSERVATION OFHCER
OR,

IF

THIS

IS

IN A STREAM OR RIVER, PLEASE
OR THE NEAREST STATE RSH HATCHERY.

NOT PRACTICABLE, WRITE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT, LANSING.
Two

completely «tp«rat«d
dorwl Rm

Sudi«^lk« moiilh

SEA LAMPREY
Adult sea lamprtys usually will b* more than a foot long.
nettled with

They usually appear

brawn and block on the backs and they may hove a somewhat golden

tint.

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION

Figure 1.---Poster utilized in 19h7 and 19^8 to request the aid of
the public in reporting sea lamprey spawning runs.
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Table 1.

Drainage

migrating or spawning sea lantpreys in Ulehlgan
streams In I9U7 and l^Ug.

S ximaary of reports of

Present distributional records convey the impression that
most sea lamprey spavming activity occurs in the northern half of
the Lower Peninsula of Michigan (Table 1 and Figure 3). This impression is probably correct although I do not believe that the true
extent of the sea lamprey spaiming populations in the southern
half of the Lower Peninsula has been fully determined. The spring
of 19h7 was an extremely wet season, and in 19U7 and 19U8 more or
less sustained flood conditions existed in southern Michigan
(Region 3) streams during the migratory and spamiing period. Turbid,
flood waters interfered materially vrLth stream observations in these
years isrith the probable result that many runs were not discovered.
These conditions were particularly evident in southeastern Michigan
where very feir runs were reported in either year. For example, in
the Huron and Clinton rivers no runs were identified in these years.
These same streams were utilized by sea lampreys as early as 1932
and 1938 respectively. There is no reason to assume that these
However, I do not believe that
•waters would no longer be in use.
extensive sea lamprey spatming activity will ever be found in this
region. Sluggish currents, and particularly the predominantly
sandy and/or silted character of many stream beds in this area,
preclude spawning by the sea lamprey. The lampreys require at
least some smflTi gravel with trtiich to build their nests and spaiming was only observed in those streams of Region 3 in "which there
were at least small patches of gravel.
The greatest activity in the Upper Peninsula (Region 1) was
confined to the Lake Michigan drainages. A survey of streams entering Lake Superior in the western third of the Upper Peninsula was
conducted in 19U7 and 19U8 by Mr. Leland Anderson, District Fishery
Biologist at Watersmeet. Fifty-six streams were examined by him in
each year between the last week of May and July 11. No evidence
of runs was found althou^ the habitats examined in this area were
generally suitable for lamprey use. In streams entering Lake
Superior from the eastern part of the Upper Peninsula, only a few
sea lamprey runs have been verified and these are located at the
most eastern extension of the lake. The paucity of data relative
to runs in this area may be due to the interaction of several
factors:
(1) the area is quite inaccessible to observation and the
human population for spotting runs is sparse j (2) the species is in
its initial stages of penetration in Lake Superior j and, (3) there
may be a general ecological unsuitability for the species in this
basin. A moderate spawning run was observed in the Tahquamenon
River by Dr. Frank Jobes of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
June, I9U8, but not in any other Lake Superior drainage •;\toich he
examined in the eastern two-thirds of the peninsula. Field personnel
of the Conservation Department captured specimens to verify the
presence of the species in two additional eastern Lake Superior
tributaries
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A survey of the streams of the eastern tip of the Upper Peninsula from the Sault Ste. Marie to St. Ignace was made by me in
Reports had previously been sparse or lacking for
June, 19hQ.
Twenty "watersheds and/or small streams were examined
this area.
including five on Dmrnmond Island. With one exception, no sea
Generally, in
lampreys or evidence of sea lampreys "were found.
all of the "watersheds examined in this area, the streams had a
loiT gradient and the current "was sluggish in both tributaries and
main channel. Bottom tj^Jes Tvere almost exclusively silt, sand,
or clay in varjiLng combinations. Silt loads "i-ere hea"vy in the
larger watersheds. Stream characteristics in this area (eastern
Chippe"wa and Maclcinac coiinties) are quite uns\iitable for sea
lamprey spawning.
On this survey, sea lampreys were found in Taylor Creek, a
tributary of the l,!unuscong River, Unlike the balance of this vratershed which vras examined, Taylor Creek had a moderate gradient,
clear "water, and areas of rock, rubble, and gravel riffle. Spawning
acti"vity observed ivbs limited.
Easier access, moderate flood conditions, and extensive areas
suitable for sea lamprey spawning facilitated the inventory of
streams in the northern half of the southern peninsula (Region 2),
I believe that we have definitely located the sites of the major
spasming runs in this area. Unfortunately we have very little
accurate data as to the actual magnitude of most of these. The
recoi-xis on magnitude are largely crude estimates (Appendix A,
Table 1).
Generally speaking, sea lamprey spavniing runs occur in every
major LUchigan river system in the Lake Michigan basin: The
St. Joseph, Kalamazoo, Grand, Muskegon, Pere Marquette, Manistee,
These rivers support
Platte, Boardman, Manistique, and Menominee.
In northern Lalce Hxiron
the largest runs observed in this basin.
(north of Saginavr Bay) all major drainages attracted spa"vming
migrants: the Rifle, Au Gres, Au Sable, Thunder Bay, Ocqueoc, and
Cheboygan. Again, these were tiie largest runs observed in this
area.

Establishment in inland lakes

Until this inventory, there was some conjecture as to whether
the sea lamprey could, or vrould, become es"tablished in some of our
larg"e and rather deep inland lakes althou^ the species is kno'wi
from certain of the Finger Lakes in New York. Proof follows that
small populations of this fish are passing their adult, parasitic
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period in Burt and Mullet lakes, Cheboygan County. Furthermore,
these small populations are apparently creating limited spavming
runs of their own in tributaries of the Cheboygan River drainage
of Tnidch the lakes are a part. The Cheboygan River itself is
blocked at its mouth by a power dam Twhich in itself constitutes
a virtual barrier to further migration of the large run entering
that river each year from Lake Hviron. Unfortunately this barrier
first, a boat lock, adjais accidentally by-passed in two ways:
cent to the dam, is occasionally operated during the spring season
and undoubtedly acts as an efficient "fish elevator" j secondly,
some are known to escape upstream from youngsters "vvho consider it
fine sport to dip sea lampreys at the base of the spillway of the
dam and occasionally throw the lampreys over the causeivay atop
the dan into the upper river channel.
The evidence supporting establishment of the sea lamprey in
Burt and Mullet lakes is itemized as follows:
(1)

A sexually immature adult sea lamprey, 1^.1 inches long
135 grams), was taken in Burt Lake on August 1,
This specimen was attached to a rainbow trout.

(vreight:

19U7.
(2)

A sexually immature adult sea lamprey, 12.2 inches long
(weight:
68 grams), was taken in 3S,fullet Lake off the
mouth of Nigger Creek on August 1, 19U7. This specimen
wa.s attached to a sucker.

(3)

An adult sea lamprey, attached to a sucker, was taken in
Mullet Lake near Topinabee on August 16, 19U5 (Specimen
identified by Dr. C. W. Creaser.)

(U)

A spaivning migrant was observed in the Sturgeon River
(tributary to Burt Lake) at Wolverine on June

(5)

2I4.,

19U7.

An adult, female sea lamprey was captured by fishermen
in the Pigeon River (Otsego County, T32N, RIW, S.IO) on
June 11, I9U8 (identified by W. R. Crowe). Sea lamprey
redds were observed by W. R. Crowe in the Pigeon River
(Cheboygan County, T3Un, R2W, S.IO) on or about June 9,
The Pigeon River is a tributary of Mullet Lalce.
19U3.
Laparell Creek, tributary
Cheboygan River below Mullet Lake, is considered
reliable.

(6) The report of a spawning run in

to the
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Items one to three alone are considered adequate evidence of
establishnent of the species in these lalces. Data collected elseivhere seem to indicate that transforming and neTrly-transfonned
sea lampreys generally do not become established in smaller and/or
less suitable lakes in a -watershed, but pass directly dovmstrearn
to the Great Lalces.

Other inland lakes, connected more or less directly -with the
Great Lalces, are undoubtedly acting as additional reservoirs for
adult populations. We have received several reports of adults
being taJcen during the ivinter months in Lalce Charlevoix (Charlevoix
Dr. A. H. Stockard
Cotinty) on speared v.^itefish, perch, and ciscoes.
of the Zoolos^ Department, University of Michigan, reported on
November 6, 19U7j that fisherraen in Lake Charlevoix were spearing
sea lampreys that had attached themselves to the bottoms of their
power boats. Fishermen trolling in the same lalce report sea lampreys
attaching themselves to the stern of the moving boat.

We have also received several reports indicating the presence
of sexually immature adults in Pentvrater Lake, Oceana County.
Like Lalce Charlevoix, this lalce is connected directly vd-th Lake
Michigan by a short channel. The most reli-able ox these reports
concerned an 13.5-inch sea lamprey attached to a 5-pound rainbow
trout that was talcen on November 1, 19U7. Reports of sexually
immature adults in Big Platte Lake, Benzie County, and White Lake,
Iviuskegon County are likewise considered reliable.
Lake Fenton, Genesee County; Little Traverse Lake, Leelanau
County; Lake Genesarath, Beaver Island; Round Lake, Kalkaska
County; Pipestone Lake, Berrien County; and Big Paw Paw Lalce,
Berrien County; allegedly contained sea lampreys in 19U7 or 19U8
but I consider these reports doubtful.

Effect of obstructions and barriers to migration

For the purposes of this discussion, a barrier to migration is
differentiated from an obstruction to migration in that the former
cannot be surmounted by migrating sea lampreys whereas the latter
can be passed with varying degrees of difficulty, which may have
The sea lamprey can and
some selective action among the migrants.
does negotiate many kinds of falls and low or irregularly constructed
dams of moderate height. A good example of this is in the Ocqueoc
River, Presque Isle County, where nearly one-half of the spavming
migrants work their way over two natural falls, h»S and 6 feet high,
In another instance,
and an old cement mill dam (Figures U and $)
migrants are known to pass over (or through?) an irregularly constructed logging dam of some heif^t situated in Silver Creek, Iosco
.

County.

-IS

-

Figure U, --Lower Falls, Ocqueoc River, Presque Isle
County, which lampreys negotiate upstream.
May 17, 19U7.

Figure

5.— Upper

Falls, Ocqueoc River, Presque Isle
County, which lampreys negotiate upstream.

May 17, 19h7.
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Some man-riade dasiis,, in rivers knoim to have sea lamprey runs,
apparently are effective barriers to further upstream movement
(Figure 6), In the light of present information we tentatively
consider certciin of these structures to be impassable for tivo
reasons:
(1) the nature and/or structure of the dam and the manner
of passage of vfater over it, or through its povrer units, precludes
possibility of surmounting the dam, psid (2) as yet, no reporta of
the presence of sea lampreys have been verified above the barriers
Dams at present thought to be insur(except the Cheboygan dam)
located
in the follcmng rivers s
to
lamprsys
are
mountable
Cheboygan,
Au
Sable, Ell-c, Boyne, Boardman,
Manistique,
Menominee,
LIuskegon,
Kalamazoo,
and St, Joseph (see Appendix
Betsie, Manistee,
B for specific location and structural details).
.

The greater portion of some of the major i^atersheds of I3.chigan
lie above these dams (Figure 3). In the Sto Joseph, Kalamazoo,
Muskegon, Lianistee, Manistique, Menominee, and Au Sable rivers, the
sea lajuprey is thus denied access to tremendous potential spasming
areas o This condition has doubtlessly restricted, to some degree,
the rate of increase of the species and most certainly limits the
total numbers vfhich Michigan watersheds might othenvise produce.

It should be considered hereafter that any improvem.ent of the
apparently ineffectual fish ladders and chutes present on most of
the aforementioned dams "vvill materially aid the sea lampreys in
reaching new spav/ning grounds and increasing their total numbers.
The Cheboygan, Elk River, Manistique, and Menominee dams are
all located very close to the mouths of their respective rivers.
Each year large spavming runs enter these rivers and are in evidence below the dans throughout the migratory period. The fate of
these migrants is still unknomio It does not seem lil<ely that they
can spawn successfully in the deep estuaries prevalent below these
damso Assuming that they cannot spavni below such dams, tTfo alternatives are afforded:
(1) they make their way to other accessible
streams nearly along the shore line? or (2) they remain in or near,
the estuary of the river "t\Mch they entered and ultimately die
without spaTimLngo The second condition might be more prevalent
than the first primarily because of a possible parallel in physiology' and habits between the sea lamprey and the Pacific sa?ji\onE
which die without spa^vning when blocked from their spawning g-.'ouiids.

IV.

Sea lamprey spatvning runs

Investigations of spawning runs of sea lampreys were made in
the field between April 1 and September 1, 19ii7, March 1$ and
September 1, 19U8^ and March 1$ and September 30, 19h9o I here
report first on the biological characteristics of, and factors
affecting, the spamiing runs of sea lampreys entering Carp Greek,
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Figure

6.—Foote

Dam on the Au Sable River (Iosco County),
Photo by L. N. Allison.
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Presque Isle County, in these years. Supplementary information
of a similar nature tras gained in the Ocqueoc River, also in
Presque Isle County. Later disciossions of spamiing habits and
spawning requirements of the sea lamprey are based on data
collected in 19lt7 and 19U8 only. Many other observations made
during all periods, in these and other localities, are incorporated T/shere it seems most pertinent.

These studies were undertaken in an effort to obtain more
precise information than heretofore existed of that phase of the
life history of the sea lamprey beginning when it enters streams
to spatm.
The information obtained has become of paramoimt importance beca\;ise of the mdely publicized demands for the control of
this fish predator -nhich have specified the construction of "lamprey
weirs" for the capture and destruction of spawning populations.
The investigations undertaken at Carp Creek and the Ocqueoc River
were designed to learn the requisites of an effective sea lamprey
weir on a small and on a large stream, the cost of such structures,
and problems in their operation and maintenance in addition to
the biological information which would be forthcoming through the
operation of these structures. It was also intended that the repeated use of these weirs in succeeding seasons might provide some
index of the relative abundance of the sea lampreys in the general
area of northern Lake Huron in those years. It would be of obvious
value to know if the population is increasing or decreasing, or if
it has become relatively stable in numbers. Furthermore, continued
operation of these weirs over a period equivalent to at least one
larval cycle might provide a test as to whether the "home stream" or
"parent stream" theory applied to this species in any degree

—

The general area of the Ocqueoc River and Carp Creek --jvatersheds
was selected for study because of the intense local interest in the
sea lamprey problem. This interest was engendered by the large
runs which entered the Ocqueoc River in increasing numbers during
the past decade.
In the spring of 19kk and again in 19U^, the East
Presque Isle County Sportsman's Association operated a weir in the
loi?er Ocqueoc River in cooperation with the Department of Conservationo In each year, a fair proportion of the sea lamprey run was
captured (Shetter, 19h9).

From 19U6 to IPUS no weir was in operation for the capture of
spawning migrants in the Ocqueoc River. The construction of a permanent sea lamprey "vreir in this river was undertaken in the summer of
19hQ by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. After completion of this structure in September of that year it was turned over
to the Michigan Department of Conservation for operation and maintenance for a ten-year period.
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other than Shatter 's report and general discussions by Applegate
{19h7, 19h9), only one other published report of sea lamprey spavjning runs in the upper Great Lakes has been presented; IfecKaye and
MacGillivray (19h9) give data on the numbers of migrant sea lampreys
captured in several types of traps in six Ontario streams tributary
to the North Channel of Lake Hiiron.

Carp Creek inve s ti gations

(1) Carp Creek

Carp Creek is tributary to Hammond Bay of northern Lake Huron,
f lo-wing into that bay about four and one-half miles north of the
outlet of the Ocqueoc River. The primary drainage area of this
creek lies mthin Sections 1, 2, and 3.-. T36W;; R2E, Presque Isle County.
Carp Creek proper is 1.5 miles in length between its estuary and its
origin in Carp Lake. The latter is about 70 acres in surface area
and has a maximum depth of Zk inches.* The shoreline on nearly all
sides is encroaching. Approximately six square miles of STwampland
drains into Carp Lake primarily as surface drainage. No discrete
year-aroxmd streams flow into the lake, as many recent maps would lead
one to believe.
The potential sea lamprey spawning areas of the Carp Creek drainage basin lie in the 1.5 miles of the creek proper between Carp Lake
and its mouth. This portion of the stream has a moderate overall
gradient.
Gravelly riffle areas alternate with deeper pools (1 to
U feet) which have a barren clay bottom. Little shifting sand is
present until the creek enters the beach line just upstream from the
estuary. Cover, composed predominantly of cedar* and birch, is heavy,
and more than a mile of the stream lies in dense shade. Reportedly,
in very dry years Caip Creek is reduced to a mere trickle in midsummer but local opinions on this matter are very conflicting. During
19U7> a- moderate volume of flow was present throughout the entire
summer months. Although classified as a "trout stream", hi^ water
temperatures in summer (78 degrees F, to 82 degrees F. ) give little
evidence of suitable trout habitat. The color of the water is typical of many northern streams draining swampland, being generally
quite tea-colored. Water chemistrys varied little during the spring
months. A typical analysis on June 29, 19U7n a windless^ partly
overcast day, was as follows (previous weather clear):
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V.

Time

9ih^ A. M.

Air Temp.

Water temp.

S.

Phenolphthaline
Alkalinity

Methyl Orange
Alkalinity

70 degrees F.

—72

CO2

23 Highway Bridge

station

O2

degrees F.

0.0 ppm.

2.0 ppm.

118.0 ppm.
7-3 Ppm.

Sea lamprey runs had been noted in this stream by Conservation
Officers and local residents for several years prior to 19li7. I
strongly suspect that its history'- in this regard dates back to the
first runs noted in the neighboring Ocqueoc River by local residents (circa 193h-3^) i^or both streans undoubtedly draw from a
common stock of adults living in, or entering, Hammond Bay. Being
thus assured of a run upon which we coTild experiment, a site for
the construction of a sea lamprey v/eir -vnas selected just below the
This site, located
U. S. 23 highivay bridge crossing the stream.
^vithin the higliway right-of-way, was easily accessible for construction and maintenance, and was only a few hundred feet above
the estxiarine waters of the creek. This latter point is of importance in control since to be most effective, a sea lamprey weir
should be placed ideally doivnstream from the Icfwest potential spawning area.

(2) The Carp Creek sea lamprey

weir

The Trveir and trap constructed in Carp Creek was of the single
The stream
"V" type with the trap placed at the apex of the "V" .
wing
of the
and
each
is 22 feet wide at the point of construction
originally
was
structure
This
"V" was 18 feet long (Figures 7-10).
built as a temporary weir, pending the completion of a more elaborate, permanent device. Due to difficulties in installation, the
latter was abandoned and the temporary structure -was improved and
made more nearly permanent. For supporting the screen face of the
wings, 9-foot, steel, snow-fence posts were driven into the bottom;
each was buttressed on the downstream side with an identical post.
Four additional posts were driven as anchors for the box-type trap.
Sections of salvage rock and gravel screening, 28 inches by 9 feet,
were vri.red to the upstream side of the steel posts. Placing them
in pairs, one above the other, gave each wing a height of 56 inches.
This screen was of inch mesh, heavy gauge wire (3/16-inch diameter)
reinforced along one edge v/ith angle iron, and tlierefore quite rigid.
Using this coarse grid for support, hardware cloth of l/2-inch mesh
was laid against the upstream side of the heavy screening and wired
The "vvings were joined at the shore to a baffle of double
to it.
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Figiire 8.

Figure

>'v:'Vrttg^;

— Carp

9.

Creek weir. May 5, 19U7. Note damming action of
weir screen prior to cleaning. This screen had been
cleaned six hours earlier.

— Carp

Creek weir. May S, 19U7. Looking downstream.
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Figure 10>~Carp Creek weir at low water stage.

July 1, 19U7.

sheet piling, driven into the softer bank} they were also secured
at the trap, on each side of its entrance.
The greatest problem
was anchoring the wings and trap to the stream bottom in order
that no undercutting would take place.
It was impossible to drive
sheet piling for this purpose since beneath a shallow layer of
gravel the stream bed was composed of very hard clay. To circumvent this, a trench two feet wide and six inches deep was dug
astraddle the line of fence-post uprights, A strip of hardware
cloth the length of the wing and 2k inches wide was nailed to a
2 inch by k inch wood sill of equal length and placed, hardware
cloth down, in the trench, with the sill braced against the upstream side of the uprights. The bottom edge of the lower gravel
screen rested on this sill. Spacers of 1 inch by 6 inch wood
planking were added on the downstream side, between the uprights,
to prevent any buckling of the gravel screen backing (see detail.
Figure 7), After the hardware cloth had been added, the trench
was filled with heavy gravel and sand, A dressing of larger
rocks was placed on the downstream side to prevent scouring.
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The trap was a simple box-like frame i3(> inches by U8 inches
2 inch by k inch lumber covered with l/li-inch
mesh hardware cloth and built as a single movable unit. Its
funnel, fabricated of hardware cloth and a 2 inch by k inch wood
frame, was removable after insertion of a closing baffle on the
front of the trap. This facilitated taking out both lampreys
and fish.

by U8 inches) of

The original structure without the subsequent improvements
was fabricated and installed in two working days by four men.
Problems in construction were minimized by low water levels and
the relatively small size of the stream. The sill and flashing
of hardware cloth which was substituted for sheet piling proved
very satisfactory and is strongly recommended for semi-permanent
structures on those sites triiere the nature of the bottom prevents
the driving of pilingj it is inexpensive to fabricate and very
easily installed.

On or about August 1 of each intervening summer, all of the
weir except the steel upri^t parts and the sills and flashing was
removed from the creek and stored overvrinter until reinstallation
just prior to the beginning of the sea lamprey runs in the earlyspring.

The basic requirements of an effective sea lamprey weir are
that it be strong enough to withstand the impact of maximum flood
waters and that it be high enou^ and wide enough to remain fishtight under like conditions. The Carp Creek weir withstood severe
flood conditions on three occasions. On May 31, '^9h7} the north
wing partly buckled due to improper bracing during a period of
very high water. This wing was completely removed and rebuilt on
May 31 and June 1, 19U7.
The weir in its final form was essentially lamprey-tight. I
consider that over 99 percent of the sea lamprey run was captured
in the years 19h7 and 19U8 and that the complete run was captured
in 19U9« 'W^e discovered early that a sea lamprey will find and
make use of the smallest, and perhaps only, aperture in a large
barrier. Consequently, we continually checked all possible loci
of escapement with our hands as part of the routine vi.sits to the
On May 9, H, lU, 29, and July Ij 19U7, the creek was
weir.
patrolled from Carp Lake to the weir. On all but the last date,
On July 1, I found five nests
no trace of sea lampreys was found.
about three-quarters of a mile above the weir. Eggs were found in
The other three nests contained
tiro nests and promptly destroyed.
no eggs although they had evidently been completed for several
weeks. I suspect that the escapement accounting for all these
nests, which probably did not exceed ten individuals, occurred
during the period May 31-June 1 while the north wing of the weir
was being repaired.
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In I9U35 the creek was patrolled on May 31, June llx, sond July
The only evidence of escapement Tvas ttro sea lamprey nests
about one-half mile above the weir, found on May 3I. One was completed and contained developing eggs -which were promptly destroyed
by maceration of the nest. The other nest was only partially completed and contained no eggSo No adult lampreys were seen. Subsequent visits indicated no further work on the incomplete nest
and no other nesting activity.
2.

In 19h9 the entire stream course was patrolled on June 10 and
June 28. No evidence of any escapement above the weir was discovered
.

(3) Collection of data

The Carp Creek sea lamprey weir was in effective operation
from April 21-August 1, 19h7, April 6-July 1$, 19hQ, and from
April 8-July 19, 19h9- Normally, the weir-trap, -vdiile in operation, was inspected and the fish and sea lampreys removed three
times each day. I scheduled these visits to be made as close as
possible to 8:00 A. M. , 5^00 P. M. and midni^t each day. All
specimens removed at each of these times were recorded as separate
collections

Of the entire sea lamprey run in 19k7 (I56I7 specimens), all
but 17 specimens were examined for sex, length, weight, stage of
maturity, and contents of the digestive tract. More detailed
examinations were made of 328 specimens. All sea lampreys of the
19ii8 run (2,939 specimens) except ei^t individvials were examined
for sex, length, stage of maturity, and contents of the digestive
tract. All specimens examined in both of these years vrere scrutinized for evidences of parasitism, pathological conditions, and
structural abnormalities. In 19U9, the sex of all sea lampreys
composing the run (2,763 specimens) was determined and length data
were obtained from all, or almost all, sea lampreys entering the
creek during alternate 2li-ho\ir periods (1,371 specimens).

All individuals of other species taken in the trap were examined for evidence of sea lamprey attacks and these data were recorded .

A maximum-minimum thermometer was maintained in the creek
just above the Tfeir from April 16-June 30, 19U7, April 6-July 1$,
19U8, and April 5- July 18, 19U9c Readings were made daily during
the morning visit and the water temperature at this time was noted
with a pocket thermometer in order to verify records on the fixed
thermometer. On June 30, 19li7, the maximum-minijii-um thermometer
was found to have been broken by some inquisitive visitor and
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thereafter only readings at the time of the visit -were recorded
Frequent records were made of the surface water
in that year.
temperatures at the mouth of the creek and in Hammond Bay itself.
Water gauge readings were made and recorded in inches and fractions and represent absolute depth in midstream just below the
Daily records of ivind and other weather conditions were
vreir.
made and these data were supplemented with similar records maintained by Mr. G. W. Hansen, liO Mile Point Light Station, Lake
Huron.
Since virtually all sea lamprey migratoi-y activity in Carp
Creek occurred during the hours of darkness, the data were
arranged so that all individuals entering the trap during any one
night were tabulated as a unit. Thus the catches subsequently
designated for any given day (which are listed at the time of the
morning visit) represent the migration into the trap since the
morning visit of the preceding day (approximately 23 clock hours
since the trap ivould be closed about an hour each day virhile the
fish were being removed). Maximum, minimum, and mean water temperatures recorded likeiidse reflect conditions which existed
during the 2h-hour period prior to about 3:00 A. M. on any date.

Ocqueoc River inve s t i gat ions
The sea lamprey run in the Ocqueoc River during 19h7 and 19U8
was not impeded by any weir, trap, or other man-made structure.
For this reason, it was used in those years as an area for the
study of the migrators'" and spawning habits and spai^vning requirements of the sea lamprey. In addition to these observations, a
series of samples of the sea lamprey run were obtained in 191+7 to
augment the materials collected at Carp Creek. In the summer of
I9I4.3, a sea lamprey weir and trap was completed in the Ocqueoc
River and was operated during the spring and summer of 19h9 to
capture the spawning run. Since the data for both streams are combined or dravm upon in the subsequent analyses, a brief description
of the river and methods and places of collection are presented
herewith. Further details of the physical characteristics of the
Ocqueoc River vj-atershed vjill be presented in the section on spavming habits and spawning requirements of the species. A description
of the sea lamprey runs entering this river in 19UU and 19hS has
been published by Shetter (I9li9).

(1) The Ocqueoc

River

This river is by far the largest stream entering Hammond Bay.
It flows in a northerly direction from its headwaters to Ocqueoc
Lal-ce and from there, almost due east into the bay.
Its watershed
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most of six toimships. Its depth in the spring months
fron about 8 inches in the riffle areas to 9-5 feet in its
pools. The river varies from 21; to 80 feet in width
Throughout the upper third of its course
the same season.
•VT±iere it flows through a chain of lakes ^ the ctirrent is predominantly sluggish and the bottom silted. The balance of the
stream, flowing first through pastured land and woodlot, and then
through a wooded valley, is characterized by swifter currents and
bottom types of rock, nibble, gravel, and sand.
drains
varies
deeper
during

In 19h7, sea lampreys spawned in varying concentrations
throughout the entire lower two-thirds of the river. The farthest
point upstream at which spawning occurred was 16. ^ miles above
the mouth (T3hK5 RiJ5, S.19).
It is estimated (on the basis of
nest counts and specimen samples obtained) that between 10,000 and
11,000 sea lampreys entered the Ocqueoc River in 19l|.7. On the
same basis, it was estimated that 13,000 sea lampreys entered the
river in 19ii8. Of four permanent tributaries of the Ocqueoc River,
a small number of qea lampreys entered two, and spawned. These
were the Little Ocqueoc River and Silver Creek. The remainder,
Indian Creek and the Orchard Lake Outlet (tributary to Ocqueoc
Lake) did not contain subsidiary runs.

(2) The Ocqueoc River sea lamprey vibIt

In August and September, 19U8, a large sea lamprey weir with
both upstream and downstream traps and of a semi-permanent type
of construction, ivas installed in the Ocqueoc River about 1,000
feet (of stream course) above the mouth of the river. It is
located on the right-of-way of U. S. Highway 23 just above the
road bridge. This was the loivest practical point of construction
in the watershed. No potential sea lamprey spawning grounds exist
between it and the mouth of the river.
Plans of this structure are too large and too detailed for
inclusion here. Briefly, its basic construction was as follows.
The weir is of the straight, 90 degree angle type, i.e., it is
btiilt straight across the stream at right angles to the current.
Its functional width (from solid abutment to solid abutment) is
80 feet.
It is effective as a fish barrier to a hei^t of $ feet,
h inches above its own decko A downstream trap is located at midstream in the weir and two upstream traps, each located midway
between the do-vvnstream trap and each abutment, are present (Figures
11, 12).
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Figure ll,~Ocqueoc River sea lamprey weir.

View from downstream.

Figure 12,~0cqueoc River sea lamprey weir.

View from upstream.
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The Tveir substructijrs consists of a plank deck, 2 inches in
thickness, and 12 feet ivide by 80 feet long, tvhich is anchored to
the stream bed by three rovis of Wakefield, piling driven $ feet
into the bottom. The plank deck vfas initially flush mth the
stream bed. A h inch by 6 inch timber beading is anchored to the
"head" and ^tall" of the plan}: deck.
Large A-frames, sitting on the deck and between the headings,
form the supporting members of the superstructure. These are
removable, being anchored to the headings by drift pins. Against
the upstream face of the A-frames lie sectional steel grates measuring U by 7 feet. These grates pivot on their stream-bottom edge
and may be throTvn over to lie on the bottom to allow the passage
of unusual floods. The spacing between each bar of the grates is
1/2 -inch.

The inside dimension of all traps is U feet by 5 feet. Funnels
leading into the traps are of 3/l6-inch mesh hardirvare cloth and the
funnel openings measure 1; inches by 12 inches.

Substructure and superstructure are sealed to the river banks

by earth filled abutments, 12 feet i^ide and slightly higher than
the treir. A plarJ: catvirall^ for access completes the structure.
This weir and trap were operated for the capture of the spawning run from l^rch 31-September 39, 19l|.9. Following certain improvements, the weir functioned satisfactorily and was, like the
Carp Creek weir, essentially lamprey-tight. On various dates
between llay l5 and July 1$, 19U9, four complete patrols of all sea
lamprey spaTmijig grounds dji the Ocqueoc watershed -vvere made. Several
spawning areas, used extensively In former years, were visited six
or seven times.

On June 6, 19U9, some evidences of a small escapement above
the weir was found in a one-lialf mile stretch below the Ocqueoc
Falls.
Six nests ivere present, about half completed and without
eggs.
Two adults, one on each of two nests, were fottnd and removed
by spearing. One was a ripe, unspawned male, lU.2 inches long
the other was a ripe, unspavmed female, 12c 5 inches long. Fortyseven sites of very preliminaiy nestin.g activity were likevase
observed in this area. Sin.ce a male sea lamprey will frequently
make several trial nests before sevMing on a final site, the above
figure;? do not imply that an equivalent number of lampreys were
present in the watershed. Subsequent vr.sits indicated continued
nestjjig activity at five sites but no adults were seen.
I estimate
from the above observations that not more than ^0, and probably
only about 35? sea lampreys passed the Ocqueoc weir. In vievf of the
fact that nearly 25,000 sea lampreys were captured by the T;eir and
its traps, I consider this escape encouragingly small.
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Like the Carp Creek vreir, the Ocqueoc structure was continually checked for points of escapement. In view of this procedure
and the small size of the two specimens recovered in the watershed,
I conclude that those that negotiated the weir did so by working
through the steel grates. A check of the spacing between bars of
the grates, -vvhich was made late in the season, indicated that
several bars had become spread so that the intervening space was
as much as 5/8 inch.
It seems certain, then, that the smaller
migrants can work their way through vertical bars spaced at 5/8 of
an inch.

(3) Methods , places and times of

sampling , and

collection of other data in 19h7 and 19U8

Sea lampreys in the Ocqueoc watershed tended to concentrate
at two points during their upstream migration. The first concentration place was in Ocqueoc Lake, 2 l/U miles above the mouth of
the river.
This was accidentally discovered on May 29, 19h7 , "vvhen
netting operations were begun to determine if any predation upon
resident game fish occurred while the sea lampreys were passing
through the lake. On that date an 18.2-inch male sea lamprey in
an advanced state of sexual maturity was taken in the 1 l/2-inch
stretch mesh of an experimental gill net set in the north end of
the lake.
Thereafter, gill nets set in the northern half of the
lake always yielded one or more sea lampreys in the 1 l/2-inch mesh
portion of the nets. The greatest catch was on June 19 when 16 sea
lampreys were taken in a 125-foot, 1 1/2 -inch stretch measure gill
net; this was a 20-hour set.
Concentration in Ocqueoc Lake was
evidently due to the inability of the run moving into the lalce to
find immediately the inlet of the Ocqueoc River. Ocqueoc Lake is
long, narrow and irregular in outline; its outlet where the sea
lampreys migrate into the lake is at the extreme northern end of
the lake and its inlet enters the southernmost extension. Captures
in the gill nets were made at all depths from 2 to 18 feet. Furthermore, specimens taken vrere traveling in all possible directions
srtiich would seem to indicate that they were searching more or less
aimlessly for the inlet stream. On several occasions during the
second week in June, sea lampreys were seen from the bank moving
along the shoals in a direction opposite to that which would lead
them to the inlet of the river.
Altogether, 69 sea lampreys in advanced stages of sexual maturity were collected by this method. They varied in total length
from lij..3 to 20.5 inches and presiimably indicate the size range
most efficiently trapped by this method. Actually, the sea lamprey
does not become "gilled" in the net but is trapped by its oivn
natural reactions. Swimming noinally with their buccal funnel
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closed, their immediate reaction to any restriction, such as forcing their head into the mesh of the net, is to open the funnel.
The net then catches them between the branchial "basket" and the
opened funnel. Subsequent "tailing" through innumerable meshes
of the net eliminates any chance of escape (Figure 13).
It has been suggested that netting operations be attempted
in the Great Lakes proper to obtain specimens of sexually immature
adults and to test the possibility of a fishery for these individuals. Although this method of capture was practical and productive
in Ocqueoc Lake where the concentration of individuals was abnormally high in a small body of water, I believe it would be of little
or no value in the Great Lakes where the sexually immature, adult
populations are undoubtedly greatly dispersed.

The second and most obvious concentration of migrating sea
lampreys in the Ocqueoc River system occurred at a series of three
falls located about one-third of the way upstream (T35N, R3E,
S.22). Two natural falls (Figures U and $), h,S and 6.0 feet high.

Figure 13.

— Sea

lampreys captured in a gill net in Ocqueoc
Lake, June 25, 19li7.
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and the spillivay of an old mill dam form obstructions below iT/hich
Periodic collections
the upstream mif^^ants tend to accumulate.
was done by dipThis
falls.
both
of
these
natural
made
at
mere
white water
the
hand
in
capturing
or
by
by
-with
scap-nets
ping
on the face, or at the base, of the falls. A total of ^11 sea
lampreys were collected in this manner.
In addition to the 580 unspawned, upstream inigrants collected
in Ocqueoc Lake and at the falls in the river, 99 spawning, or
spent and dying or dead sea lampreys were collected on, or near,
•Uie various spawning grounds in the river.

Water temperature and water gauge readings were recorded for
the Ocqueoc River at a station situated 100 feet below the outlet
of Ocqueoc Lake, As in the Carp Creek, a maximum-minimum thermometer was maintained and minimum, mean, and maximum water temperatures were recorded for the period April l^-August h, 1914-7
The same water temperature and water gauge station in the Ocqueoc
River was maintained in 19U8 and records were kept for the period
April U-August 20.
•

(U) Collection of

data in 19U9

The Ocqueoc River sea lamprey weir was in effective operation
for trapping upstream migrants from March 31-September 30, 19U9.
The trap vras operated, inspected, and the fish removed in accordance
with the procedure follovred for the Carp Creek weir. All data
pertaining to the nins of sea lampreys and other fishes tvere recorded
in the same manner as that for Carp Creek.
The sex of all sea lampreys composing the 19U9 run (2U,6U3
specimens) was determined.
Length data were obtained from all sea
lampreys entering the river during alternate 2U-hour periods "vrtien
the total rvn at any visit did not exceed 100 individuals. INhen
the rvn during any visit of a sampling period exceeded that number,
a random sample of 100 was measured (total length sample 3j830
specimens)

—

llaximum-^mjiiraum thermometers were maintained at the weir for
records of air and water temperature throughout the period of weir
operation. Water gauge readings are in inches and represent absolute depth across the deck of the weir.
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Sea lanprey spaTminr runs per se

(1) Tir.e limits and ^"eneral character of the runs

Sea lamprey runs in the northern Lake Huron tributaries studies
began as early as April 9 (19U9) and as late as April 19 (I9I4.7) and
varied mth the climatic conditions in any given year (Figures 1^-13 )«
For this reason, calendar dates can only give approjcimate predictions
of "when the runs vail occur. As subsequent data on the factors affecting these migrations ivill indicate, "water temperature is the best
guide as to I'shen migratory action. ty vdll begin as "trell as to fluctuations in its in-bensity once it has started

Prior to the beginning of the run, sea lanpreys congregate off
the mouths of the streams. Before any enter a "watercourse, they
may appear for a number of nights on the allu"vlal fan off the mou"th
of a stream (Figure lij.) and then drop back into the lake each day
rather than enter "tlie stream. This action is evidently induced by
temperature differences betiveen the lake and the stream, the latter
being colder than the lalce iThen this beha"vior T/as studied.
Lligratory activity during the early "weeks of the run is sporadic (Figures 1^-1? )• Peak migratory activity generally lasts for a
35- to 50-day period, occurring sometime between April 2$ and June
15 "with the date of greatest activity being in early or mid-Iiay.
Generally, bet"ween Q$ and 99 percent of the run enters the creek
during this period.

Even at its peak, migratory activity is erratic, particularly
in a small stream, and reflects varying climatic conditions (Figures
Cold, Tret spring seasons have a depressing effect on the
15-18).
runs, and movement into a stream on any given day in such a season
is never very great.
A natural corollary of this is that the upstream movement of the bulk of the migrants is extended o"ver a
greater period of time. The runs in vrarraer spring seasons are
characterized by large, sporadic influxes of migrants on particularly vrsarm nights Tfhich may sometimes be of spectacular proportions.
In "waim seasons, the period -vrhen the buUc of the migrants enter a
stream is thus reduced.
The runs maj terminate in small streams between July 6 and 13
depending largely on "water levels in the stream. In larger streams,
such as the Ocqueoc River, "r;here an appreciable volume of water is
discharged in the summer months, the last migrants may enter the
river as late as Septem.ber 30 (Figure 18), It may be added, however,
that migratory activity after J"aly 1 is generally limited to a few
scattered indi-viduals

-3k-

Specific information relative to the sea lamprey runs in Carp
Creek and the Ocqueoc River in several years (presented by stream
and by year) is as follows:
Carp Creek , 19h7:—The earliest migrants observed at Carp Creek
were four individuals seen by the writer between 11:00 and 12:00
These sea lampreys were spotted
P. M. on the night of April lU.
jack-light
about
with the aid of a
100 feet offshore on the gravel
the
mouth
of Carp Creek into Hammond Bay
"fan" which extends from
(Figure lU)

During the time they were observed, they made no effort to move
up into the creek mouth but clung persistently to the same rock until
deliberately frightened by the observers. When frightened, they
darted off across, or with, the current and dropped into the deeper
waters of the bay. At the time of these observations, the water
temperature on the "fan" was 39 degrees F. and the air temperature
was 32 degrees F, Floe ice was still present in the bay.

Figure lU.

—Observer

standing on the alluvial fan in Hammond Bay
off the mouth of Carp Creek where sea lampreys were
first observed on April Ik, 19h7
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Ihijring the period April 15-April 19, repeated trips vrere made
to the c^avel "fan" at all times of the day and night by the \vi-'iter,
Mr. Robert Frank (formerly yrLth the Fish Division, Department of
On
Conserv^ation), and llr. Edv/ard Karsten of Ocqueoc, Uichigan,
April 1^, about 11:00 P. 11., a male sea lamprey 19o3 inches long
and a female 16,7 inches long rrere seen and captured by spearing.
Three others were seen later in the night. On the follomng night,
about midnight, tivo females, 1^.3 and 17o2 inches long, T'ere likewise taken. Again, at least tiro more were seen in the follovdjig
hours. On both nights, the vfater temperature remained at 1|0 degrees
the air temperature varied from
F, during the hours of observation
degrees
total
of six sea lampreys were
to
F,
degrees
F,
32
A
2k
observed imder similar circumstances on the succeeding three nights.

—

From these observations, made at all hours of the day and
night during this period, \m gained the impression that the sea
lampreys observed were mailing no effort to enter the Carp Creek
proper at that time. None were ever observed during the daylight
hours. About two hours after full darkness they seemed to appear
suddenly on the central and outvrard portions of the "fan" vjhere they
apparently remained until dawn. They were never in evidence in the
estuary or lovrer creek proper at the times inspections were made on
the "fan".
I presume from this that they dropped back into the bay
vdth the coming of daylight.
Unfortunately, we cannot fix the exact date when the actual upstream migration began. The weir and trap were put in operation on
April 21 and by the follovrijig morning (April 22) one specimen had
entered the trap. During the period April 15~18, water in the creek
proper was one degree or more colder than that in the bay. This ira,s
due primarily to melting snovr run-off in the watershed.
On April 19,
20, and 21 the temperature of the water rose above that of the bay
for a few hours each afternoon, I believe that these temperature
differences between the creek and the bay were responsible for the
behavior of the lampreys noted on the "fan" insofar as it slowed or
inhibited their entrance into the creek proper. No appreciable number
of lampreys entered the trap until April 25 when the mean temperature
of the creek ivater had risen six degrees above that in the bay
(Figure 15). In view of these facts I believe that the upstream migration of the sea lampreys entering Carp Creek began not earlier than
April 19 and obviously not later than April 21,

During April 23-i-'ay 2 upstream mi grants entered the trap sporadically, the daily catch varying from none to seven individuals (Figure
The bulk of the migration as reflected in the trap catches
15),
occurred between Iilay 2 and June 21, Of 1,61? indlid-duals talcen during
the entire operation of the weir, 1,U71 or 91,0 percent of the total
captures were talcen during this 5C-day period. There vra.s no single
pealc of greatest migratory activity.
Instead, during the period May 3June 21, four pronounced peaks occurred, of which tho-ie on.LIay 20 and
June 9 are the most significant (Figure 15) « On May 20, 93 sea
lampreys and on June 9, 32 sea lampreys were removed from the trap.

-ko

-

These tivo pealcs were separated by a sliarp decline in mi^ratorj''
activity v±iich reached a niiniimm between May 29 and May 31 I'^ien
This decline was apparently induced
the run virtually ceased.
by a severe drop in v/ater teniperatures resulting from sleet,
hail, and cold rain storms v^iich began on I.:ay 26 and lasted for
four days. Had tliis unseasonably cold T:eather not arrived Tn.th
its resultant effect upon the creelc water temperatures, I believe
a single major influx of upstrean migrants would have occiirred
between I.Iay 1$ and June 7.

From June 22 on, a small and generally declining number of sea
lampreys entered the trap each day until July 13 when the last miThe weir and trap vrere inspected regugrant, a male, was taJcen.
larly until August 1 but no additional sea lampreys were captured.

—

The earliest migrants entering Carp Creek
Carp Creek , 19lt8
were four specimens talcen on April 15. The weir was placed in
operation on April 7 but was inoperative during April 9-13 due to
severe flood conditions. During this period, creek water temperatures were as low as, or lower, than the temperatures in Hammond Bay
(Appendix C). Subsequent checks of the watershed for escapement
indicated that one, and perhaps two, sea lampreys may have entered
the creek during this period, A small number of lampreys (11 individuals) entered the trap between April 1^ and 22 (Figure 16),
Thereafter, the run rose abruptly to its peak. I.!ost migrants
(99,0 percent) entered the creek during the I;6-day period vrhich
followed (to June 9). A cold "snap" between May 3 and 12 interrupted
this major movement for a period of four to five days. During 19U8,
trap catches in excess of 100 sea lampreys during a 2l|.-hour period
occurred on nine different occasions. The greatest movement was on
the night of Llay 17-13 vihen 227 sea lampreys were taken between
nightfall and daylight.
t

After June 9) only a very small number of lampreys entered the
trap and the run was discontinuous in character. On July 6, the
last migrant into Carp Creek was tal<en in the trap.
Tlie

total run in 19U8 amounted to 2,939 sea lampreys.

Unlike the spring of 19h7> which was cold, wet, and late, that
season in 19U3 was warmer, drier, and earlier. The sea lamprey
run in 19l|8 was characterized by sudden movements of large numbers
of migrants which generally occurred on warm nights. As a result,
many abrupt peaks of migratory activity occurred during the period
of major upstream movement.
In contrast, the 19U7 run displayed
far less abrupt increases in migratory activity and such peaks as
occurred were fewer in number.
Carp Creek, 19U9:

—The

first lamprey entering the creek was

talcen on April 9.
The weir had been placed in operation on April
Prior to that date, creek temperatures vrere as low as or lower
7.
than the temperatures in Hammond Bay (Appendix C). Subsequent checks

of the watershed indicated that no lampreys entered the creek prior

Only a snail nunber of lamto the beginning of iveir operations.
between April 9 and April 19
the
trap
entered
individtials
)
preys (h9
slov.-lj'- until April 23
the
run
increased
Thereafter,
(Figure 1?).
rise
abruptly
to
maxiriun
to
activity. Lost
began
and on that date
entered
the
creek
dui'ing
the
percent)
39-da;' period
migrants (87.8
As in previous years, the period of
"vsiiich follorred (to June 5)»
major upstream movement was roughly cleft by a cold spell. In
19^9, this interruption of tlao run occurred during Kay 9-l6.
Trap catches in excess of 100 sea lampreys during a 2l|.-hoiir
period occurred on seven different occasions. The greatest movements in this season "vvere on the nights of Hay 1-2 and IJay 6-7.
On both occasions, llil sea lampreys vrare talcen.

From June 6 to 30, trap catches were small and movement upstrean ivas erratic although continuous. The last migrant to enter
the creek was taken on July 6.
The total run in

1914-9 "vvas

composed of 2,763 sea lampreys.

The spring of 19h9 ims somerjhat earlier than and equally as
that in 19l|.8. The sea lamprey run displayed characteristics very similar to the run occurring in 19U3. Sudden movements
of large numbers of migrants occurred during hot, humid periods
although v/ithout quite the intensity of this phenomenon in 19h3.
It was like7d.se noted in the field that these periods of hot weather
in I9J-I.9 were not as intense as those occurring in 19U3 (refer to
air temperature and weather data in Appendiic C).

vrarm as

—

Ocqueoc River , 19l;7
Data collected for the Ocqueoc River run
in I9I4.7 were concerned almost entirely vd-th the arrival, e:ctent of
activity, and disappearance of the Ismpreys on their spaiming
Conclusions as to the time limits and pealrs of migrator;'
grounds.
activity, as they might be measiired hj a weir and trap near the
river's mouth, are based entirely on field obpervations and a consideration of r.u.grator;'- activity at the Ocqueoc falls, 8.8 miles
upstream from the mouth of the river.
'

It was reported to me by Vt, Snos Erege of Ocqueoc, Fdchigan,
that on or about April 10, 19U7j he saw "several" sea lair.preys off
the mouth of the Ocqueoc River while he was prospecting for the
beginning of the smelt run. Data presented by Shetter (I9h9) for
the 191d sea lamprey run show daily trap catches of no or solitary
sea lampreys for the period April 22 (first da;r of trap operations)
to April 28, during which time, the average daily water temperature
varied from I4.2 degrees 7. to Uit degrees ?. In 19h7 , mean daily
water temperatvu-es in the Ocqueoc River remained below hO degTees F.
until April 21 (Appendix C). After consideration of these data and
those presented in this report for Carp Creek for the period April
li;-21, I believe that little or no upstream migration occvirred until
on, or about, April 20, 19U7.

The greatest concentrations of sea lampreys at and on the Ocqueoc falls were present during the period June Ii-17. Water temperatures at the falls during this period varied from $6 degrees
-

1-2

-

—
F.

to 6U degrees F.

(all recordincs made between 10:00 and 12:00 P.M.)o

indi'v-iduals composing this peak concentration obviously required
some time to malce the journey upstream (and through Ocqueoc Lalce) from
Tlie

Since the mean daily water temperatures (in
the mouth of the river.
the lovrer river) rose aiid remained above $0 degrees F. on Hay 16
(Appendix C), I presume that the peak migration into the river began
on that date and continued until about June 10.
The last spai^vning migrants observed in the entire river were
a pair of sea lampreys which, on July 19 and 20, built a nest and
spasmed in the lower river about 3^0 feet below the outlet of Ocqueoc
Lalie.
It was impossible to ascertain ifnetlisr these spaivners had
come up the river from Haiimond Bay or had dropped dovm from Ocqueoc
Lalce wiiere they may have been unsuccessful in locating the inlet
of the Ocqueoc Fiiver. No spasming sea lampreys could be found in
the upper river during the second week in July, Since individuals
could still be taken in Ocqueoc Lake by means of gill nets as late
I consider the lake as the most probable
as July 15 (Appendix C).
undertal<:en in the lalce on August 1 and
operations
Netting
source.
August 31 to September 1 did not yield any additional sea lampreys.

—

Ocqueoc Fiiver , 19U9 : The earliest migrants to enter the
Ocqueoc weir and traps were 21 sea lampreys taken on the night of
April 27-28. These were not the earliest migrants to enter the
lower river from Hammond Bay. During the period April 12-1);, sea
lampreys were first observed at night in several pools immediately
below the weir and at several points in the estuary. In succeeding
days, the accumulation of sea lampreys below the weir increased and
Conditions were favorable for
they were more often in evidence.
upstream migration on and after April 11 but no lampreys entered
the traps until the date indicated (see subsequent discussion of
effect of water temperature upon the runs) (Appendix C). I judge
from these facts that the weir structure acted as a temporary' barrier
•until a greater urge to move on upstream drove the lampreys to
search out the trap entrances to continue their journey.
The run, once started, rose immediately and abruptly in a
seven-day period to its greatest pealc (Figure 18), On the nirjit
of May 3-li, 2,U76 lampreys entered the traps between nigjitfall and
daylight. The bullc of the migrants {9^-^ percent) entered the traps
During this time
betTreen April 28 and June 10, a lj;-day period.
of greatest activity, the run vras depressed by cold weather between
llay 9 and 16 and briefly inhibited by cool nights from Llay 26 to 29
(Figure 13).

During the period of greatest migration, 2U-hour trap catches
exceeded 2,000 sea lampreys on two occasions and exceeded 1,700
individuals on four occasions.
The rrm declined sharply after June 10
in character until July 12. Relatively few
day during this period. Thereafter the run
scattered migrants being taken sporadically

-U3

-

but remained continuous
lampreys were talcen each
was discontinuous
until the last sea lam-

prey entered a weir-trap on Septer;ber 2U.
A total of

2li,6l43

sea lanpreys

T<-as

tal:en in the Ocqueoc

River

weir in 19U9.
In general, the Ocqueoc River sea lair.prey run resenbled the
runs occurring in Carp Creek in 191+0 and 19U9 insofar as large upsurges of migratory activity occurred during periods of particularly
The initial "surge" was accentuated, of course, by
T/arm weather.
the large stock of ter.porarily blockaded lanpreys below the weir
which suddenly began to r.ove upstream.
The Ocqueoc River run differed nost noticeably from the runs in
Carp Creek in its more continuous character. Fewer sudden increases
and decreases in migrator^' activity from one 2l4.-hour period to the
next occurred. Being a considerably larger strear. than Carp Creek,
it is less profoundly and zzore slovdy affected by changes in climatic
conditions.

(2) Factors affecting the runs

There is a very close relationship between water temperature
and the amount of migratory activity of the sea lamprey (Figures
15-18; Appendix C).
It is ver;.'' seldom that any upstream movement
occurs at mean daily water temperatures of UO degrees F. or lovrer.
Such infrequent activity as does occur is alvrays associated with
temperatures verj^ close to the l|0-degree level. Liigratory activity
at mean daily temperatures between UO degrees F. and ^0 degrees F.
is, as a rule, light and is very sensitive to fluctuations within
this range.
In general, activity increases as the JO-degree level
is approached.
The greatest migratory activity occurs at mean
temperatures of $0 degrees F, to 65 degrees F. Water temperatures
above this optimum range have an inhibiting effect upon the upstream
movement (Figiires 15-18 j Appendix C),
If daily catches of weir-traps are plotted against mean daily
water temperatures, a curvi-linear relationship is evident. Both
Tdthin and ivithout the optimum range, however, the response in
migratorj'" activity is not alvrays proportional to the amount of
change in water temperature. On certain occasions, a negative
response may occur. These deviations are, in part, attributable
to the period during the run in which they occur. During the
latter part of the run, evident reactions to temperature fluctuations reckoned in numbers of migrants are obviously less than in
the early part since the stock of mature individuals in the lalce
(from which they are drawn) has been considerably reduced. Declining migratory activity in a small stream, in the presence of
increasingly favorable water temperatures, may also be caused by
strong onshore winds at the mouth of the streams. Such iTinds deflect the creeks' discharge into the zone of ivave action and
apparently cause lampreys, searching for a stream in which to spaT.-n,
to by-pass the creek.

-hh-

Mean daily vrater temperatures in Carp Greek during the periods
of operation of the vreir varied from 39.0 de;^-rees T. to 73.0 degrees
F. in 19h7, from 3^.0 decrees F. to 72.0 degrees F. in l^UO, and
frcsn 37.5 degrees F. to 79.5 degrees F. in 1914? (Figure 15-17;
Appendix C). Due to the small size o£ the creel: and the extremely
sl'iallov; character of its source, Carp Lalce, these teinperatiores
fluctuated vadely, reflecting closely even moderate changes in
vreather.

In 19'l7j fror.1 April 21 until I.'ay 15, vfater ter.peratures were
predominantly below 50 degrees F, and the run during that period
At riean temperature levels
ivas, on the average, light (Figure 15).
of hi degrees F., or lovrar, virtually no nigratorj'- activity occurred
(April 21-23 and liar/ 9). On Hay 16 the mean daily vmter ter.perature
rose above 50 degrees F. and, except for the period I.^ay 28-31, remained well above that temperature for the balance of the run. ConThe most procurrently, the greatest migratory activity began.
nounced interruption in the run occurred during the period liay 23-31
vrhen the mean victor temperat^'ores fell to a lov/ of Iiij..5 degrees F,

In 19U8, from April 7-lU, mean water te:"peratures were at or
llo migrators^ activity occurred.
A brief
rise on April 15 and 16 to the nid-forties brouj^ht in the first
migrants (Figure 16), A brief recession to near UO-degree levels
follov:ed, which interrupted the rim,
A continuous, light run began
on April 22 as the v/ater temperature rose rapidly towards 50 degrees
On April 26 the v/ater temperature rose and remained above 50
F,
degTees F. At the same tir,ie, the major upstream movement began.
A recession in water temperatures to a low of Iili.5 de^Tees F. between
On Hay 23 and
Vsiy 8 and 12 interrupted the major upstream movement.
June 1-5, the mean water temperature rose above 65 degrees F. and
migratory activity v/as depressed. Cooling of the virater between these
tv/o periods, and folloTri.nc the second, v/as accompanied by increased
activity.
belov; 1|0.5 degrees F.

In I9J4.9, from April 6 to 9, mean daily T/ater tem.peratui'es fluctuated at or below UO.O degrees F.
(Fi^gure 17).
One sea lamprey
entered the trap on the last day of tliis period. A brief rise to
$3 degrees F. (April 10-15) brought in the first mirrants of the
run, A brief recession (April 16-1?) to a low of 37.5 degrees F,
interrupted the run. The run resined on April 13 with rising
temperatures and was thereafter continuous, though light, until
the miean daily water temperatures rose, and remained above 50
degrees F. on and after April 27. Folloiving this rise the major
upstreara movement took place.
Two general temperature recessions to,
or below, the 50-degree level occurred during Hay 9-16 and I.Iay 26-29.
Recessions in m.igrator;;'' activity corresponded to these periods. On
June 3 and h and during June 12-11;, the mean water temperature rose
above 65 degrees F, A very noticeable decline in migratory activity
accompanied this condition.
Cooling of tlie water to m.e.-=ns below 65
degrees F. between these two periods, and follovring the second one,
was accom^panied by an increase in upstream movement.

-U5
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dally v;-ater tenporatiircs in the Ocqueoc River in 1?I|9
3h*S degrees F. to 30.0 decrees F. during the period
of •.Teir operation (Firiire 13).
ITo migrants vrere talcen in the vreirtrapc 'jjitil April 23 although- T.-ator tenpGratures or UO degrees F.
to 50 degrees F. had prevailed during nearly all of the 17 preceding days. Iligrants irere present, horraver, belor; the rreir. This
delaj^ed movement during ivater tenperatures satisfactor;.'" for nigration
is attribttted to the bloclcing action of the v;eir structure in the
river.
Earlj- nigrants are apparentlj^ more easily'' disco-uraged fror.
continuing their journey tl:an those nigrating later v-hcn lii^aor
temperatures prevail. On llay 30^ nean daily water temperatures rose,
and renained above 50 degrees F. Albv.ost ir'nedic.tel;'' an upctrean
r;iovei.-ent of great intensity began (Figure 13).
Presur^ably, this
sudden, greet noverrient was composed of fresh mig-rants frori the laJce
and the accumulation of blockaded indi^dduals that had been seen
beloT.' the weir.
The run ".vas continuous in chai'acter, thereafter,
ujitil July 3Two general recessions in v.'ater tenpcratuxes and
migratory activitj' occurred corresponding to those v^iich occurred
in Carp Creel: in the same year (Hay 9-16, l!ay 26-2?).
These data
ag-ree with the obser^-ations of Shettor (1?!;!?) for the l^U^ sea Ianprey run in the Ocqueoc Fdver for r,hich he noted that the greatest
migratory activity occurred at water tenperatures of $1 degrees F.
or liigher. The effect of high water temperatures upon the Ocqueoc
Fdver run was less pronounced than tho.t at Carp Creek. On June U
and 5 the mean daily vrater tenpcratui^e rose above 65 degrees F.
and migrator;'" activity decreased.
Cooling of -the vrater in the
succeeding five days brought a brief increase in migrator^'' activity.
On June 11, water tem.peratures rose again, and rem.ained above 65
degrees F., and upstream movement once more declined.
Ilean

varied

froiii

It should be noted that the erratic character of the sea lamprey run in Carp Creek is probably characteristic of most small sea
lamprey spavjning streams T:here temperatures respond rapidly to
climatic changes. Data presented by Shetter for the Ocqueoc River
run in 19h$ and those collected by the vn-iter in 19h7 and 19h9
(Figure 18 j Appendix C) for the same stream indicate that in a
larger streai-i rdth more stable temperatures the sea lar.iprey run
has a correspondingly more continuous character.

Certain inexplicable declines in the number of nigrants entering the Carp Creek trap were not alrrays preceded or accompanied by
a proportionately rapid drop in water temperature, and sometimes
This fact seems
occurred on a slightly rising or stable temperatui-e.
the vrater
winds
upon
to be related to the effect of certain onshore
the Hamaction
along
discharged from, the creek into the zone of wave
thoruntil
mond Bay shore. The creek water was alv.-ays identifiable
color
oughly diffused into that of the bay by its distinctive brorm
and usually higher tenperatures. Under such conditions I could
ordinaril;y wade to a point beyond the band of deflected creek water
and seldom be standing at a depth greater than tvro feet.
It appears that seroially matm^e sea lampreys vihen seeking a
tributarj' stream in which to spavm are attracted into that stream,
- U6 -

possibly aaonc other thincs, by a strong positive rhootropic response and/or a positive tlierniotropic reaction to the higher temperature Oi tlie creek's discharge. If either or both of these
responses exist, then conditions which deflect the creek's discharge into a narrovf, shallov: band in the zone of wave action would
materially re'Iuce tlio chances of a sea lajiprey finding that strean
Erratic decliies in migraas it rr'oves along the lake shoreline.
tory activity that are not satisfactorily explained by water temperature variations occurred on April 26 and 28, I'aj It, 6, 16, 13,
In nost everj^ case
and 22, and June 13 and 17, 19h7 (Figure 15).
these can be associated with periods of easterly, onshore irinds.
I do not believe that moderate to strong onshore vfinds would
have any appreciable effect upon the discharge of larger streams
such as the Ocqueoc River. It vrould talce a gale of storm proportions to deflect the discharge from such a streaa uiider most conditions .

No correlation exists between stream voluine as reflected by
depth gauga readings ai'id the sea lamprey run except insofar as
rapidly rising water levels (resulting from cold rains or melting
snov;) v;ere generally accompanied by declining water temperatures
(Figures 15-13).

Observations on turbidity and routine 025''gen and carbon dioxide deterr.iinations of the streasns studied in 19h7 showed no
evident relationship of these properties to the run. It vrould seen
that the amount of turbidity and the chemical quality of the water
as found in the streams studied have little or no relation to the
incidence or magnitude of Great Lakes sea lamprey runs. Both clear
and turbid v/aters are entered by migrants.
Carp Creek and tlie
Ocqueoc Iliver are both relatively clear vfhen runs occur. On the
other hand, in the Lanlstique Pdver, Schoolcraft County, belov; the
paper mill in that stream, sea larnpreys enter channels in the estuary which carrj' a vsi"^." heav;;,"" suspension of wood pulp waste,
rurtiien^ioi-e, upon reaching the paper m.ill ivhich blocks the river,
large numbers of them formerly entered a pipe discharging the
combined hot pond and plant sewage imstes and traversed this pipe
to reach a small seepage channel above the mill (this latter condition can no longer occur due to alterations in the level of
the waste pipe outlet).

(3)

Time of migration during the day

It has been previously observed that the greatest upstream
nover.ent of sea lampreys occurs during the hours of dar'cness.
For
example, among the runs of three years captured in Carp Greek, the
proportion of individuals entering the trap during the hours of
full daylight varied from O.U to 1.9 percent of the total run in
any year. From 93.1 to 99.6 percent m.oved upstream during the
hours of darkness. Of those lampreys migrating between 6:00 P. L,

-hi

-

and 3:00 A.
., 33.2 to 33,0 psrcent sntsred the trap betrreen 6:00
Tihils 60.1 to 66. 1| percent were taJ-cen 'betT.'een
and 12:00 P.
that latter hour and 3:00 A. I.'. Tine of rr-i^ration into the Ocqueoc
River, a larger strear., was almost the sane. In that stream in 19h9}
0,8 percent oi the run entered the traps during full daylight, 32,7
percent betvreen 6:00 P, I.;, and 12:00 P. I,',, and 66,5 percent betvreen
12:00 P. :>'. ana 3:00 A. :.', This agrees e's-f^rally mth Shetter's
data (19U?) on the Ocqueoc River for which he noted th^at !?!? percent
of the r^an occurred between the hours of midnight and 6:00 A. V.,
-

P.

'-.'..

I.':.

Only slight, and probably not significant, differences were
displayed in the time of migration of the two S3::es in all runs
studied. I'or exanple, of all males taken in Carp Creek in 19h.9,
0,3 percent entered the trap during full daylight (prior to 6:00
P. i-'.), 3p.9 percent between 6:00 P. M. and 12:00 P. L., and 63.2
percent betvraen 12:00 P, L, and 3:00 A, IvI, Of all feraales taken,
1,0 percent entered the trap during the hours of full daylight,
3U.0 percent between 6:00 P. i:. and 12:00 P. LI, and 6>,0 percent
betvreen 12:00 P. I.I. and 3:00 A. I'.,
Changes may occur in most runs in the daily time of migration
during the course of the run. The Carp Creek run in 19U7 may be
cited as an -e^iajr.ple. Until L'ay 29, no sea lampreys entered the
trap except during the hours of full darlmoss. r-orthermore, during
this same period, the buHc of the upstream m.ovement occui-red between
the hoiirs of midnight and 8:00 A. I'.. After the end of I.Iay, sea lampreys began to appear in the trap during the daylight hours and an
increasing number entered during the earlier hours of the evening.
If we breaJc dorm the data for the period April 2l4-June 21, 19U7,
into two arbitrary periods we find that the folloiTing occurred:
Of
393 sea lampreys taken in the trap between April 2U and Kay 31, only
1 or 0.1 percent entered during the hours of full daylight (prior to
6:00 P. I.:,), 265^ or 29.5 percent betvreen 6:00 and 12:00 P. ::., and
632 or 70. li percent between the latter hour and 8:00 A. L, Betvreen
June 1 and June 21, 623 sea lanpreys were trapped.
Of these, 23 or
I4..5 percent moved into the trap during daylight hours (prior to
6:00 P, L!.), 313 or 50.2 percent entered between 6:00 and 12:00 P. I.:,,
and 232 or U5.3 percent entered between midnight and 8:00 A. I:.
EoT/ever, this shift in tim.s of m.igration was not repeated in this
stream in 19h9« The run of this year displayed a proportionate increase in migratory activity in tlie latter half of the season beti,7een
th.e hours of midnight and 3:00 A. i:,

Field observations during 19h7 and 19U3 revealed tliat, at the
beginning of the spawning run, sea lamvreys displayed a ver;>" strong
negative response to light. This response becomes less and less
pronounced among later arrivals as the season prog-resses. The data
from, the Carp Creek and Ocnueoc River weirs are conf irriatory,
A
variation of this v/as shov,-:! by Shetter (19U9) for the Ocqueoc River
run in 19U5. Re found a somewhat greater proportion of migrants
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movinc durinc the hours of daylight. In view of the Generally
neeative response of upstreaTn migrants to light, I believe the
differences in our data may be attributed to the verj-- shallow
and more exposed character of both streams in their lower reaches
The weir from which Shetter"s data were
than farther upstream.
draivn was located \vell upstream in a well-shaded area of the
watershed.

Other species of fish taken in the wairs

(1) Kinds and numbers

In addition to the sea laiapreys taken in the Carp Creek weir
each year,, individuals or runs of as many as 18 other species of
fish and one other species of lamprey were taken as they migrated
upstream (Appendix D), The total number of fish taken Tfas 9.-583
in 19U7., 3h,6S6 in 19U8, and 29,8% in 19h9, Two silver lampreys
r ichthyomyzon unicuspis ) were trapped in 19U7 and seven appeared
in 19IJ.3.
In the Ocqueoc Pdver in 19l;9, a total of 9,865 fish of 16
different species was captured moving upstream and 3,198 fish
of 16 species were talcen moving downstream (Appendix D),
The bullc of the fish talien moving upstream in Carp Creek vras
composed of spaivning runs of the white suckers ( Catostomus £.
commersonnii ), smelt ( Osmerus m. mordax), lake chubs ( Couesius
plumbeus } , and Great Laltes longnose dace ( Rhinichthys c, cataractae )

In the Ocqueoc River (in 19h9), the principal upstream runs
were of white suckers, golden redhorse suckers (lloxostoma aureolum),
and Great Lalces longnose dace. The principal do'vvnstream runs were
of yellow perch (Perca flavescens) and n/iiite and golden redhorse
suckers returning to the lake after spawning.

(2) Times of

migration

The times of migration of other species of fish (Appendix D)
are significant insofar as some might represent potential competitors of the sea lamprey for spawning grounds. Others (primarily
the minnow species) might be egg predators during the spawning
activities of the sea lampreys. No direct evidence of either
relationship has as yet been obtained, however^ since practically
all lampreys were removed from the streams in which the vreirs T/ere
operated. In the Ocqueoc River in 19U7 and 19li.3, the suckers

completed their spaiming activities prior to any extensive nesting
on the part of the sea lampreys which \Tould tend to eliminate
them as a competitor in this regard.
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as a rule, migrated concurrently r.-ith the sea
lampreys (Appendix D). Like the lamprey, their greatest migratory
Golden
activity came at temperatures of $0 degrees F. or higher.
redhorse suckers moved during verj^ short periods between late April
and mid-l!ay and usually before the peak of the sea lamprey rxin.
Lalce chubs attained the peak of their migration during and shortly
after the major upstream movement of sea lampreys and wliite suckers.
The maximum ingress of Great Lakes longnose dace vras generally prior
Smelt runs took place,
to that of the aforementioned two species.
and ended, as the scattered early migrants among the sea lampreys
penetrated the stream.
TWhite suckers,

Other species entered the traps in small numbers throughout
Numbers taken, hoivever, were
the periods of weir operations.
insufficient to reveal periodicity in migratory activity (Appendix D).

(3) Species and numbers

bearing lamprey scars

All suckers, trouts, northern pike, rock bass, and bullheads
were examined for evidence of lamprey attacks.
Of those individuals which were lamprey scarred, few bore wounds
so fresh that they could have been inflicted while the fish was
traversing the short distance from the stream mouth to the trap.
For the same reason they could not have been inflicted in the trap
Com.parison of these fish irith a series of scarred "vdiitefish
itself,
and "chubs" (deepwater ciscoes) taJcen in Lalce Huron, on some of
which the lampreys vrere still attached when the nets vrere lifted,
supports this view. On the latter, the scars had a bright red,
raw appearance which was seldom approached in freshness of appearance in the specimens talcen in the trap. Furthermore, only one
instance of recent feeding was found among the captured sea lampreys
(the digestive tracts of nearly all trapped lampreys tai:en in 19h7
and 19h8 were opened and found to be empty) , Tlie exception vras a
17c 3-inch, female sea lamprey talcen on May 1, 19^75 i'ts intestine
ivas partially distended T.vith blood.
This specimen was in a retarded
state of sexual maturity as evidenced by the condition of its liver
and the underdevelopment of the gonad.
This evidence that trapped,
scarred fish were attacked sometime prior to their entrance into
the stream is emphasised since the concentration of so many fish
and lanpreys moving in the narrow confines of a stream might lead
the casual observer to believe that the incidence of attacks noted
was directly related to coincident spawning runs of predator and
talcen in the traps

prey.
In order to relate extent of scarring to possible trends of
population, a summary of the pertinent data follows:

—

Carp Creek , 191^7 ;
Of the 3,700 white and redhorse suckers
transferred upstream, 2^7 or 7,0 percent of the run bore one or
more relatively fresh or recent scars. Occasional fish had tv;o
lesions and two instances were noted of three on a single fish.
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On liay 2, a rainbow trout, 26.0 inches in total length, was confiscated from a sucker spearer ivho had taken it in the estuary of
the creek „ This fish had a fresh laraprey injury 2 l/U inches in
diameter and nearly l/k inch deep. A 2U. 5-inch female rainboiv
trout which cane dovmstream on Ilay 12 bore two recent lamprey scars
and one which was nearly healed,, A third rainbow trout,, 17«9
inches longj talcen in the trap on May 26 had an old, healed-over
One northern pike, 19.6 inches long, taken on ICaj 1 had two
scar.
fresh lamprey wounds. No bullheads or rock bass had lamprey marks.

—

Carp Creek , 19h3: Of 2j8I;S white and redhorse suckers transferred upstream, 6,8 percent bore one or more relatively fresh or
recent lamprey scars. The degree of scarring of these species was
hardly different from that e:d.sting in 19U7 although the size of
No other species had any evidence
the run had declined appreciablj''.
of lamprey attacks in this year.

—

Carp Creek , lSk9t Of 1,311 white and redhorse suckers taken
in the trap, 311 or 17.2 percent bore one or more relatively fresh
In this year, the degree of scarring inor recent lamprey scars.
creased very markedly and the size of the sucker runs continued
No other species gave evidence of
to decline at a rapid rate.
lamprey attacks.

Ocqueoc River , 19U9 s —A total of 3,137 white and redhorse
suckers was taken moving upstream. Of these, 801 or 25.5 percent
bore relatively fresh or recent lamprey scars, exceeding the Carn
Creek data by 8,3 percent. Of lOU rainbow trout transferred upNo indistream, 23 or 22.1 percent had been scarred by lampreysviduals of any other species taken carried marks.

(U)

Occurrence of lamprey-s carred sea lampreys

In 19U8, the first evidence of what might be termed cannibalism
was observed i Tiventy-four sea lampreys were taken in the Carp Creek
weir which bore lamprey scars. Appro:dmately the same incidence of
similarly injured sea lampreys was observed in 19U9 although no exact
records were kept in that year. Some of these scars upon the lampreys were quite superficial and may, perhaps, be attributable to
some premature manifestation of the spavminr urge. Kost« however,
Trere deeper scars which penetrated the musculature.
The implications
of these scarred lampreys are somewhat obscure since we know so little
of the feeding habits of the species.
They may, in some degree,,
indicate an increasing shortage of the species which comprise their
usual victims or they may be entirely fortuitous in nature,,

Relative abundance of sea lampreys
One function which the weir-traps operated during these studies

may serve is to provide information on annual fluctuations in abundance
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cf the sea lampreys in northern Lalce Huron.
Chances in the size
of sea lamprey rims and in the size and degree of scarring of the
concomitant sucker runs seem to indicate strongly that the sea
The
lampreys increased in n-umbers during the period 19h7-19h9
appears
have
been
in
the
augmentation
to
last
year
of
greatest
rade
Observations
the
in
this period O^aj, 19U3-i-ay, 19U9?).
commercial fishery indicate that the sea lar.ipreys are feeding extensively upon the suckers and for this reason they may provide an
index of lamprey abundance. FolloTjing is a tabulation of the
total sea lamprey runs, total white and redhorse sucker runs, and
percentage of scarred suckers for three years in Carp Creek and
one year in the Ocqueoc River.
Data on the size of sea lamprey runs
for the Ocqueoc River in 19h7 and 19^3 are included and are estimates
based on counts of nests that were found in the watershed:
•

dczTOC of Ecarrin;: in coiijunction vlth a '..locllns in abundance of
these species provides sx-:e circumstantial evidence that t'le sea
TirVO factors must be
lainpreys are currently increasin'-; in nirnbers.
ei,idence:
latter
evaluatinr
this
considered^ hovrever, in
(1)
suckor populations are reportedly sufferinr a cyclic decline in
abundance at the present tb:o in vrhicli the la-ipreys r.iay onlj be an
acceleratin:; factor; and, (2) lake trout, upon Tri;ich la:'.preys seem
17ith
to prefer to feed are now relatively scarce in Lake Huron.
-srith
lamprey
stocks
this
species
and
the reduction in nuinbers oi
increasing.;, there vrould naturally f ollov; some diversions of la-!preys to other fishes, 3vidence collected both at ^veirs and in the
co.::ercial fisheries indicate that the Lalce Iharon suc'cer population
r;ay noT."- be bearing; the brunt of such a shift,

So"e biological charr^cteristi zs of spaTmin;
(1) Se:: ratio and differential- r.i:

runs

ration of sexes

Of the 1,617 sea lar-preys talcen in the Carp Creek iveir in 1/U7,
data iTcre obtained fron 1,600 specimens. Of these 1,600 sea
lar.ipreys, 997 or 62,3 percent -.TOre r.ales and 603 or 37.7 percent
Of 2,939
vrere females.
This is a ratio of 165 "ales : 100 fem.ales.
sea laiipreys taken in tlrie same vreir in 19)43, se;: data vrsre obtained
from 2,931 specii-iens. Of these, l,32li. or 62,9 percent vrere
males and 1,039 or 37,1 percent T;ere females. This is a ratio of
100 females.
169 males
In 19h9, the sex of all sea lampreys comprising the run, 2,763 individuals, vras determined. Of these, 1,366
or 67,!? percent were riales and 397 or 32.5 percent were females.
The resultant ratio is 2O0 m.ales : 100 females.
se:c

:

In the Ocqueoc Pdver in 19U7, 679 sea lampreys were examined
for sex data. Of these, 36U or 53^6 percent were males and 315 or
This ratio of 116 males : 100 females
kSth percent were females.
is open to question since data on the sex composition of the entire
run and any differential migration by sexes is lackinr;. Of 2li,6U3
sea lampreys taken in the Ocqueoc River in 19U9, 16,793 or 68.2
percent were males and 7^314.5 or 31^ 8 percent vrere females. The
sex I'atio v/as 2lh males
100 females.
:

A trend tov^ard an increasing proportion of males amonc mature
lamprey's composing the rvms is evident in these fi;Tjres.
The
sli:;ht proportionate increase in the numbers of males betv/een 19U7
and 19U8 is not necessarily sicnificant but that increase occurrinc
between 19i|.8 and 19U9 most certainly is indicative of a i;;rovri.ng
im.balance in the population.
I do not believe that even the

—

earliest sex ratio recorded (Carp Greek, I9I1.7 165 males : 100
females) is a natural ratio for the species, v;hich if their spav.ninc habits are any indication, must possess under noiTial circujiistances
a near-balanced or balanced sex ratio.
In support of this contention,
is a sample of 52 ocean-run sea la::iprey3 talcen in the Sheepscot River
in I-aine (19h9) vrhich I had the opportunity of examininr.
This sample
had a sex ratio of 79 m.ales : 100 females.
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factor or factors (genetic or en-'/irorunental?) are operating against the females or in favor of the raales is in no way
apparent. Whether the trend vdll continue is -uncertain, but should
it do so it could hardly avoid having sone effect on the sea lamprey
population concerned.
TJhat

The picturesque characteristics of sparming runs ascribed to
this species vAierein the males predominate among early migrants and
females among the late ones (mth more or less even division at the
pealc of the run) (Surface, 1399) are barely suggested in the runs
studied (Appendix C, Tables 3, 6, 9, 13). I^or instance, cui:iulative
5-day totals of migrants entering the Carp Creek weir in 19U7
1 ratio between males and females quite generally
display a 1,5
throughout the entire season. The only suggestion of the aforementioned phenomenon occvirred between IJay 1 and 10 i*ien the ratio of
At the termination of the run,
raa,les to females v/as about 2:1.
between July 1 and 13, the males suddenly began, to outnumber the
!•
females by a ratio of aLaost 3
s

•

1 ratio between
In 19U95 in both streams studied, a 2 to 2.5
males and females prevailed throughout most of the run. After June
15 in the Ocqueoc River, the numbers of the sexes became more nearly
eque.l but males continued to predominate at all times.
:

I presume that the failure of the females to predominate at

the end of the run, as they reportedly do in this species (Surface,
1399 )i is an expression of the unbalanced sex ratio which is here
extant

(2) Length

composition of

spatvn.ing

runs

The extreme range in size of 10,lill migrant sea lampreys, sexes
combined, that were examined for length during these investigations
The average length, sexes
was 11.0 to 23.5 inches (279 to 597 mm.).
separately or combined, varied slightly from year to year but was
generally vexy oloss to a mean of 17.0 in3he3. There is no gross
sexuial dimorphism in lengrth (Table 2 and Figure 19).
The largest specimens of both sexes were talcen at the beginning
of the run and for both males and females the mean total length
gradually decreased almost regularly during the course of the run.
This ivas more pronoijnced among the females than among the males
(Appendlj'r. C, Tables 3, 6, 9, 13).
For example, periodic averages of
t}.ie total lengt-h of females taken d-^-ing the first half of the Carp
Creek run in 19U7 ranged from 17 .U to 18.3 inches. Thereafter, these
means' declined to a loiv of 16. U inches tows.rd the end of the rion.
Comparable averages of total length among the males ivere generally
more consistent. The dominant Deriodic average of total lengths of
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males dirring the first half of the riin vras I7.6 inches. This was
reduced, as among the females, in the latter half of the season to
values r'anging very close to 17.0 inches » This declirie in the
sij:e of mig-u-ants may he attributed to an earlier attainment of
sexual maturity among larger specimens than among the smaller ones.

Both range and average length values for the Ocqueoc River
run in 19k7 are appreciably lo-mer than those given for all other
r'Jns studied.
An analysis of the sampling procedure aS undertsJcen
in the Ocqueoc River in 'l9hl, hoirever, suggests that it rras
selective in. favor of the smaller specimens. During the lfl,tter
part of the spaiming season, there was a visible decline in t^he size
of males and females on the spawiing grounds.
The very smallest
specimens seen and collected during 19lil were found on the upper
Ocqueoc River spavming grounds during the last vreek in June and the
first three days of July. These field observations agree v/ith the
data presented for all other runs -whereiji. it vrs-s found that the
average size of the upstream migrants decl?jied during the latter
lial;? of the upstream movement.
ISy collections in the Ocqiieoc River
were made prrjnarily at the falls diu:>ing and after the pealc concentrations of migrants there. Furthermore, collections on the spawnj_ng grounds v^ere made al^jnost entirely in "blie latter half o;? the
period of spawning activityo For these reasons, I conclude that the
data on the ratige and average of size for the Ocqueoc Ri-;?er run in
I9I4.7 were influenced by the period duriiig "•.rhich collections vrere made.
.

Graphic and ta.bular length-frequency data indicate a platjioirtic
distribuT:ion of lengths in the spawning populations entering these
streams (i.e., the length-frequency distribution is somewhat flatter
thari. a normal curve of distribution Troii3.d be) (Appendix E, Tables 1
•and 2; Figure 19).
The standard deviations of the lengths of the
sexes both separately and combined are high. There is no significant
evidence of poly-modality in cirrves constructed for ar^;- of these
data.
Possible interrpretations of 3uch data may be ambigij.ouSo Platykurtic distributions accompanied by high staxidari deviations reflect
either hf.gh variability or -some heterogeneity in the sample. In
the cr«se of a fish population such as these sea lampreys, this heterogeneity could be one of either age or origin. By heterogeneity of
origiii it is meant -ohat trie lndi->riduals ccmposin.g this: sea lamprey
riir., may have come from widely separated localities of diverse
charaot!';.r:Lstics in Lalce Huron.
IiTegularities in the length compositxi^n
of certain lalce fish taicen mthiji the Lijnits of Saginaw Ba^- a?.one
have been attiibuted to thi.? phenomenon accoi-ding to Dr, Ralph Hile
(sierbril '^,ommxmi cation)
Ttie aet-ei-minstion of -fifcich of the characteristics, heterogeneity
b.i^ variability^ is displayed ir the spaTOiing run data 5.3 of
oo:csiderable inr[X»rtanee in determining the biology of th3 spocies,
Fo'.- example^ it "roul/i be of value to know if tii.j sexuc?,lly ma-'MLre sea
j^^ampr-^^rs en-^erijig a stream to opawn are homogenous as to age or
o:r
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Table 2. Hance in len~th and aiecii length with standard deviation of male and fenale
sep. lampreys entering: Carp Creek in 19^7. 19^S, and 1945 and of those entering the
Ocqufioc River in 19^7 and 19^+9 (all meas-orements are of total length, taloen in Inches
and tenths to the nearest tenth; nllliEieter equivalents are -^iven In parentheses
beneath each figure).^i^

whether runs are composed of indi-'n.duals of several age groups.
Should the latter condition obtain, it would render any determination of length of the parasitic period based on collections
of sexually ijnmature individuals from the Great Lalces more difficult to make (as yet, no method has been discovered for determining
accurately the age in years of adult sea lampreys). Data presented
subsequently on periodic collections of specimens in the parasitic
phase made in the Great Lalces proper indicate that all, or nearly
all, individuals comprising a spawning run are of a single age
group.
Hoivever, in view of our inability to make precise age determinations in this species, we must consider that several possible
interpretations exist for the characteristics of the length frequency data:
(1) either the spawning populations studied are
characterized by a high morphological variability and are homogenous
as to age and/or origin, or, (2) they are characterized by a lesser
morphological variability (in length) and are heterogenous as to
age and/or origin. The preponderance of evidence presented in the
current study favors the first contention.

(3) Weight composition of spasming runs

Weights were obtained for 1,^99 sea lampreys taken from Carp
Creek in 19U7 (Appendix E, Table 3; Figure 20). Male sea lampreys
varied from 59 to UOO grams (2.1-lU.l ounces) and averaged 181.6
grams (6.U ounces). Females ranged in weight from 61 to h3^ grams
(2. 1-15. U ounces) and had a mean weight of 186.6 grams (6.6 ounces).
Weight-frequency polygons for both males and females display a
positive skewness (Figure 20). As a result, the modal wei^t values
(i.e., most frequently encountered weights of migrating sea lampreys)
for both sexes are appreciably lower than computed mean weights.
The marked asymmetry of the weight-frequency distributions may again
indicate some form of heterogeneity in the spawning run, as previously suggested by the lengths.
The actual total weight of all individuals comprising a run is
surprisingly small. The total weight of ttie 1,61? sea lampreys taken
in Carp Creek in 19U7 ("vriaich constituted 99 plus percent of the run)
was 65U poxmds. If we utilize the maxim\m estimate for the run
entering the Ocqueoc River in 19h7 , 10,000 sea lampreys, and assign
these migrants an average weight of 6.5 ounces for both sexes combined, vre find that the total -weight of the run in that river was
very close to U,062 po\inds. These data indicate that even v;here
large sea lamprey runs are present, the total poundages that might
be removed for commercial purposes are not of encouraging proportions
.
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20.— Weight- frequency diagrams

for male and female sea lampreys taken in the Carp Creek weir and trap in 19U7.
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(U) Relationshi p betT/een length and

weight in spavining runs
Both length and -weieht data Trere obtained for 2,180 sea lampreys collected during 19hl , 1,303 of ivhich were males and 877
females. Of the total, 1,^99 were talcen in Carp Greek and ^81 in
the Ocqueoc River, Average tveifhts by 0.2-inch length groups
were computed separately for the males and females of each of the
two runs. A comparison of corresponding sexes from both ivatersheds
indicated no si^iificant differences in the length-tveight relationship. For this reason, the length and weight data for both runs
were combined, sexes separate (Appendix E, Table Ij.). For summaxy,
empirically determined averages of the males and females were plotted
separately on graphs, and curves were fitted to these points by inspection (Figures 21 and 22).
In general, the weight of sea lampreys does not increase as
rapidly with length as does the weight of many higher fishes
This is attributable to their more attenuate or
(Beclcnan, 19U8).
snake-liice body form? it is most evident in the male sea lampreys
"vrfiose weight remains more or less directly proportionate to the
length until a size of 19o5 to 20.0 inches is attained. Thereafter,
weight increases rather rapidly iirith length (Figure 21).

Among the females, weight increases more noticeably with length
but the validity of this relationship is questionable due to the
profound effect of the developing ovary upon the total weight of
the female (Figure 22).
The variation in weight at any given length is generally great
and increases with increase in length. Occasionally, the heaviest
specimen in a 0.2-inch length group exceeded twice the wei^t of
the lightest specimen in the same group.
This is illustrated in
Figure 21 "ivhere the range in wei^t for each 0.2-inch length group
of males has been plotted.
($)

Migratory habits and behavior

Sea lampreys swim with a whip-like, undulatory motion which
in its mechanics appears to be identical with that of the eel
( Anguilla ) as described by Breder (1926) and termed by hims
"anguilliform locomotion." This is very similar to the familiar
movement of a snake traveling on the ground.

Sea lampreys swim normally with the oral disc closed giving
the head a bullet-shaped conformity. The anteriorly cylindrical
and posteriorly compressed body, covered with copious amounts of
friction-reducing slime, adapt the species well to rapid locomotion.
These characteristics may be particularly useful when the animal
negotiates rapids and falls. During their upstream migration and
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presmaably during all of the acjialt phase of their life cycle tl:'.ey
c.re^ on occasion^ Tsiy fast p-jviramers.
'^l/hen traversing areas of
piTift Trater, and vrfoen rLUTnotinting obstacles such as dams or
naturai'L falls, or when frightened, (presumably also iThen overtaking their prey) the;?" are capable of amazing spurts of speed,
Eoivever, these sudden spixr-ts undoubtedly represent the tenriinal
swimning velocity of the species and it seems un3JJcely that they
could sustain such speeds for any appreciable distance.

When not taxed to their utmost by circumstances, the avrlximing habits (in migration) of the sea lamprey differ materially
from those of other fishes. They seldom rest in midr/atsr by •.Tiairitaining their position and balance in the current through contl'.iUxil
movement. Rather, n*ien not deliberately moving upstream.^ ohaugirig
position;, or seeking their- way around or over an obstacle, they
(O-ing by their mouths to a rock or log or any available soli.d
object.
This behavior fjas noted even under conditions of little
c:: no current and among individuals resting in static -vater.
Related to th,eir capacity for sudden bursts of speed is their
ability to work their waj'- over many natural falls and man-made
dams of low or ir-regular construction. Surmounting such obstacles
is nox. accomplished by spectacular leaps as among the saljnons... but
by throTdng themHel-ria upiiTjrr^l snd forward, in short, ".vriggling
thrasts and securing each gain by attaching themselves firmly in a
new position by their oral dieisi.' 'Za.dh gain is followed by a seemingly long period of reut before aitother attempt is made to move
farther. In this fashicxi;, they progress slowly up and over the
faces of falls, fcllovdng crevices and fissures ivhich offer the
least resistance by current or vertical surface. Air chambers behind the falling water are traversed by the sea lampreys with no
apparent difficulty. I have seen masses of them in such locations
that were wet only by spray or occasional turbulent surges. Vifhere
falls and low dams offer vertical surfaces to be negotiated, it 7/as
noted that the sheer mass of the accumulation of migrating i]-«.dividuals occasionally forced the topmost indii/iduals to a position
•.•iiiiore the barrier could be claared in a single thrust.
Yiass action
in. these instances ensures that at least some indiTidixals maj;- gain
the spaiming gi'ounds.
T!tae precedj^ng observations were made in the
faLls of the Ocquecc Ri.vei' and at several low dans on that j-r.Me.r
where it was possible to trace the routes of the lampreys ov'^jr these
obstructions by exploring the face of the falls by hand.
Observations en the Ccqueoc and at several high daiiis, such as
those on the Cheboygan ar^d. lianistique rivers ; indicate that s
la'-apreys can seldom "jump" vertically more than two feet althvn.gh they
have been occasionally observed leaping as much as fovir feet ±n a
forivard and slightly upward direction at the base of a natioral fiJls.
It is of interest to note that they can, and occasionally dr\, ".e;ip
o-'it of a 10-gallor milk can containing about 12 inches of ivatei.'.
:'.?.
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Locomotor and other behaviorisms are of interest vitien trapping operations are considered. Sea lampreys observed arri-ving
on the doivnstream side of the Carp Creek weir and trap did not
lead immediately along the wings of the weir. In general, they
tended to prod and explore both downstream and upstream along the
barrier, seeking some small aperture through which to pass;
eventually the trap entrance tb.s alv/ays discovered and entered.
As a result of this searching behavior, these lampreys had phenomenal success in finding and passing through the smallest of apertures in a weir face„ When in a trap or a live-crate, the same
behavior was noted ^an almost ceaseless searching for some means
In 19k7 , I tested the ability of sea lampreys to find
of escape.
an opening large enough to permit their passage through a barrier
Eighteen migrating adults ivere placed in the lower of two
screen.
compartments of a large live-crate that was situated in a moderate
The crate measured 3 feet by 3 feet by 6 feet and
ivater current.
Tra.s made of l/2-inch mesh hardware cloth on a light wooden frame.
The depth of the ivater within the live-crate ivas approximately 20
inches.
A small hole, one inch in diameter, vras made in the center
of the har-dware cloth partition dividing the live-crate. T/Vithin
four hoirrs, all but two of the sea lampreys had found, and passed
For this
through, this hole into the upstream half of the box.
reason, great care must be exercised in the construction and maintenance of weirs, traps, and holding pens.

—

The physical characteristics of the lampreys and many of their
natural responses make them extremely difficult to handle during
trapping operations. All nets used for removing trapped specimen^-;
must have deep bags since the lampreys tend to jump and thrash
violently when removed from the v/ater. Unless considerable practice
has been had, it is almost impossible to hold on to an adult sea
lamprey with bare hands. l/Vhen held out of the water they -sveave and
tvo-st violently and attempt to fasten by their mouths to the nearest
solid object» Specimens which succeeded in attaching themselves
to my hand or arm did nothing more than hold on they never harmed
me with either teeth or tongue. In handling live specimens they
d.re best grasped just behind the last gill opening in a finger lock
between the middle finger and the index and fourth fingers. They
may also be held by grasping them strongly betTreen the furinel ana
first gill opening with the thumb and forefinger.

—

^^

Data relative to the differential migration of sexes during
the spawnijig run and changes in its generally nocturnal nature
have been presented in a preceding section (p. ^h and pp. I|.7-U9).
The negative response of migrating sea lampreys to light is
particularly marked dur-ing the first half of the run in streams.
In the Ocqueoc River watershed a period of six to eight iveeks
elapses betroen the entrance of the first migrants into the river
snd the beginning of spawning activity. Although towards the end
cf this period a great number of sea lampreys are present in the
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drainage, they are seldom if ever seen during the daylight hours.
HoTVBver, visits at night to areas apparently devoid of sea
lampreys during the day reveal many migrants clinging to rocks or
working their way upstream. In daylight hours, they are found
"vvedged among and under rocks, logs, brush tangles, or retired
imder overhanging banlcs or on the bottom of the deeper pools.
When prodded from these hiding places thej'" dash blindly aimy "vaith
little regard for the direction taken. In several instances,
disturbed specmens darted at right angles to the current mth
such force that they slithered several feet up onto a low, grassy
Generally, after traveling but a short distance,
banlc or mud flat.
they sought to conceal themselves again by utilizing vjhatevcr cover
Vfcen disturbed at night by having an observer shine
iras available.
an artificial light on them, the lampreys flee also Tdth apparent
lack of direction. I have been -unable to drive them ahead of me
at night vri.th a jacklight accompanied by splashing. Again they
tend to scui-rj'- in all directions, mostly doTimstream and often between the legs of the drivers. Their fellovr migrants, the suckers
They move systematically
( Catostomus spp.)j behave differently.
aivaj'' from such disturbances in more or less of a groTong school.

Prior to any spa-vming activity, migrant sea lampreys taken in
streams are very tenacious of life, particularly in cool weather,
and lidll survive much longer v;-hen held out of imter than most other
fishes. Specimens retained in a miH: can vd.thout water for six
hoi\rs at about 3^ degrees F. on a spring night shovred no apparent
The
ill effects of their confinement vrhen placed in water again.
pumping action of tlie gill pouches is very persistent, and vrlll
last as long as 1 l/2 hours in specimens that have been drawn
(gutted).

Both negative phototropism and vitality change with the
advent of pealc spaivning activity. Migrants become more and m-ore
evident during daylight houi's, particularly at obstructions to
migration, and nest building and spa-wning activity becomes as
great in the light as during the hours of darkness. Among those
sea lampreys engaged in spawning, this is most probably due to
progressive loss of vision wliich accompanies the physical degeneration talcing place at this time. Wearing the completion of spawnThe
ing, most individuals were judged to be blind or nearly so.
tendency of migrating sea laj-npreys to be more in evidence in daj"-light during the latter half of the run may be due to this ocular
degeneration and/or to an ixrge to reach suitable grounds and commence spawning. Both or either may offset to some degree the displayed response to light of earlier migrants.
The great vitality noted in early migrants lil^evase disappears;
late migrants die on little handling or removal from the water.
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The question has been raised often as to whether or not sea
lampreys feed during raigr-ationo I have e-'ri.dence that they feed
rery little if at all. This evidence was obtained by analysing
the contents of lamprey digestive tracts and by examining other
fash present in the same waters, durinr: a migration, for lamprey
The dissection of migrants taken from both Carp Creeic and
scars.
the Ocqueoc River presents very strong evidence that feeding ceases
with approaching sexual maturity and with upstream movements Of
2,2U9 migrating sea lampreys opened in iSW^ fron Car-p Creole and the
Ocqueoc River only one specimen showed any evidence of recent
feeding.
:,

Between May 29 and July 15 ^ 19U73 netting operations inere
undertaken in Ocqueoc Lake utilizing 125-foot experimental gill
During
Twenty-eigjit sets were made averaging 2k hours each.
netsc
the period of netting operations, migrant sea lampreys were concentrated in greater or lesser numbers in the lal<:e while in passage
A total of 69 adult sea
to the upper reaches of the watershed.
lampreys and 11)| game, pan, and coarse fishes of assorted average
length Tvere taken as follows; 2? northern pike, 21,7 inches; Ul
rock bass., 6o3 inches; 2 black bullheads, 9»5 inches; u blue gills,
UeO inches; 28 yellovir perch^ 5o7 inches; 2 largemouth bass llo9
inches; 6 white suckers, 13»3 inches; 2 walleye pilce, 11»5 inches;
and 2 pumpkinseed sunfish, 3.5 inches
Although the ratio of migrant sea lampreys to resident game
fish tal^en in the nets was high, none of the fish bore any evidence
of lamprey attacks except one 30.6-inch northern pike, tal-cen on May
However, on May 2I4., 19U7, a
29, indiich had an old, healed scar.
smallraouth bass about li|. inches in total length f/hich carried a
Since
large, fresh lamprey scar was seen swimming in shoal water^
smallmouths migrate into the Ocqueoc vratershed from Lake Hur'on
during this season and since many individuals of game species taken
in the Carp Creek -vveir and trap were lamprey marked, it is quite
possible that this scarred fish may have been attacked on a recent
date "vrfiile in Iske Huron
One experimental gill net set for a 36-hour period in Ocqueoc
on April 21, 19^8^ yielded the following:
17 northern pike
averaging 19 7 inches; 2 rainbow trout averaging 15=3 inches;
1 largemouth bass of 11 oO inches; and 3 suckers averaging 12,6
inches o Again, none had lamprey marks.

.Lake

»

(6) Distance of

migration

In spite of the physiological drain of stream migration ivithout
feeding and the energj' demands of surmounting countless obstacles
of current and falls, sea lampreys travel considerable distsnces
upstream to reach suitable spawning grounds „ Approximated ma>:ima
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for present loio-wn spaivning (grounds show a range of from 19 to
Obviouslj this fish is capable of penetrating well
k9 miles.
toward the headxmters of most Michigan tributaries of the
Great Lakes, unless blocked by barrier falls or dams. Exemplary
distances from the Great Lalces shoreline to nesting areas follow:
Region

1.

(

Upper Peninsula )
39.0 miles
22 ^ miles

Sturgeon River, Alger County
Trout Brook, Chippewa County

Region

2.

(

Ocqueoc
Au Gres
Kale
Hope

.

Lower Peninsula )
19.0 miles

River, Presque Isle County
V/atershed:

Creek, Iosco County
Creek, Iosco County
E. Br. Au Gres River, Iosco County
Au Gres Pdver, Iosco County
Rifle River, Ogemaw County
Houghton Creek, Ogemaw County
Little So. Br. Pere Earqustte, Lalce County
Baldwin Creek, Lake County
Bear Creek, Manistee County

(7)

Patholo^, parasitism
(a)

,

3U.0 miles
2^.5 miles
23.0 miles
2I4..O miles
39.0 miles
Ul?.

m.iles

U7.0 miles
miles
US
32.0 miles
.

and predation

Pathology

or ^,13^ sexually mature, mi<-Taiit sea lampreys exar;.ined in
I9U7 and I9I4.3, none displayed any macroscopic evidence of either
bacterial or sporozoan induced infections, at least insofar as any
such disease vrould exhibit itself by internal or external inflamiTiations, ulcerous tissue, other obvious pathological conditions of
the viscera, or by abnormal behavior.

In the samples examined, hovraver, there were a fevr individuals
which displayed developmental or structural abnormalities such as
those tihich ordinarily appear in any population of vertebrates.
In the Carp Creek spaivning run in 19U7 (1,599 specimens examined),
3 sea lampreys (2 males, I7.I and 18. U inches in total length j 1
female, Ih^l inches in total length) had deformed caudal fins. A
fourth specLnen (male, 16. L inches in total length) had a deformed
second dorsal fin. One male sea lamprey was taken which Tra.s grotesquely short in body length in relation to its girth and other
bodily development. The lai^gest sea lamprey captured in 19^7^ a
female, 22.6 inches in total length (v/eight:
I1.36 grams), possessed
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a severely malformed ovary, the development of individual ova in
this gonad -vvas so retarded that the sex of the specimen could only
be determined with the aid of a microscope. A similarly malformed
and underdeveloped gonad was found in a male sea lamprey, 18.0
152 grams).
inches long (Traight:
In the Carp Creek spavming run in 19hQ (2,938 specimens examined), 2 sea lampreys (female, 1^.0 inches, and male. 13.0 inches
One
in total length) were talcen which had deformed caudal fins.
short
body
in
male, 11.0 inches long, had a disproportionately
relation to its other structural features. T^to feraales were noted
each ivith a small, healed perforation in the anterior body wall.
In at least one of these cases the perforation opened into the body
ca\n.ty, their origin is not clear.
It is concluded from these observations, that the migratory
populations of sea lampreys examined were quite perfect physically
and displayed no gross evidence of any maladjustment to their
relatively nevf habitat in the Lake Huron basin. These observations
agree, in general, mth those of Gage (1928) for the dwarf sea
lamprey (lalce lamprey) on its spawning grounds in inland New York
waters. Among these he noted only occasional instances of abnormalstructure or development.

(b)

Parasitism

During the 19U8 spawning runs, a random sample of 100 migrating
sea lampreys was carefully examined for the presence of internal
parasites. This sample was collected between June 2 and 8, 19U8,
in the Ocqueoc River falls (69 specimens) and in Carp Creek (31
specimens). Fifty-six of the sea lampreys were males ranging from
12.6 to 18.9 inches in total length (average: 16.6 inches) and Uh
were females ranging from 12.9 to 19.6 inches in total length
16 U inche s )
( average :
.

Tirventy sea lampreys (10 males and 10 females) or 20 percent
of the total sample contained one or more indi"^n.duals of several
The
types of parasitic organisms iidthin their digestive tracts.
most common of these were adults of the acanthocephalan, Echinorhynrlius
-which occurred in 1? of the sea lampreys examined (9 males
coregoni
With the exception of one sea lamprey which conand 8 females )
tained three adult worms, all specimens examined had but one of these
parasites in the digestive tract. This parasite has commonly been
reported from triiitefish and various other northern fishes.

^

.

«3^Identified by Dr. H. J. Van Cleave of the University of Illinoi:
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Single, immature specimens of cestodes were foirnd in the
intestines of three sea lampreys; t"vro of these tapeworms were
Identified from th? scolex only,
identifiable the third was not.
vvas a plerocercoid larva of Trianophonis ( crassus ?).^^ Larval cysts
of Trianophorus crassus are found frequently, and occasionally in
some abundance, in the flesh of the whitefish and tullibee (Cameron,
It has been observed that sea lampreys are
19h^; Kennedy, 19hQ)
now feeding extensively on whitefish in northern Lalce Huron. Presumably, then, this larval tapeworm is traceable to this source.
It is considered doubtful if it (the plerecercoid larvae) could
mature since the sea lamprey is an unnatural final host for it.

—

•

The other identifiable tapeworm ivas an immature specimen of
Ab othrium sp.v This parasite infects trouts, coregonids, and smelt
(Plehn, I92U) and burbot (Van Cleave and Mueller, 193^1 Bangham,
I9I4.6).
Hovrever, since the larvae are normally found imbedded in
the intestinal wall of hosts, the manner in which the sea lamprey
carrying this parasite became infected is someivhat obscure.

Occasional sea lampreys were taken in 19U7 and 19li8 Ti/hich had
small tumor-like cysts in the wall of the intestine. Five such
specimens were taken from Carp Creek in 19h7 (lj599 sea lampreys
examined) and 11 similarly afflicted specimens from the same stream
The majority of these swellin 19U3 (2,933 sea lampreys examined).
ings were examined and proved to be cysts. However, in each case
the contents of the cysts were in a disintegrated condition and
could not be identified. The circumstances suggest strongly that
these cysts were those of nematode larvae ivhich had died^ according
to A. E. Woodhead (verbal communication).

Although a large percentage of the total sample of sea lampreys
contained internal parasites of one form or another, no single
specimen contained enough parasites to constitute a severe or apparently harmful infection.
Occasional sea lampreys talcen in the Carp Creek trap in 19U8
had leeches attached to them. One of these, identical with the
others observed, was identified as Piscicola milneri (Verrill,

A. E. Woodhead, Dept. of Zoology, University
of Michigan,
x^ Identified by Prof. A. E. Woodhead, Dept. of Zoology, University
^f Michigan.
\/ Identified by Dr. Marvin Clinton Meyer of the University of Maine.

N^ Identified by Prof.
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(c)

Predation

Since the beginning of the present investigation, occasional
observations -were made, or reports received, of predation upon
migratory or spaiming sea lampreys by fishes, birds, and mammals.
Perhaps the most interesting observations are those of predation
by fishes. On June 27, 19U7, a walleyed pike, 17.0 inches in
total len^h, taken on a lure in Ocqueoc Lake, was found to have
swalloived a mature, adult, female sea lamprey lU.^ inches long.
At the time oi capture, several inches of the sea lamprey's tail
were still protruding from the walleye's mouth. In the stomach,
digestion of the head region had barely begun. Conservation
Officer Charles Vanderstar of Naubinway, Michi^n, reported that
a 16-inch (sea) lamprey was removed from the stomach of a 7 1/2pound (northern) pike taken from jailecoquin Lake, Mackinac County,
on June 17, 19li3. This ivatershed is knoivn to support a moderately
large sea lamprey spawning run. Mr. B. L. Foresnan of Alger,
lachigan, reported finding a 13-inch sea lanprey in the stomach of
This trout was taken in the Rifle River,
a k 3/U-pound brown trout.
Lilce the Millecoquin,
the
month
of l!Iay, 19U3.
Ogemaw County, during
lamprey
run.
the Rifle River has a sizable sea

These records ivould indicate
less of their size or habits, are
predatory game fishes. Many more
such fishes than ever come to the

that mature sea lampreys, regardnot immune to attack by large,
are undoubtedly destroyed by
attention of interested observers.

The sea lamprey appears most vulnerable to attack by birds
On Jxine 22, 19U7, the parand mammals ivhile on its spaivning bed.
tially devoured carcasses of several sea lampreys were found on
the bank adjacent to a crowded spawning riffle in the Little Ocqueoc
Tracks of a raccoon at the carcasses
River, Presque Isle County.
and lamprey teeth found in nearby raccoon scats identified the
predator.
Less conclusive evidence found several days later on
the Ocqueoc River indicated that a minlc may have captured and partially devoured a sea lamprey. I have also noted several domestic
dogs which enjoyed capturing spa-wning sea lampreys and dragging
them out on the banicj they were seldom eaten by the dogs in the
presence of the observer.

During late June, 19U8, a great blue heron was observed on
several occasions fishing in one of the scattered spaT.ming riffles
in the Ocqueoc River (T36N, R3E, S.33). Although this bird could
not be approached closely at any time, it was observed on one
occasion in the act of swallowing a spaivning sea lamprey.
The peak of spawning activity in the Ocqueoc River in both
19U7 and I9I1.8 was accompanied by daily concentrations of gulls
(presumably herring, ring-billed, and Bonaparte's gulls) -vdiich flew
into the most heavily used spairvning areas each morning. They were
observed picking up both spawning, and spent and dead sea lampreys.
- 69 -
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Their activities may acco\mt, in pajr-t, for the seecing scarcity
in scEie spawning areas, of djanc and dead lanprejs which have
completed their spaiming acti-'/ities

Migratory sea lampreys, even in areas of deep water, are
preyed upon by the gulls. Several enpH-oyees of the IJanistique
Pulp and Paper Co. and Mr. Howard Loeb of the Fish Di-'.n.^ion
reported observing (in 19h7) "sea gulls" capturing migratory sea
lampreys as they came to the surface in. "boils" beloiv the tailThis phenomenon
race of the paper mill on the Manistique .River.
is so common during the pealc of migration in that river and the
actions of the gulls so comical as they attempt to swallow 11;- to
18-inch lampreys that they provide consistent amusement for mill
employees during this period.
Of all avian and terrestrial predators, gulls apparently
constitute the only significant natural enemy of the sea lamprey
during its migration and spavming in Michigan streams. However,
the total effect of the activities of these birds has not kept
this lamprey from becoming more abundant up to the present or
from increasing its range.
The basic source of references in the literature to natural
enemies of adult sea lampreys is the study of Surface (1395) for
Sui-face presented records of
the Cayuga Lake region. New York.
predation upon adults by:
(Mammals) raccoons, muskrats, rats,
minli;, weasels, foxes; (Birds) havidcs, owls, herons, bitterns; and
(Reptiles) the water snake. He reported also having seen a bowfin
eat an adult sea lamprey in an aquarium. All of these kinds of
animals, along with other potential predators, are present in
Michigan and probably feed occasionally on migrant or spawning sea
lampreys

(8) Reproductive potential of sea lampreys

(a) Collection of materials

All field observations upon which this study of the reproductive potential of the sea ^lamprey is based were made between
April 9 and July 10, 19U7, on the Ocqueoc River and Carp Creek.
The degree of maturity of nearly all sea lampreys entering Carp
Creek in that year was estimated as was that of large samples of
specimens taken from the Ocqueoc River. The entire ovaries were
rem.oved from 70 migrant females and preserved in F-A-A (a solution
Fifty-eight of these speciCI formalin, acetic acid and alcohol) .
mens were taken in Carp Creek, eight in the Ocqueoc River, one in
Ocqueoc Lake (talcen in a gill net, presumably -vrfiile migrating through
the lake to the spawning grounds in the river upstream from the lake),
and three were captured in the Cheboygan River below the power dam
Pertinent mens"ural
in the city of Cheboygan, Cheboygan County.
data "vvere collected on a.11 specimens at the time of capture. The
- 70 -

specimens utilized were, deliberately selected for length so that
all size-groups in the inigrant population would be adequately
represented among the data. To obtain a better measure of the
variability in egg production at a given size, additional specimens were collected in the 17.0- to 18.0-inch (U32-U57 ™^. ) size
This group embraces the mean length (17.U inches, I1J42 ram.)
group.
of the 603 females -viiiich entered Carp Creek in 19U7.
The earliest specimens represented in ray series of 70 migrant
females (iTos. 1, 2, and 3) irere speared just before midnight on
April 15 and I6 in Hammond Bay, about 100 feet offshore from the
mouth of Carp Creek, They undoubtedly represent the earliest
migrants arriving from deeper waters of Lake Huron as determined
by repeated observations during the period April 9 through April 1$.
Those observed viere malcing no effort to enter the creek at that
time.
They arrived on the gravel fan off the mouth of the creek
about two hours after dark and dropped back into deeper water T,dth
Upstream migration began on or about April
the beginning of dawn.
19.
After April 1^-16, specimens for this study were collected at
five- to ten-day intervals throughout the migratory period.

In addition to the gravid females, I4.O spent and dead or dying
specimens ^vere collected in the Ocqueoc River, the Little Ocqueoc
River (a tributary of the former) and in the Manistique River (a
tributary of Lake Michigan). Schoolcraft County (one specimen).
The remnants of the ovaries and all eggs remaining in the body
cavity were removed and prese2rved in F-A-A.

(b)

Egg development and maturity in sparming migrants

Female sea lampreys when sexually mature and ripe have a
single, elongate ovary extending nearly the entire length of the
body cavity (Figure 23). The anterior tip of the ovary begins
just behind the last pair of gill pouches and the organ extends
posteriorly to the anus. The ovarj^, when the eggs are ripe, or
nearly so, constitutes a large percentage of the total weight of
the female.
In 18 ripe or nearly ripe females collected between
June 12 arid June 26, the ovaries averaged 22.14. percent of the total
weights of the females and ranged from 13. 6 to 29.^ percent. On
the other hand^ in el^t less mature females collected between
April 1^ and April 30, at the beginning of the run, the ovaries
averaged only 11. 3 percent of the total vreights of the females and
ranged from 8„2 tc 15.8 percent.
the eggs are fully ripe, they are shed into the coelom
during the spaivning act
through a pair of genital pores. One of these pcres enters each
side of the urogenital sinus "vdiich is provided T,vith a median pore
to the outside on a papilla situated behind anus.
No fflllorian
ducts (nor vasa efferentia in the male) are present, unless the
yjlien

(body oavi.ty) and are forced to the e:jrberior
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P"

Figure 23.

— Dissection

of a ripe female sea lamprey showing size,
Note atrophied remains
extent, and position of ovary.
of digestive tract lying on and within the ovary,
(Photo by George Skadding.)
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„

paired pores represent these. The ripe eggs are spherical to pearshaped xn form and sandy to light tan in color
At the time of
extrusion- they are non -buoyant and someTrfiat adhesive] sand grains
stick to them readily,,
„

«

In order to deterrrdne the nature cf the ova present throughout a given ovary and the degree of egg development (ioe.^ stage
cf maturity) in females at different times durxng the spaiming
run_, diameter measurements of ova were made from eight specimens.
Measurements ivere made by means of an ocular micrometer in a compound binocular microscope; calibration of the ocular micrometer
ivith stage micrometer indicated a value of 0.05 millimeters for
each micrometer unitj diameters were therefore determined to the
;,

nearest 0,05 millimeter
Due to the effects of preservation and the natural shape cf
many of the eggs, very few were perfectly symmetrical. In order
to avoid any selection of the longest or shortest diameter^ the
micrometer was fixed in a vertical position upon the field of
vision and the diameter parallel to the graduations on the micrometer measured. This gave the longest diameter of some eggSj the
shortest of others, or intermediate meastirements between the two.
Clark (1925) tested this method and found it to be reliable. It
was used again by the same author (Clark, 193h) and by Carbine.
Although the eggs appeared equally
{19hh) "vvith excellent results.
turgid and i-rell~formed both after preservation and when examined
fresh, I do not know if any small shrinkage occiirred because of
preservation.
If any did occur, it could hardly have been an
appreciable amount. In any eventj the relative values obtained
would keep their identity.
The first ovary analyzed was from a 12„ 6-inch (320 mm.) female
taken in the Carp Creek weir on June 16, 19U7= The weight of this
female was 70 grams and the ovary weighed 13.^0 grams or 19.2 percent of the weight of the specimen. Sections ivere removed from the
anterior, middle, and posterior thirds of the ovary.
The eggs were
teased out of the sections, a random sample of 5'00 eggs was obtained,
and these eggs were measured... A frequency diagram of these ova
measurements appears in Figure 2i4.. For each secoion^ the average
diameter and range irvere as follows:

Anterior section -averages
Midsection
-average:
Posterior section-average;

0,87 mm,, range;
O.9O mm., range:
0.82 mm., range:

0,3^-1,10 mm.
0.50~l„l5 mm.
0.35-l«l5 nim«

It is apparent from these data that the ova in the midportibn of the

ovary are slightly larger than those developing in the front and
back portions. The difference is so small, hoivever, 0.03 millimeters
and 0,08 mi.llimeter3, that no appreciable error is involved in the
other measxirem^ents and calculations made from midsections only.
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Figure 2h. --Frequency distributions of ovum diameter measurements
made from samples taken from the anterior, mid, and
posterior sections of the same ovary.
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Jordaii (1905) reported that "A. Lkieller, in 1365. shovred that
all Ox the ova in the lamprey WGre of the sane sizej and that
after spai/vningj no small reprod'active bodies remained to be developed later." It is not quite clear to which species he has reference.
In the light of tlae eiia-nination of this and subsequent
specimens of the sea latnprey, this statement is in need cf qualification.
Three categories of ova i^ers present in the material
examined.
First, there are the developing ova (represented by
the highest modes in Figure 2U).
Tliese are by far th3 most numerous in the ovary and are the eggs which are destined to be
spawied very shortly. Second, there are ova of apparently retarded
develoixient Tirhich I term "partially developed ova" (these are
represented in Figure 2lj. by each lor; m.ode to the left of the high
ones representing the developing ova).
The partially developed
ova are scattered throughout the ovary and differ from the larger
ones onlj'" in size and amount of contained j^'ollc; the form appears
similar. Such eggs are present in variable numbers in all females
but are more coi'nmonly found in the smallest specimens and are
The individual represented
quite infrequent in the larger ones.
in Figure 2l|. is believed to have contained the largest number of
partially developed ova in the entire series studied. It probably
represents the greatest proportion of this Icind of eggs present in
the females of an averag-e spavming run.
In examining females in
"'A'hich the eggs had burst into the coelom, I found that some cf
these retarded ova were extruded ivith the fully developed ones.
The majority, however™ remained trapped in the remnants of the
ovary.
Other e^cperirnents have shot-Ti that those retarded eggs that
are extruded Tdth the mature ova can become fertilized but it is
not knoim if full development to hatched larvae occurs. Ova in the
third category are microscopic in size, generally between 0.20 and
0.30 millimeters in diameter. They are variable in number in different females, but as a rule they are quite numerous although
their total number is always less than that of the more mature eggs.
Tliese ova, unlike those of the other two categories, are translucent,
contain little or no yoUc, and are still firmly attached to pedicles
in the gonad.
Since they could readily be found only in the frayed
ovarian tissue of spent females, they do not enter into any of the
measurements or counts that were made. They were too small to be
seen vri-th the mignification used in making the counts and measiiT'emonts of the other two kinds of eggs. It seems logical to conclude
lor the sea lamprey that mature ova develop at the e:cpense of the
retarded and undeveloped ones and/or that some mechanical impediment aborts the development of the latter. I do not believe that
cither of the latter categories could be construed to represent a
potential reserve stock that would enable the female to spaT>n again
in the follov/ing year.

Jordan (1905) further states that "....the most careful mdoro;:copical examination of ovaries or testes has failed to reveal any
evidence of new gonads or reproductive bodies." I.^'' prelirainar;,''
examinations seem to confirm this, l^lven if it should be demonstrated
_
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that the ovaries or testes of sonie spent sea lampreys contain
spermatogonia (and spermatocytes) or o'dgonia (and o'dcytes), the
presence of such germ-cell stages need not necessarily indicate
that these speci^iens "would have lived to spaTvn in another
season. Weisel (19l|.7) has shotiTi the presence of these germ cells
in spent^ land-locked sookeye salmon ( Oncorh;^mchus nerka ) of both
Individuals of this species become seroially mature and
sejces.
spaim only once, dying very shortly thereafter. Weisel concluded
that some factor,, other than a potential supplj'" of germ-cells^,
limits the spai-vning of this Pacific salmon to a single season.
In general, the developmental stages of the ova found in the
sea lamprey are similar to those found in other fishes that spaim
during a single brief period;, i.e.^ the maturing eggs constitute
a single size group more or less discrete from, the immature ova.
The sea lamprey, ho^vever, differs fundamentally from such fishes
in one respect. In females of those species that spaivn in several
or many seasons, the immature eggs greatly outnumber the maturing
eggs at the time of spasming (Carbine, 19lt.U). It is here demonstrated that in the sea lampreys studied, the maturing eggs outnumbered the undeveloped ones present. This fact, the absence of
any germ-cell stages, and the nature of other physiological changes
at spaiTning I consider very strong evidence that the sea lamprey
spa'tvns but once and then dies.

Ovum diameters were obtained from seven additional specimens.
Six of these were selected from the series available so that one
of the earliest and one of the latest migrants and four migrants
talcen on scattered inter^rening dates were represented.
For
miifcrmity these ivere selected to fall within the range of I7.O
and 17.5 inches (lj.32 and ul;5 mm.) in total length. These factors
only governed the selection of the specimens. A seventh specimen
(llo. S-Ul) of comparable length (16. U inches, I4.I7 mm.) talten on
the spaivning grounds, was chosen for examination since in this
female the bullc of the eggs had burst into the coelom and presumably represented fully mature eggs. The data for six specimens
are ba.sed on sample sections removed from the previously described
midregion of each ovary. These samples vrere teased apart and a
random sar.iple of ^00 ova. from each was measured. For specimen
No. S-Iil, a random sam^ple of ^00 ova was taken from the total
nijmiber that were loose in the coelom.
The c!tL^a obtained for all
seven specimens are presented in Table 3, and those for six of the
3pecimens (including No. S-lil) are graphically portrayed in
Figu-re 25.

Ova from the earliest spawning migrants entering a stream are
about 3/u of a millimeter in diameter (average: 0,75 mm., range*.
Fully mature eggs average about 1.10 millimeters
0,l;0-0,85 mm.).
in diameter and range from 0.80 to 1.25 millimeters. l/Iigrants
entering the stream on progressively later dates demonstrate progressively more advanced stages of egg development (Table 3). It
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shci0.d te pointed out, hovrever, that the smooth progressiorx of
increasing average ovum diameters with later dates of capture in
Tatle 3 is most lilcely fortuitous. In exajnining nearly a thousand females^, I found that many degrees of maturity vrere represented among the specimens taicen on a single da;^^, particularly
in midseason.
The mean values listed in Table 3 a^e considered
to represent the average degree of egg development in females
entering the stream on the dates indicated.

In migrants entering the stream in mid-April, 63. Ll percent
of the development of the ova had still to talce place ivhile the
female was in the stream (computed on the basis of the relative
volumetric proportions of individual ova vdth the assumption that
they are perfectly spherical)
In females that entered the stream
from :nid-June imtil the end of the run, the eggs were very nearly
fully developed, but not so far along as to have burst into the
hody cavity. In only a few of the late migrants, including the
last ones taken in July, were any eggs found in the coelom.
.

In the frequency polygons presented in Figure 2$ a uniform
horizontal scale Tvas used for all six projections. Thus the
relative degree of matui'ity of the specimens examined is apparent
in the progressive shifting of the frequency distributions from
left to right. Of particular interest is the great scarcity of
partially developed eggs found in most of the samples represented.

(c)

Egg production

Of the 70 specimens utilized to determine egg production,
actual numerical counts were made of the ova in 10 specimens.
These included the largest (21.1 inches, $36 ram.) and the siaallest (12.6 inches, 320 mm.) females in the series and ei^t of
intermediate size. Prior to malcing each of these counts, the
total volume and the total weight of the ovary ivere obtained. A
sample section was removed from the middle of the length of the
ovary and the volume and weight of the sample were likewise determined. Volicnes were secured by a system of displacement of water
into a cylinder bearing 0.2 cc. graduations and vrere read to the
nearest 0.1 cc. Weights were obtained to the nearest 0.01 gram on
a shemiical balance. Excess moisture was removed as consistently
as possible from all ovaries and sections before any determinations
were made. Eggs in the sample sections were counted first and the
total production "vms computed by dii-ect proportion for both the
volumetric and the gravimetric data. When the baiance of tiie ova
had been counted, the calcu].ated totals by both techniques could
be compajred for accuracy. This procedure was follovred for all ten
specimens.
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There wo.s really very little difference in the accuracy of the
two techniques (Appendix F, Table 1). By the volumetric technique
the calculated totals differed from the actual totals (niamerical
The mean
counts) by amounts varying from 0.0 to 10. I4 percent.
percentage error was plus 3.2 percent. By the gravimetric technique, deviations from actual totals varied from 0.0 to 9-7 percent ivith a mean percentage error of plus 2.5 percent. The mean
percentage errors of the two techniques are based on an algebraic
average of the individual percentage errors. Although in most
cases this statistic might produce an inaccurate result, it is
felt that in this instance its application is justified. A mean
error based on the algebraic sum of deviations expressed in numbers
of eggs allows individual specimens (such as a small one of low egg
count) to influence the results unduly, i.e., a female, for example,
containing only 2^,000 eggs and for tiiiich there is a plus or minus
1,000 egg deviation between calculated and actual totals has a
This latter statistic is a very real
large percentage error.
measiure of the efficiency of the calculating technique in that
particular case. However, an equal numerical deviation in a larger
an.d more productive specimen results in a much lower percentage
error.
It follows, then, that if errors expressed in numbers of
eggs tend to remain more or less constant (as they may if there is
some small bias in the technique), too many small test specimens
or too many large test specimens in a series mil undoubtedly
render too high or too low a mean error.
The preponderance of positive errors in calculating total egg
production suggests some small bias in the techniques or procedures
used.
It is felt that the mean percentage error, as computed, provides 'the best measure of any bias, if it exists, resulting from
The mean percentage errors in this
some defect in the procedure.
study are so small, however, that they may very well fall within
Consequently, the application of
the limits of chance occurrence.
any small correction factor to the calculated data on egg production is not suggested.

The gravimetric method was utilized in calculating total egg
production for the remaining 60 specimens because, apparently, the
smallest error was involved in this technique and because the
laboratory procedure is more rapid by this method. Data on siae^
weight; and egg production were tabulated in order of increasing
octal length of specimens (Appendix F, Tkble 2). Wiere there wa»
more than one specimen of a given length, these Trere listed in
order of jjicreasing egg production. These data have been plotted
upon two graphs to illustrate the relationship betvreen egg production and total length (Figure 26) and betvreen egg production and
weight (Figure 27).
The first property evident in these figures is that the number
of eggs produced by the sea lamprey varies greatly at any particular length or iveight. Mean egg production was computed by one-inch
size groups and by 50-gram weight groups and these values were
plotted upon the respective graphs. The curves appearing in
- 79 -
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Figures 26 and 2? have been fitted by inspection to these mean values.
The munber of eggs produced increases quite rapidly with increase
in total lengthj hoivever, with increasing weight egg production is
more directly proportional. The lo'west egg production recorded,
was found in a 12.6-inch (320 mm.) female weighing
2i|.."021 eggs
The greatest recorded^ 107,138 eggs, was found in a
70 grams.
21.1-inch {^3^ mm.) female weighing 316 grams. Using values
obtained from the curve projected in Figure 26, vre find that the
mean egg production for females of average length (17. U inches,
is 6l»500 eggs.
Mean egg production data, as estimated
i4jb.2 mm.)
from the curve in Figure 26, for successive one-inch size groups are
listed in Table h with the mean deviation for each of the groups.
J,

(d) Percentage of unspawned eggs

The egg production determined for the sea lamprey in the preceding section represents the basic reproductive potential of the
This potential is obviously never
species in the region studied.
realized in natiire. Many factors inherent in the organism itself
and in its environment tend to nullify the potential, and the
actual productivity of the species may be very low when these
factors are considered. A preliminary experiment in the number of
ammocoetes (lanrae) produced per spavming female suggests that the
larval hatch per number of eggs produced (and spawned) is quite
small.

One of the inherent factors which may contribute to a low
productivity is the percentage of ripe eggs remaining in the female
after the spawning act is completed, i.e., the number of unspawned
eggs.
Forty spent females were collected to determine this percentage.
In order to avoid any doubt as to -vdiether they had completed as much of their spawning act as they were destined to,
only dead (30) or obviously dying (10) specimens were collected.
Most collections Trere made in the deeper pools below spawning
riffles or in sloughs into "vdiich the dying lampreys had drifted.
The females obtained ranged from 11.8 inches (300 mm.) to 18.1
inches (I1.6O mm. ) in total length.

For ten specimens, separate counts were made of the partially
developed and fully developed eggs. For the remainder, only the
fully d^eloped eggs were counted (Appendix F, Table 3)' The
partially developed eggs were, as a rule, still trapped in the
remnants of the ovary. Some fully developed eggs were found in like
position, but when larger numbers of these were present, by far the
bulk of them were loose in the coelomo The potential egg production
of each female was determined from the curve projected in Figure 26.
Using this figure and the number of developed eggs retained in
females, the estimated percentage of unspawned eggs was computed
(Appenjdix F. Table 3).
The partially developed eggs were not considered in estimating this percentage since their occurrence is
variable with the length of the fish. They are present in nominal
numbers only in all but the very smallest size groups.
- 82 -

Table U. Sttlmatad maan ee^ production ^7 one-Inch eiza grotipa as determined from the curve projected In Tlgure 26 and mean deviation for each of
these groups.

Uldpolnt of
• Ize

gro-ap

(inches)

Uean egg
product Ion

Mean
deviation

,

As a general in.ile, orOy a very {^mall percentage of developed
eggs remain imspaimed^ the estimated average percentage
Ataong the specimens there are, horrever, several
"vms 5.00 percent.
notable exceptions. For tvro individuals, the estimated percentages
Two others vrere identical
of unspaT/ned egcs vrere 28.6 and 37-2.
in having an estimated 19. h percent of their eggs imspaivned. All
the females displaying a relatively higli percentage of unspavmed
eggs vrare late migrants, appearing at the very end of the spaiming
Observations made upon late migrants of both sexes indiseason.
loiv vitality at that time.
very
I suspect that these specicate a
number
of unspavmed eggs
which
contained
a
large
mens examined
approaching
before
act
vrere unable to complete their spasming
this, the average
vie-w
of
death made them incapable of doing so. In
the
to
represent
percentage of 5«00 xonspa^vned eggs is believed
that
this
average
maj:imum average that occui'sj indications are
iTOuld be lower if computed for specimens found spent nearer the
beginning of the spaTjning season.
(inatijre)

^'

Spawning habits and spavming requirements
of the sea lamprey

The date upon Tvhich the following discussions are based vrere
collected exclusively in the Ocqueoc River watershed bet'vveen April
29 and July 3, 19h7, and April 11 and August 10, 19U8, v^en the
spavming run of sea lampreys in each year was observed. In 19h7
the beginning, pealc, and conclusion of spawning activity were
observed, and a siirvey ofthe physical characteristics and intensity
of spavming in each area of the river was made; spavming behavior^
spavming sites, and nest construction ivere likeivise studied.

In 19i|8, the onset, peali and cessation of spawning were again
observed in detail in selected areas of the river. Regular visits
ivere made to these sites so that all degrees of spawning actiirity
;ould be noted and compared vri. th related environmental conditions.
Farther observations on the spavming behavior of the sea lamprey
were made in this year.

Daily records of air and water temperature, vrater level, and
were obtained in both years so that the effect of these
factors upon the spavTiing and other activities of the sea lamprey
^ould be determined (described for 19^7 in Section IV and in
Appendix C, and for 19l|.3 in Appendix G, Table 3).

Tireather

Fnysical characteristics of the Ocqueoc River vratershed
The geographic location and a generalized description of the
Ocqueoc River are given in Section IV. Briefly, this river drains
in a northerly direction to Ocqueoc Lal<:e and thence easterly into
Hammond Bay of Lake Huron (Figure 28). It reportedly embraces 89
miles of ViTatercourse (determined on large scale maps with a
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map measurer) o->y A sizable portion of this area is occupied by intermittent tributaries^ many of which flow only during a short period
in the spring. From the standpoint of physical characteristics,
the river is divided, rather sharply, into three zones (Figure 28),
each representing about one-third of the -watershed. These zones
form the basis of subsequent discussions relating to the spaiwiing
behavior of the sea lamprey. A description of each zone, beginning
at the head-waters of the river and -working do-v/nstreaxa to the
estuary follo-svs.

—

(Stations 3A-31, Figure 28) The river rises in Marl
Zone 3„
Bed Lake (T33H, RliE, So 23) and from a chain of lakes and marshes
in T33 and 3lj.N, Rli2S, -which are scattered over 25 square miles of
Both main channel
an irregular, sandy drift area (Leverett, 1912).
and tributaries, except "i-fhere lalces interrupt the course, flo-vT
altnost continuously through ivide, open marshes, bog meado\vs, or
In this, the upper third of the river where the main
cedar si.¥amps.
channel travels approximately 8.5 niiles, -the -ividth of the stream
varies from II (Station 31) to 30 feet (Station 3H) and the depth
from 12 to 36 inches. The bottom is predominantly muck or siltj
the velocity of florr is seldom m.ore than sluggish and occasionally
in the main channel it was barely discernible (Station 3K). All
tributaries examined were essentially of the same -nature (Appendi:>c G,
Table 1), Ko channel velocity measurements were made.
The character of the river and its
abruptly in the neighborhood of an old,
located just upstrea^-i from the crossing
This point delimits Zone 3 from Zone 2,

watershed alters rather
18 inches)
cement dam (head:
of County HighTray 638.
next do-tmstream.

Zone 2. —(Stations 2A-2I, Figure 28) Zone 2, the midportion
of -the watershed, extends from the aforementioned cement dam
(Station 21 ) dovmstream to the Ocqueoc Falls through boulder-clay
plains (Leverett, 1912). Bet-ween these points, the main channel
runs about 7.7 miles. At nine survey stations the river ranged
Pools
from. IS to 50 feet in mdth and from 5 to 12 inches in depth.
\rere infrequent and, where present, seldom more than 2l|. inches deep.
The gradient is gi'eater in this zone than else-where in the river
and T.he mean channel velocity was generally moderate, varying from
2„5 to 3,1 feet per second. Bottom types in the lower hail of this
zone (stations 2A-2E) are composed predominantly of a miicture of
boulders, rubble, and coarse gravel distributed more or less uniLimestone outcroppir.gs
fo:nnly i,n bcth riffles and shallow pools.
near Station 2C produce several low falls (12 to 2k inches). Shal-^
lo'w riffle areas 25 to 100 yards long in which the current is
quite rapid are common in this area. Most of the remainder of the
.

V Main

stream:

76 miles (?);
13 miles (?); tributary streams:
(from) Brovm, C. J. D.,
I6O sq, miles,

estmated drainage area;

—

Michigan streams their lengths, distribution and drainage
Mich. Dept- Cons., Inst, Fish, Res., Misc. Publ. No. 1,
areas.
July, 19UU.
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zone is characterized by small rubble and gravel except for the
area just west of Millersbiorg. Here, from an old dam located onehalf mile below Station 2F, upstream for 1.2 miles, the stream
is sloTv or sluggish and the bottom is sandy or silted.
The
watershed is irooded, or, in the neighborhood of llillersburg,
composed of farmland and pasture (Appendix G, Table 2).

One small, permanent tributary (a spring feeder), Indian
Creek, enters the river from the southeast near Station 2A.
This
creek has a uniformly sandy bottom.

—

Zone 1.
(Stations 1A,-1M, Figure 28) At the foot of the previously described zone, the river drops over the broken spill"vvay
of an old mill dam, 3 feet high, and over two limestone outcrops,
6.0 and h'$ feet high. The latter are called the Ocqueoc Falls.
Below these falls, the character of the river changes again as it
flows for 8.8 miles to its mouth through clay and sandy lake bed
formations. At thirteen survey stations in this zone, the river
ranged from 23 to $0 feet in width and from 15 to 29 inches in
depth.
It meanders broadly in this zone and deep pools alternate
regularly with short riffle areas. Pool depths varied from 2I4. to
llii. inches (9-5 feet).
The gradient is somewhat less steep here
than in Zone 2 and the mean channel velocity varied from slow to
moderate ranging from 2.0 to 3.5 feet per second with current
velocities in pools being considerably less than 2.0 feet per
second.
Bottom types were predominantly sand or sand and gravel,
the ratio between the tivo varying in different areas within the
zone (Appendix G, Table 1). Gravel riffles ".lere characteristic
of the first mile of stream bed below Ocqueoc Falls j thereafter,
this bottom type became less and less common being almost entirely
supplanted for long distances by sand or sand and clay (Stations
IF-IJ and IG-ID). Exposures of clay frequently formed the bed
of the stream in the latter areas. Deeper pools had silt or sand
bottoms iT/hile most shallow pools had bottoms of sand, rubble, and
gravel except in predominantly sandy areas.

Snags and waterlogged cut timber are abundant in all parts
of the river in the lower two-thirds of this zone (Stations lA-lJ)
Old sawlogs lie like jackstraws in many of the deeper pools. Bet.ween Stations IE and IK, there are about a dozen stream improvement devices in various stages of decay -viiiich still produce riffle
areas.
The watershed in Zone 1 is a rather densely wooded bottomland
steep banlcs in the upstream half of the region and
lower, though no less open banks, in the doMmstream half.

iTith high^

The river is interrupted in its third mile upstream from the
estuary by Ocqueoc Lake which is 132 acres in extent. This lake is
narrow and about one mile long the river enters at one extremity
and flows out at the other.

—
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ISiree permanent tributaries (other than spring feeders) enter
the river in this zones The Little Ocqueoc River^ Silver Creek.
and. Orchard Lal<;e Outlets

Physical arid chenical pro"orties r ;ffliion to £^1 zones at the
time of the nec;ting survey in 19h7 "vveic observed as followo
The
river ivas appr oximate.ly at its inean levol or volume of floiv for
the season (123 cubic feet per second at Station IB); the color of
the water was li,ght brown] the water was clear. Differences found
in the chemical quality of the water were small among the several
sta.tions in Zones 1 and 2 (Appendrx G^ Table 2),
Dissolved oxygen
varied from 7-1 to 8,5 p.p<.m,s no free carbon dioxide was present.
The water was hard; phenolphthalein alkalinity ranged from 1,0 to
ii,5 and methyl orange alkalinity from 106 to 13li (p,p,m, expressed
The only pollution known to enter the river was derived
as GaG03)o
from scattered cattle watering points, street drainage from the
village of Millersburg (Stations 2F~2G);, and septic tank overflow
from the Ocqueoc Lake Group Camp (Station IB).
Simultaneous readings of water temperatures by two observers
at different stations indicated that an irregular temperature
gradient existed in the river o The headwaters (and Zone 3) were
warmer than elseiiiiere in the watershed™ For Station 21, the water
temperature averaged 3.0 degrees Fo warmer than Station 23. In
Zone 1^ above Ocqueoc Lake, the water was the coolest „ At stations
2A-2B, the temperature averaged 2,0 degrees F. colder than at
Station IB. This cooling of the water in the upper portion of
Zone 1 is due to the presence of numeroTis spring feeders in that
area and to the spring fed tributaries, the Little Ocqueoc River
and Silver Greek, Warming of the water at Station IB, below
Ocqueoc Lake, is probably the result of its passage through that
body of water.

Duration of the spawning season
The spawning of the sea lamprey^ like that of many fishes, is
strongly influenced by water temperature » In the Ocqueoc River,
spawning activity commenced at mean daily water temperatures of
52,5 to 53-0 degrees F. at a time when daily fluctuations remained
about 50 degrees F. The peak of spawning activity occurred -vdien
mean daily temperatures rose above 58,0 degrees F. to 60. degrees
Fo and when, at the same time^ daily fluctuations seldom dropped
severely below 60 degrees F« Spawning occurred among late migrants
at mean daily temperatuj^es as high as 76 degrees F, with daily
fluctuations to 78 degrees F. Rapid drops in water temperature^ up
to and during the peak of spawning activity, caused very noticeable
declin.es in both nest building and spawning.
Following the peak,
fluctuations abo?-e the 60-degree level had no perceptible effects
upon spawning activity.
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Fluctuations in water level and. volume of flow and the presence of some turbidity ivLth rising waters had no evident influence
upon sea lamprey spawning except insofar as they were related to
changes in water temperature.
The weather in successive years vai'ies so greatly, with consequent effects upon stream conditions, that the assignment of the
spawning season to calendar periods is an unreliable procedure.
In general, however, sea lamprey spaivning in the Ocqueoc River may
begin as early as the last week in May and continue until the last
week in J\ily. The pealc of spaiiming activity evidently occurs sometime during the first three weeks in June and usually lasts about
two weeks.

In I9IJ.7, the first sea lamprey nest was constmcted on the
night of June 3-U about one-half of a mile below Ocqueoc Falls
(station IL-IM; 8.8 miles above mouth). The mean ivater temperature
during this period vras ^3.0 degrees F. (range: 50-55 degrees F.).
Forty-eight hours later, when the mean daily water temperature had
risen to 56.0 degrees F., 28 nests had been built in an area 750
feet long ii/hich included the first nest. The peak of spa\iniing
activity in the 0.5-mile stretch immediately below the Ocqueoc Falls
(station IL-ll/l) occurred between June 16 and 23 vihen the mean daily
water temperatures ranged between 53.0 and 67. degrees F. and the
daily fluctuations seldom fell below 60 degrees F. Sustained drops
below the 60-degree level brought corresponding declines in nest
building and spawning activity. By July 3j spavming activity in
this area was virtually concluded j only 21 spawning or spent sea
lampreys Tvere found in the river bet-vvBen Stations IL and IM on this
date.
In Zone 2, the peak of spawning activity folloTved that below
the falls in Zone 1, hj about five days.
On June 25, neither spavming nor spent sea lampreys could be found in this area.
On June 25, spa'vvning activity was first noticed below Ocqueoc
(stations lA-lB).
It continued sporadically there until July
19 ivhen the last spawning pair was observed (mean daily water temperatures, June 25-July 19
66 to 73-0 degrees F.).
Lalce

t

In I9U8, all areas of the river were Thatched closely for the
beginning of spaivning and after that was observed, spa^vning activity irns followed closely in six sample areas distributed throughout
Zones 1 and 2.
The spring of 19U8 Tras warmer and earlier than in 19U7.
The
first nest was constructed on May 22 in precisely the same riffle,
a short distance below Ocqueoc Falls, on iihich the first nest built
in I9U7 f/as found. The mean daily water temperature on this date
was 53.0 degrees F. (range: 51-55 degrees F. ).
On May 2k, in a
750-foot reach below Ocqueoc Falls, Ik nests had been started and
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in tavD of these nests spa-vming had been completed. On May 26
construction had been started on, or spawninf: had been completed in, 35 nests in this area. The mean daily imter temperatui'e on this date had risen to 55.0 degrees ?.
(range:
52-58
tfirc
Further
temperature
accom.panied
degrees F.)rise was
by
waves of* spaTming activity in the 0.5 -mile portion from Stations
IL to U't, one vras between J-une 1 and 5 axid the other between
June 10 and 16 when the mean daily ivater temperatures rose to
and varied betvreen 60.5 and 66.5 degrees F„ and -eTiien daily fluctuations seldom dropped belovr 60 degrees F. The decline in nest
building and spaiming activity between June 6 and 9 accomp3.nied
a recession in water temperatures from the irdtially high temperatures of the period, June 1 to 5- The last spavming activity
observed in this area irvas on July 5 when eight spai'ming or spent
sea lampreys were observed between Stations IL and IM.
The mean
daily ivater temperature on -ohis date was 7O.O degrees F.
Spaivning activity, -wiiich commenced just below Ocqueoc Falls,
was restricted until June 1 to a 0.5-mile area (Stations IL-IM)
immediately below the falls. On that date nest construction
began at Stations IE and IK in the lower readies of the zone.
Peair activity at these stations followed that in the area imoiediately below the falls by an appropriate period^, as in the previous year.

On June 5j spa^vning activity commenced more or less uniformly'"
throughout Zone 2 above the Ocqueoc Falls (Stations 2 A, E, H,
and I). At this time, mean daily water tem.peratures were 66.0
degrees F, or higher. The peak of spa^'vvning activity occurred
between June 8 and 15 and had ceased entirely in Zone 2 by June 22.
Again, as in 19h7 > belated spavming acti"5n.ty took place below
Ocqueoc l^ke (Stations 1A.~1B). First spaiTning was observed here
(station 13) on June 16^ thereafter, it continued erratically
until July 28 when two pairs, the last seen in this season, spavi/ned.
Mean daily water temperatixres during this period varied from 63.
to 75-0 degrees F.

A graphic comparison of the duration and ijitensity of sea
lamprey spaiming in 19U8 below Ocqueivc Lalce (Station 13), below
the Ocqueoc Falls (Stations IL-IM), and at the head of Zone 2
(Station 21) is presented in Figure 29- Mean daily water temperatures hs.ve been plotted in this figure to show their variation
ixi relation to the onset and initial increase iji the intensity
of spawning activity.
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Pattern and extent of spatmlng activity and its

relation to certain stream characteristics
In 19U7> 5^66U completed sea lamprey nests -vrere counted in
Of these, 2,763 or U8.9 percent were found
the Ocqueoc River.
betireen the moiith of the river and the Ocqueoc Falls (Zone 1);,
and 133 or 2 =,3. percent -were foimd in Silver Creek and the Little
Ocqueoc River, tributaries of the main stream in this zone« In
Zone 2^ above the Ocqueoc Falls, 2,763 or US. 8 percent of the.
total were present. No spawning activity occurred in Zone 3
It is estimated from these figures, with due consi(Table 5).
deration for the spaivning habits of the species, that between
10^000 and 11,000 sea lampreys spawned in the Ocqueoc River in
19U7.

On the basis of a comparison of sample areas, it is concluded that the distribution of spawning activity in I9U8 was
essentially the same althou^ there is some evidence that the
run was larger in this year than in 19U7. A comparison of sample
stations follows:

Number of completed nests
Station
(and length of station)
(Below Ocqueoc Falls)

Station IB (1,500 feet)
Station IE (200 feet)

Station IL-IM (256UO feet)
(Above Ocqueoc Falls)

Station 2E (700 feet)
Station 2H (1,200 feet)
Station 21

(iiOO

feet)

19h7

1918

...

...

671/

(above Ocqueoc Falls) were
I attribute this
to lower -water levels in 19li8 ivhich rendered the Ocqueoc Falls
impassable to the sea lampreys at an earlier date. Ho-vvever, an
increase, disproportionate to the decline noted above., was observed in spawning activity below the falls. Nesting sites
below the falls became so overcromied that after June 8, when
l,ii83 nests were coionted between Stations IL and 111, further
counts of the nests in this area could no longer be made accurately. Other areas in the zone displayed an appreciable increase
in spawning activity over the 19U7 season.

Spawning populations in Zone

2

sli^tly reduced from those present in 19U7.

In the various areas in Zone 1 (from the estuary to Ocqueoc
Falls), the amount of sea lamprey spawning activity in a given
area was directly proportional to the amount of gravel, in riffle
areas or otherwise, that was present. As will be subsequently
demonstrated, gravel or gravel and small rubble are essential
for sea lamprey nest construction and without these particular
elements (or seme suitable substitute) nest construction and
spawning do not take place. Between Stations IL and Hi, immediately below the falls, the stream is characterized by short
graveled riffles alternating with deep pools. Bottom types in
general are gravels of assorted sizes except the deeper pools
which are silted or sandy. The heaviest spaivning concentration
in the zone (and in the river, for that matter) occurred in this
0.5-mile area. Act^ually, 78.1 percent of the spa^wning activity
in Zone 1 occurred here.
(Table 5, Figure 28, and Appendix G,
Table 1.)
Do-mnstream from this area gravel bottom types disappear
rapidly, giving way to sand, and sea lamprey spa^wning acti^vity
decreased accordingly. Between Stations IF to IJ (1.9 miles)
the bottom type was almost exclusively sand and the 12 sea
lamprey nests found there in 19li7 were limited to about ei^t
small patches of gravel primarily located at, or near, old stream
improvement devices. A recurrence of scattered gravel riffles
and isolated gravel bars in the lo'wer reaches of the zone abo'sre
Ocqueoc Lake (Stations IC-IE) was accompanied by a complete
utilization of -these areas by spawning sea lampreys.
•

Seventy percent of the spa^wning below Ocqueoc Lake (S^bations
lA-lB) took place in a 900-foot area immediately beloTv the cutlet
of the lake. This area is characterized by riffles with bottom
types of gravel, mussel shells, and sand. The balance of the
spaivning between this area and the estuary took place on the
patches of gravel which infrequently replaced the generally sandy
bottom.

Spawning in the tributary. Silver Creek, was limited to
small patches of gravel at, and between. Stations l^B and hC
These gravelly spots were located at high-way crossings and 7?ere
the result of erosion of the road grade.
Spa^wning in the Little
Ocqueoc River was limited to a 200-yard area of gravel riffles
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at Station 5A. Passage upstream, beyond this point, is denied
the sea lamprey by an area Tihere the river disappears \mder~
ground.
Here it percolates through the sub-surface limestone
formations for several hundred yards, reforming at the surface
by the union of numerous^ small, sprinf~like feeders. Downstream
from the graveled area at ^A, the river ]ias a sand, cr sand and
clay bottom not utilized for spasming.

Bottom types in Zone 2 -were predominantly rock, rubble, and
gravel and this combination occurred more or less unifonnly
throughout the zone varying only, from place to place, in their
relative proportions to each other. Sea lamprey spaiwiing activity
ivas more or less uniformly distributed throughout this zone
(Table 5, Figure 28, and Appendix G, Table 2). Within it, spaiwiing activity did not take place in the sandy-bottomed area extending from one-half mile below Station 2F to Station 2G nor did
it occur in those areas, occasionally intermediate between riffles,
•vvhich were characterized by bottom types of bou2ders and large
rubble imbedded in silt and/or clay. The farthest point upstream
utilized by the sea lampreys for spawning occurred at the head
This locality is 16.5 stream-miles
of this zone at Station 21.
from the mouth of the river.
No spawning occurred in either year in Zone 3» The stream
bed in this zone is predominantly covered mth muck or silt.

Changes in the geographical pattern of spawning activity
during the spawning season were consistent for both years. Spscwning occurred initially in the area immediately below Ocqueoc Falls
(Zone 1, Stations IL to IM) and reached its peak there earlier
than anywhere else in the river. Six to ten days after the beginning of spawning in the aforementioned area, spa-roing activity
spread rapidly in a progressive fashion down-river as far as
Ocqueoc Lake (Stations IL to IC). Peak spawrjjn.g activity in each
area, progressing downstream, vras proportionately later than that
peal^ which occurred just below the falls.
In Zone 2, spaivning activity commenced uniformly over the
entire zone $ to 12 days later than in the area immediately below
Ocqueoc Falls, although water temperatures were consistently
higher than in Zone 1, I attribute this to generally less suitable spawning facilities "vrfaich resulted in a delay on the part
of the migrants entering this zone in selecting an acceptable
place for nest construction. This delay lasted until an increasing urge to spaiim forced them to accept what ivere e\rLdently Su'b-=optijnum nest-b-ui.lding conditions.
As it wj.ll ba shown in a la-ter
disc\is3icn, the shallow, rock- and rubble--strewn riffles characteristic of Zone 2, offer acceptable, although not eminently
suitable, sea lamprey nest-building sites.
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The duration of spanning activity was very brief in Zone 2,
lasting from 9 {191x1) to 17 (19U8) days. This brevity is attri(1) The spamiing run in this zone
buted to several factors:
appears to be composed of early migrants which seem to seek the
farthest reaches of the watershed for spawning. Their greater vitality, and high and favorable water levels at the Ocqueoc Falls,
facilitate their passage over this obstruction; (2) Later migrants,
which might prolong the spawning activity in this zone, are denied
access to it by their decreased vitality and increasingly less
favorable water levels for passage over the falls. This may, in
part, account for the prolonged spawning season and overcrowding of
nesting sites immediately below the falls in the last third of the
spawning season; (3) The sea lampreys present in Zone 2, having
delayed their spawning activity at suitable spawning temperatures
while searching for optimum nesting sites, which did not exist,
were compelled (by an increasing urge to spavm) to build their nests
and spairvn in the briefest possible period.

The appearance, late in the season, of spawning sea lampreys
below Ocqueoc Lalce has been noted previously. This shift of
spasming activity to the lowermost reaches of the river concludes
the spawning season. Spawning areas here are scattered and poor
and the occurrence of such activity is attributed to migrants,
ii^ich, being unable to locate the inlet of Ocqueoc Lake, eventually
drop downstream (through the outlet) in order to spawn. Furthermore, some late migrants of low vitality may elect to spawn here
without attempting to travel further.

Spawning h abits and behavior
(1) Pre -spawning

behavior

As has been observed in a previous section, adult sea lampreys
of both sexes are present in the watershed in the spawning areas
for as much as six to eight weeks prior to any attempt on their
part to initiate spawning activity. Anatomical studies and the
absence of external secondary sexual structures indicate that
these early migrants are much less mature sexually than later
migrants and evidently must complete the maturation process while
in the spawning stream.
Later migrants displayed more advanced
stages of maturity on entry into the stream.
Individuals attaining the nesting areas during and after the peak of spawning activity commence their nest building and spasming in a very short period
of time.
The first evidence of spawning activity on the part of either
sex is the construction of a nest in which the fertilized eggs
will be deposited. This is done by clearing the gravel, rubble,
and small stones from a more or less circular area and by depositing
them in a crescentic ring about the doimstream margin of the clearing (Figure 30 to 38). Occasionally, gravel or stones are moved
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upstream so that in some eases, the nest has a crater-like appearance.
Each pebble or stone is moved singly by picking it up vrith
the oral sucker.
Great persistence is shorni on occasion vrfiere
an unvranted stone is firmly imbedded in the bottom. A sea lamprey
will return time after time to such a stone and tug at it until
e\'-entually it may be dislodged.
Very large stones are occasionally moved out of the center of the nest area by dragging them
along the bottcni with the aid of the current. The largest stone
I have seen moved measur-ed about ii by ^ by 5 l/2 inches and was
dragged about 2.5 feet from -bhe center of a nest area by a 17-inch,
male sea lamprey.
The total amounts of material moved by a pair of sea lampreys
during nest-building and spawning seem extraordinary. All dislodged materials from three nests in Zone 1 in which spaivning had
been completed were carefully collected and weighed. In the three
nests, 13.2 pounds, 18.0 pounds, and 23.5 pounds of small and
large gravel and stones had been moved respectively by each of
three pa.irs of spaT.vners.

Nest construction is usually begun by the male. Early in
the season the male may work for U8 to 72 hours on a nest before
being joined by the female. In this time, a major portion of the
nest's construction has usually been completed, and further
elaboration by both sexes may only occur in the interval betiireen
£pa">vning acts.
About the middle of the spawning season, the male
is frequently joined by the female shortly after the nest has
been started and both contribute to the building done prior to
spavmjjig.
Toward the end of the spawning season, when females
frequently appear to be numerically dominant on some spaivning
beds, nest constru.ction may be initiated by them.

Within acceptable spa"'.vning areas, some selectivity is exby male sea lampreys in establishing a nesting site.
Males frequently begin several nests in trial locations before
settling on a final locus. Abortive or trial nests vary from
mere clearings of a dozen or more pieces of large gravel to
structures about one-quarter completed. This selective behaviorism, is generally observable only during the earliest part of the
nesting period or in areas where spawning facilities are not
crowded.
Later migrants readily occupy many of these trial netiting sites and elaborate them into completed nests.
?aibited

Pr-ior to the beginning of the actual spawning process, secondary sexual characteristics develop among both sexes "iidiich s/.d
in the identification of the sexes upon the spawnin.g beds. Among
the males a very pronounced, median, rope-like ridge gradually
appears on the beck. This prominence, when complete, extends
from the branchial region to the anterior edge of the first
dorsal fin. Females lack such a dorsal elevation but develop
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a fleshy keel ventrally from the anus to the caudal fin. The
lower margin of the tail fin liketvise becomes somewhat thickened.
Females may also be indentified from some distance by the swelling of the body proper by the egg mass lAich malces it bulge
beyond the lines of the head and branchial region. In spawning
males, the branchial region becomes somaivhat distended and has
a greater diameter than the rest of the body.

(2)

Spavming behavior ; the spaTniing act

The spawning behavior of sea lampreys observed in the Ocqueoc
River was primarily monogamous, occasionally polygamous, and veiy
infrequently promiscuous. On certain visits to the sample spavming areas studied in 19hQ, 9$h nests upon which sea lampreys were
present were studied. In 2U^ of these nests, spawning had not
yet begun and tiie lampreys present were engaged solely in the
construction of the nest. In 393 nests, spaivning had been completed and only spent individuals, primarily males, were there.

Spawning was observed in 338 nests. It was undertalcen by a
single pair in 261 nests or 77.2 percent of all instances observed.
All observations of the complete spawning activities of pairs
indicated that they remained mated for the entire spawning venture.
In hh nests or 13.0 percent of the total observed, one male was
spaTsning v/ith two females.
Other polygamous combinations observed
vvith one male vrere:
three females (6 nests); four females (2 nests);
and five females (1 nest) (Total:
9 nests— 2.7 percent of total).
Promiscuous spawning was observed in 6 nests (1.6 percent of total).
Combinations of sexes present were two males and two females
(1 nest); two males and three females (1 nest); two males and
seven females (1 nest); three males and t'-vo females (2 nests);
and four males and two females (1 nest) (Appendix G, Table U).
Polygamous and promiscuous spawning ivere generally observed after
the peak of spawning activity and may be attributed to having the
females outnumber the males on some spaivning areas during the late
part of the season, and/or to local overcrowding of the spawning
beds.
Polyandrous spawning, i.e., one female Td.th several males,
was observed in 18 nests. In almost all of these, various degrees
of antagonism were exhibited by the males toi'/ards one another.
This was usually expressed in attempts by one male to drive
another from the nest. The aggressor ivould usually succeed in
fastening his mouth firmly to the victim. The latter would reply
in kind, and firmly locked together, they wo-ald go thrashing
downstream with the current. This antagonism ivas particularly
marked in males of a single spasming pair. Mien casual males intruded upon their spawning activities, they were promptly driven
away in the manner described above. I consider this further evidence that under optimum conditions, spa'wning among sea lampreys is
undertaken by pairs -vtiich remain mated for the entire spaiming
period.
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The spaTOiing act of the sea lamprey has been more or less
elaborately described by Surface (1899), Hussal<of (1912),
Coventry (1922), and Gage (1928). The folloiTing description
agrees in general, but not always in detail, viath -fche statements
of these ivorkers. Briefly, my observations show that the act
The female orients heris accomplished in the folloiving manner:
self in the bottom of the nest and anchors firmly with her oral
disc to a stone or larger piece of gravel lodged in the anterior
floor of the nest or to a similar object which has been placed
The
in the upstream margin of the nest during its construction.
male approaches the female generally along the long axis of her
body "v^^iich is parallel to the current. In doing so, he frequently runs his mouth lightly over the anterior half of her
body until the branchial zone is reached. At this point the
male fastens himself firmly to the female with his mouth. Almost
immediately he ^vraps the posterior third of his body in an abrupt
half -spiral about that of the female so that their vents are
approximated (Figures 30-31) • The extrusion of the eggs and milt
is preceded and accompanied by a very rapid vibration of the
bodies of both individuals for 2 to 5 seconds. Following that,
the male releases the female iramediatelj'.
The fertilized eggs are carried by the c^Irrent into the face
of the doivnstream rim of the nest ivhere the majority of them
lodge in the interstices of the gravel rira that has been built
there.
Very shortly after the spawning act, one or both of the
sexes anchor again to a rock near the head of the nest. With
violent body vibrations, they stir up a small cloud of sand
from the bottom of the nest which, like the eggs, is filtered by
the ciirrent into the spaces in the gravel and stone nest-rim and
which imbeds' the eggs in place. Reportedly, 20 to lj.0 eggs are
extruded during each act (Surface, 1899). I^ observations tend
to corifirm this, although I never found a satisfactory "vvay of
checking the accuracy with some mechanical device. Thereafter,
both male and female move about, adding more gravel or stone to
the doivnstream rim of the nest structure.
This latter activity
may occur between each spawning act or between groups of two or
three successive spaivning acts.
The interval between spaivnlng acts usually varies from one
T/ilhen both
to five minutes through most of the spawning activity.
male and female are nearly spent, this interval may last ten minutes or longer.
The duration of spawning by a pair (or other spawning combinaThe
tions) may be from 16 hours to three and one-half days.
latter inten^al was displayed by one pair of very early spawners
in 19li7. During the peak of spawning activity in the river, all
combinations ivhose activities were followed closely completed their
spaiming in approximately 36 to ii8 hours. Late in the season,
during the month of July, tb.ree pairs observed at Station IB
91 -

Figure 30. --Male and female sea lampreys at moment of extrusion of
eggs and milt. Note small cloud of sand grains behind
the pair which have been stirred upty the vibration of
(Ocqueoc River, Stations
their bodies during the act.
2L-M, June 9, 19U8.)

Figure 31.

—Male

and female sea lampreys in spawning act. Note how
the tail of the male is locked about the body of the
female.
(Ocqueoc River, Stations 2L-M, June 9, 19li8.)
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(Figure 28) (below Ocqueoc Lalce) completed their spasming in
approximately 16, 19, and 20 hoiirs respectively as determined
by placing hardware cloth fences around the nests.

The location of the eggs deposited in the nest and those
lodging in surrour.ding areas was deten-zined by carefully dissecting, stone by stone, a series of ten nests in -lAdiich spaivn-ing h^d been completed. Dislodged eggs were caught in a streanbottom sampler and the relative proportions in different layers
and different areas of the nests were estimated therefrom.
The distribution of tlie eggs found in these nests was
logical considering the spaiwiing position, spawning act, and the
action of the "ivater current passing through and over the nest.
In all nests examined, the b'olic of the developing eggs was found
in a spindle-shaped layer (in both vertical and horizontal dimensions) in the upstream face of the crescentic, doimstream margin
of the nest.
Here they were mixed Tdth fine and coarse sand
which filled the interstices among the pieces of gravel and stone.
Superimposed upon this egg-bearing stratum was a 2- to 5-inch
layer cf medium and coarse gravel among which few eggs or sand
grains "vvere present.
The water percola.ted freely through this
layer.
It was found that among the eggs first deposited by a
spawning pair, some were buried as deep as 8.5 inches beneath the
highest point of the nest rim. The egg-bearing stratum itself,
varied from 2 to U inches at its maximum thickness (Figure 32a, b),
In the lateral plane, the eggs were most commonly distribij^ted
over an area equivalent in breadth to the downstream quadrant of
the nest (Figure 32c).

In an area of moderate current, with a generally gravel
bottom type, a few eggs were found lodged in the gravel just
past the crescentic rim of the nest. Occasional eggs were lodged
among the gravel of the stream bed directly behind the nest fcr
a distance of three to four feet (Figure 32a).
In generally
sandy areas, where the reverse slope of the nest rim (downstream
side) was predominantly sand, eggs carried over the rim of the
nest by the current had nowhere to lodge and I observed that
these eggs generally were carried by the current into deeper and
usually silted areas (Figure 32b). I believe that there is a
high mortality among these eggs due to their being exposed to
predation by small fishes and other organisms and, ultimately,
to their being sm.othered by silt deposition.
(3)

Nest construction

The manner and form of sea lamprey ne^t construction ii^. the
OcqueoG River varied with the area in tlie watershed selected for
spa^-ming, with the bottom types that were present, and with specific locations prithin the stream (i.e., particular nest-build.ing
site selected).
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(Zone 1)

In Zone 1 (see Figure 28), the general tyoe of nest built
was one of various size gravels in riffles, bars, and flat beds,
Ultimately, all
or on scattered patches of gravel (Figure 33).
available graveled locations of every description in this zone
were completedly used, although certain types of locations were
more suitable for nest construction than were others. Jn a 0. it-mile
area between Stations IL and IM, the specific sites of 1,820 nests
present were determined. Of this total, 1,0U3 nests were built on
ten long, gravel riffles totaling 1,070 feet of linear stream
distance (range in length of individual riffles; 35-500 feet);
h3h nests were constructed on isolated, large, transverse gravel
bars and short riffle areas; 120 nests were made on scattered,
small, transverse bars; 60 nests were built at the upstream or
downstream margins of pools or in the deeper areas intermediate
between isolated bars or riffle areas; 63 nests were located on
linear (parallel to current) graveled areas and 60, on scattered
patches or pockets of gravel. These last two types of sites were
in generally sandy-bottomed areas of the river. Of the remainder,
3li nests were constructed on flat and ridged gravel beds on the
outside margin of deep pools at bends in the river, and 6 in a
like location on the inside of a river bend.

Under such conditions, preferred nest-bxiilding sites covild
only be determined by ascertaining in limited areas the serial
order in Tshich they were occupied. A gravel riffle area, 80 feet
long^ iriiich lay between deep pools at tiro bends of the river
(stations Ur-IM), a predominantly sandy-bottomed area at Station
2C, a gravel bed in a bend of the river at Station IE, and gravBl
riffles in a small stream (Station 5B) were observed during the
spa.vming season.
It was found that, in general, the upstream
face of the gravel bars forming the longer riffle areas and that
of transverse gravel bars of all descriptions were utilized first
for nest construction. Following this, the depressions between,
and occasionally the crests of, these bars were used. In such
areas, the last sites taken were those within the foot of the
pool proper, upstream from the riffle, and those at the head of
the pool lying just downstream from the riffle (Figure 3h). "When
all such sites had been preempted, nests appeared on flat, graveled areas along the outside margins of pools, and oh linear
bars, patches, and pockets of gravel in the sandy areas of the
river.
In the lotrer reaches of Zone 1, above Ocqueoc Lake, graveled
areas frequently appeared on the outer portion of bends in the
rivero
These graveled areas were generally composed of a series
of crescentic gravel bars, dipping from the shoreline to the
deepest water in midstream. Within the limits of such an area,
nests were built first on the upstream face of the bars at depths
of 12 to 2U inches. Thereafter, similar sites were occupied in
shallower water ri^t to the water's edge and to depths of three
and one-half feet near the midstream limits of the bars. Areas
intermediate between, or upstream or downstream from, the gravel
ridges were settled on last (Figure 3$).

In a small stream, the Little Ocqueoc River, a continuous
series of closely spaced gravel riffles was present, although
the profile of these bars Wcls quite low. Here the sea lampreys
selected nest-building sites initially on the upstream face of
the gr'avel bars and laterally in the intermediate areas without
much discri.mi nation (Figure 36).

In Zone 1, sea lamprey nests were b\iilt at depths ranging
from 5 inches to 5.? feet. Most spawning occurred, however, in
depths between 12 and 2$ inches (depths to center of floor of
nest).
In the generally graveled area between Stations IL and IM,
the average depth of 1^6 nests was 22.1 inches (range: 8.^ to 2lt,0
inches) (Appendix G, Table 5)j between Stations IK and IL, the
average depth of 3k nests was 20.2 inches (range: 11.0 to 32,0
inches) (Appendix G, Table 6)j and in the generally deeper waters
between Stations IE and IF, the average depth of 7U nests was
22,1; inches (range;
7.5 to 38.0 inches). It was in this last
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area that sea lampreys -were observed on six nests built on a
gravel bed on the bottom of a deep bend of the river. The
depth to these nests was S'$ feet. In the Little Ocqueoc River
(station 5b) the average depth of 31 nests was 9.0 inches
(range:
6,0 to 1^.0 inches) (Appendix G, Table ?). For three
nests not included in this sample, depths of 5«0_, 5.5> and 6.0
inches were recorded (Figure 36). It is curious to note that
in the last cases, one inch or less of water was passing over
the rims of these nests.
Spaivning had occurred at a similar
water level.

Completed nests varied in size from 10.0 to 39.5 inches in
diameter. The average was about 19 inches and varied from one
sample area to another as follows: Stations IL-lii, 22.1 inches
Stations IK-IL, 21.0 inches; Stations IG-UI, 19.3 inches; Stations
lE-lF, 18.1 inches.
These stations are listed progressively
downstream and the decreasing average diameters are correlated
with diminishing amounts of suitable nest-biiilding materials
(Appendix G, Tables ^, 6). The average diameter of nests in the
shallow Little Ocqueoc River was 17.7 inches (Appendix G, Table 7).
These measurements yrere taken from rim to rim except for asymmetrical ones for which a mean of greatest and least diameter was taken.
Two generalized patterns of nest construction occurred indiere
The most common of these
adequate amounts of gravel were present.
two was that built on the upstream faces of bars or ridges. These
nests were characterized by high downstream rims, very low or
non-existent upstream rims, and tended frequently to be asymmetrical in outline shape and in structure (Figure 37b). This type
was foiind most often in midstream locations where the current
was moderate to swift and where the bottom had an irregular profile.
In such nests, the downstream rims were frequently elaborated to a considerable height occasionally as much as 10 inches
above the floor of the nest (Appendix G, Tables 5-7).

—

The second general type of nest was characterized by a rim of
uniform height, a circular outline fonn, and a generally syranetrical appearance (Figure 37a). These nests were found at the
quieter margins of the stream, along the edge of, and at the head
and foot of pools, and in areas intermediate between bars and
riffles. Such areas had relatively slower current velocities
and the bottom had a flat or low profile.
In all types of nests and under all circumstances, I have
seen sea lampreys moving stones to the upstream rims of their
nests although their success in maintaining this part of the
nest structure varied with the nest site and the velocity of the
current, as evidenced above. I see no basic functions of this
portion of the nest structure other than an additional repository
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for materials removBd from the center of the nest area and as
a provision for anchorages to which the female may attach herself during the spaiiming act. A single large piece of gravel,
a sma3.1 imbedded stone or stick, or even a hardpan claj'- bottom
has been observed to suffice for the latter requirement.

Nest-building on sites less favorable tiian the foregoing
variously alters the form of the structure. Occasional nests
were built by clearing an area betiveen tivo or more large stones
which formed vra.lls on each side of the nest. The erratic water
•turb-'olence on such sites caused the nest to suffer from some
scouring vihen the sparmers vrere no longer present to maintain
it.
An examination of these nests proved that an ejccessive
mortality of eggs and developing larvae resulted.
Where nests iTere built from a thin layer of gravel and sand
over hardpan clay, the upstream margin of the nest -was soon
sTrept away by the current as were the contents of the floor,
leaving only a modified crescentic ring of gravel for the nest
(Figure 37c). With no anchorage upstream or down, this structure
vfas slowly demolished by the current and again I found from a
dissection of such nests before hatching had occurred that a
heavy mortality of eggs or larvae resulted.
In the preceding instance, and in those sandy areas where
small, scattered patches of gravel provided nesting sites, the
apparent minimal conditions acceptable for sea lamprey nest
construction are represented. In the latter case, where pockets
of gravel lay ahead of, or against, small hummocks of sand or
sand bars, the gravel was placed by the lainpreys against the
cLpstream face of such rises (Figure 37d).
The amount of gravel
utilised varied, of course, "I'vith the available supply. One such
nest consisted of a double layer of 3/h- to 1-inch gravel,
appro:clmately one square foot in area, v;tiich had been built
against a small, sand hummock. All available gravel in the area
had been utilized (Figure 37e)o A pair had previously been observed spa^wning in this poor nest.
Examination of the nest after
the completion of this act disclosed very fev/ fertilized eggs.
The potentially hig^ mortality of eggs on such sites as these
has also been noted elseivhere. Nest construction and spawning
were never observed on sites providing a lesser volume of hard,
bottom- type elements than in that situation noted just previously.

A miscellany of nests were located oddly under snags, v/aterlogged timber, and partly submerged briish.
Immediately below
Ocqueoc Lake (Station IB), riffle areas were created by ejctensi-v8 beds of clam shells.
These, with some gravel were the basic
material utilized by lampreys for nest construction. The relative
success of spavming on such sites was not detennined.
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The re-Tise of nests or nesting sites by late migrants was
only obser-ved after all suitable nest-building locations had
been utilized. In the latter halJ" of the season in Zone 1,
ijmi-ediately beloiT Ocqueoc Falls, unfavorable \vater levels at
the falls and reduced "/itality aavong t^\e sea lai:ipreys ultl^uatel;'forced many cf them to spawn in. locations that had already been
completely utilized. On many transverse gravel bar^-j, this condition resulted in a complete obliteration of the outlines of
the original nests.
The result was Tjhat appeared to be a continuous, straight nest across the entire face of the bar (Figure
Even under such circumstances, several pairs ^pavming on
33).
these ill-defined, continuous structures tended to remain discrete as pairs and spavmed across a consistent and limited
breadth of tlie reworked composite structure.
(Zone 2)

In Zone 2 (see Figure 28), the general type of nest ivas one
built of gravel, rubble, and small rocks in an area which was
more or less iiniformly composed of varjT-ng amounts of these three
bottom tjpes (Figure 37f, g). Little choice was offered the sea
lamprey in selecting sites for nest construction in this area of
the watershed. Riffle areas of gravel and rubble vrere more or
less level in bottom contour containing few if any bars or ridges
as found in Zone 1.
Nests ivere found across the length and
breadth of these riffles in a well-distributed pattern they were
seldom built in groups or close to each other. 15any of these
rubble-streTm riffles had relatively sTdft cui^rents, and T/riiere
thi.s occurred, nests tended to be concentrated in the less s'^Lft
vraters nearer the banks.

—

Individua.l nesting sites were generally selected ivhere gravels
were relatively abundant among the rubble and slab rock (Appendix G,
Table 8). These nests were usually symmetrical in form i^ere the
rubble was of such a size that it could be moved and/or utilized
in nest construction (Figure 37g). In rocky or large rubble areas,
many asymmetrical types were built (Figure }7t). Limited amo-onts
of gravel and swift currents restricted most construction In such
c)j.-ea3 to a downstream rim in xvhich the eggs were to be depi-ir:=;ited.
In pD^edominan.tly r^abble and slab rock areas, so little gravel
was occasionally available that a very meager nest structure was
completed and the ultimate success of sparming on such sites was
limited. Below these nests, eggs could be found lodged (aiid
exposed) among the rubble for many feet.

Among a sample of 2^ nests on
ing riffles in this zone (Station
averaged 10.9 inches (range: 3.0
averaged 18,8 inches in diameter,
(Appendix G, Ta.ble 8 )

one of the more favorable nest26), the depths of the nests
to 13,$ inches).
These nests
varying from 13 to 26 inches
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Figure 38,

— Two

pairs of sea lampreys spawning on a transverse
gravel bar; a continuous nest v#iich has been reworked
by late spawners so that outlines of original nests
have been obliterated.
(Ocqueoc River, Station IL-M,
June 10, I9U8.)

Although a considerable amount of spawning in the Ocqueoc River
occurred in this zone, nest-building and spawning conditions are
obviously less suitable thgin those areas characterized by gravel
bars and ridges in Zone 1. Initially, bottom contours, particularly
in most riffles, are low or flat and offer neither resting places
for the working sea lamprey nor sites which facilitate the construction of a nest as would the abrupt upstream face of a gravel
bar. Heavy and/or unwieldy pieces of rubble must be cleared from
the nesting site with some considerable effort by the sea lampreys.
These larger materials and the inadequate amounts of gravel available do not permit formation of an adequate nest structure. Swift
currents over the riffles hinder nest construction and combined
with inadequate nest structures result in the sweeping away and
probable mortality of many newly-spawned eggs.
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(General Observations)

In both Zones 1 and 2, some visible current was present at
every nesting site. The least current velocity in any one spaiiming location was 1.3 feet per second.?/ The maximum velocity
in an area -where spa-vming occ-urred was 5.2 feet per second in
Current velocities in fo-or long and
a rubble and gravel riffle.
heavily used riffles ivere 3.6, 3.3, It.O, and k.h feet per second.
(poor bottom- type) had veloT1.T0 less extensively used riffles
cities of 1.9 and 2.3 feet per second. In areas other than
riffles "where it occurred, velocities of 1.$, 2.3, 2,8, 2.9^ and
3.5 feet per second were recorded.
In the Ocqueoc watershed, there was no evident relationship
between the degree of cover and/oi shade and the incidence of
spawning activity. The earliest, and subsequently one of the
most widely used spasming riffles in the river was relatively
shallow, contained no cover within the stream and was completely
exposed to the direct rays of the sun throughout the day. At
the other extreme,, spawiixig in the Little Ocqueoc River at Station 5B occurred in dense shade where the sun seldom struck the
water. However, since among the earliest spawning sea lampreys
some-ii^at more activity was displayed during the hours of darkness
than durin.g daylight, I suspect that under optimum conditions^,
all other factors being equal, a preference would be shown by
the sea lamprey for covered or shaded nesting sites.

(U) Summary of spawning requirements

It is concluded from these data collected in the Ocqueoc
River that two essential physical conditions, other than suitable
^rnter temperatures, must be fulfilled before sea lampreys may
First, gravel, 3/8-inch to
spa-\vn with any degree of success.
2 inches in diameter, or gr-avel mixed with some other acceptable
hard bottom-type (rabble, clamshells, etc.) must be present as
the basic elements for nest construction. Furthermore, some
small amounts of sand must be available to which the eggs mil
adhere and which will imbed them in the interstices of the g.:e.re"L
Excessive amounts of larger hard bottom-types
in the nest rim.
(bed rock., boulders, large rubble) hinder or prevent spawning.
In predomin.antly sandy areas, some small amount of gravel m-ast be
present before nest construction and spawning ivill be attempt'^d
by the sea lamprey. Probably the minimal acceptable quantity of
gravel uxjder such circ-omstances is typified in the nesting s' 'JT
described on p. 108 (Figure 37e),
.1

7/current velccitys

surface velocity X factor of 1.33.

- Ill

Second, at least some current, passing consistently in one
direction over the nest, is essential to successful spamiing.
This is concluded from the mechanics of the spa-vming act, from
the spawning behavior of the sea lamprey, and from the distribution of nesting sites in the river. Very siwift currents
hinder or preclude successful mating and •when it does occur
tinder these conditions, many eggs are swept beyond the nest
which are lost through exposure, abrasion, and predation.

In the total absence of either gravel of the specified
sizes, or cxarrent, I have never observed spawning to take place
and where minijnal quantities of either or both exist, the
success of this activity, measured in terms of hatched-fry production, is very low.
These basic reproductive requirements of sea lampreys as
evidenced in the Ocqueoc River are substantiated by observations
made in other watersheds. Data relevant to the characteristics
of sea lamprey spawning grounds were recorded by field observers
for 29 other tributaries of Lalces Huron and Michigan (Appendix G,
Table 9). Any of the recorded physical or mechanical properties
such as -width, depth, amount of current, color, and turbidity
(with accompanying variations in the chemical quality of the
water) of a spawning stream or spaivning area varied mdely with
but one exception. Gravel, in combination with sand, or sand
rubble, was always present. All records thus obtained of stream
width, depth, and degree of current at spaiivning areas fell well
within the range of these properties as observed in the Ocqueoc
River.

Water temperatures suitable for spawning are tentatively
identified as those extant in the Ocqueoc watershed during the
period April-July when the runs are entering the river. There
is some evidence that certain cold, spring-fed tributaries,
otherwise suitable for sea lamprey spaivning, are abandoned by
spawning migrants (sometime after entry) when the water fails
to warm rapidly during the months of May and June.
This condition has been encountered in Pendill's Greek, Chippewa County
(Lake Superior basin). However, since my temperature records
in this stream are limited to intermittent pocket-thermometer
readings, no critical comparisons can be made.
The question has been raised: do sea lampreys spawn on the
gravelly shoals of the Great Lalces proper when blocked from their
spavn:iing areas in streams by dams or other obstructions.
There
is no direct evidence that they do or do not.
If it does occur,
the success of this spawning must indeed be very low. Nest construction, the spawning act itself, and the normal, and presumably successful, deposition of the eggs in the nest are predicated
on an unidirectional current passing over the nest; the entire
spaivning behavior of the sea lamprey reflects a positive orientation to this consistent, uni-directional current. Shoal areas
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of the Great Lakes frequently possess a bi-directional, or reversing, water movement induced by wave action upon the shore.
It seemB unlikely that an ebb and flow water movement (or still
water) would elicit the presumably normal responses in the lajnprey which would result in an effective nest construction or
spawning act. Such water action would inhibit both of these
activities. Furthermore, in the shallowest areas of the lake
shoals, one to three feet in depth, which are comparable to the
depths selected in streams by the lampreys for spawning, there
is little likelihood of the survival of eggs because of molar
action of bottom materials subjected to wave action in such areas.
(5) Post-spa'vning behavior

Following the completion of spawning, spent females drop away
from the nests almost immediately, drifting downstream to die in
quieter eddies or pools. When held experimentally in enclosures,
they expired sooner after spawning than did the males. Males,
however, cling to the nest for one to three days after spawning
is completed, only dropping downstream when completely spent physically and very near death. Spent males curl themselves in the
deepest depression of the floor of the nest where they receive
the most protection from the current.
In this position they cling
weakly to a stone (Figures 36, 39). This attitude is so characteristic that spent individuals were readily spotted on the spawning
beds.

Figure

39.— Spent male sea lamprey clinging
comoletion of spawning.
June 8, 19U8.)

to nest after the
(Ocqueoc River, Station IM,
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Males and females, dropping domistreain and no longer possessing the strengiih to sivim against the current, generally moved
tail-first tvith weak STvimming movements against the current.
Even at this stage, they still retained a positive response to
the stream current.
(6) Adults prevented from spawning

A preceding discussion considers one possible fate of sea
lampreys prevented by barrier dams from reaching suitable
spawning areas in streams, i.e., they mijiit spawn on gravel shoals
in the lake proper. Such a situation was considered unlilcely.
There is evidence that a diversion of some individuals of such
barred runs to other streams along the shoreline, with accessible
spavming areas, occurs. In 19h9, a small, portable weir and trap
were operated intermittently in Milligan Creek, Presque Isle
County (T37N, R2E, Sees, h, $, 8, 9). This stream is 6.5 miles
and 9.0 miles
of Carp Creek and the Ocqueoc River, respectively,
on the Lalce Huron shoreline. In each year, 19U7-19U9, it was
observed that a run estimated at from 600 to 1,000 sea lampreys
entered this stream in the early spring. It was also observed in
each year that for some as yet undetermined reason all of these
migrants abandoned this stream without spaivning. Conditions ivere
comparable, therefore, to those where a mechanical barrier prevented access to spawning grounds.

W

Ilinety-one sea lampreys were taken in this weir-trap during
eight 2l4.-hour periods of operation on l.!ay 1$ and during May 20-26
inclusive. Eighty-six individuals were moving upstream and five
were moving dovvnstream at the time of captiire. All of these lampreys Trere tagged with numbered, celluloid button tags and released in the direction in which they were originally traveling
(3/8-inch diameter tags; applied Tdth 2 l/2-inch, nickel-plated
banlc pins through the dorsal musculature, just anterior to the
first dorsal fin).

Six of these marked sea lampreys (7.0 percent of total tagged)
appeared in the Carp Creek and Ocqueoc River weirs. These streams
represent the tvro nearest potential spa'vvning streams SE of l£Llligan
Creek along the Lal-ce Huron shoreline. One recovery in Carp Creek
was taken 10 days after tagging; the five in the Ocqueoc River at
2, 6, 10, 17, and 30 days after tagging.
An additional tagged sea lamprey was recovered in the Mackinaw Straits by a commercial fisherman on, or about, July 1$, 19h9,
some 51 days after it had been tagged. It was taken 3 l/2 miles
ITE of Mackinaw City in 73 feet 01 water on a mud bottom.
The
lamprey was caught when its tag became entangled in the twine of
a gill-net set.

-

ilU-

It is logical to assime that some lampreys die before they
succeed in finding suitable spaiming grounds. This they may
experience in streams^ t^en blocked by a large dam, or in the
Great Lakes, when imable to locate an adequate stream. In order
to measure the effect of such frustration experimentally, I
imprisoned migrants as follows: In 19U7j 50 migrant sea lampreys (30 males and 20 females) were taken from the Carp Creek
weir on May 20 and 2U and on June 1$, and placed in live-crates
anchored in Ocqueoc Lake at depths of 2 to U feet. Ten lampreys
were placed in each of five comparianents which averaged about
1 1/2 cubic yards of space apiece.
An equivalent number of 8to 11-inch black bullheads were placed in each compartment
(none of these bullheads were ever attacked by the imprisoned
lampreys). The bottoms of three compartments were of planed
wood, and of the remaining two, wood covered with a layer of
silt and sand.
Lake vrater temperatures here varied from $3
degrees F. to 75 degrees F. during the course of the experiment.
Initiallj'', all imprisoned lampreys were very restless and
moved about almost continuously searching for a way out of the
crate.
This restlessness became very pronounced on June 2$,
Between then and Jime 28, 12 males and $ females died. Between
the latter date and July 3) 9 males and 1^ females likewise died.
Of the remainder (all males), two died on or before July 11, six
on or before July 18, and the remaining specimen expired on
July 25.

With the exception of the retention of the unspawned eggs or
milt, anatomical and degenerative changes among these dead specimens were like those in spent sea lampreys. The color of the
liver, the degree of reduction of the digestive tract, loss of
vision, and sloughing of skin were all similar (subsequent discussions treat in more detail upon these changes among migrant
and spawning individuals).
In this experiment, the specimens were held at higher water
temperatures imlike those which normally blocked migrants would
have found had they moved back from a barrier structure into
the Great Lakes proper. These elevated temperatures probably
accelerated the normal rate of mortality or hindered a possible
recovery from the anatomical changes accompanying sexual maturity.
However, h migrant adults taken from Carp Greek on May 29, 19li7,
and held in running water aquaria at the Oden State Fish Hatchery
at an average water temperature of k9 degrees F. (range: US to
$2 degrees F. ) also died. Either suckers or trout were also
placed in the aquaria. 2/ The lampreys were very active for several
days, apparently seeking a way out of the tanks. Thereafter,
they quieted down and were never active unless disturbed. At no
time did they attack either suckers or trout placed with them.
Three specimens were killed on June 12, June 28, and August 5,
respectively, and examined.
Liver color and reduction of the
8/Experiment conducted and observations by Mr. R. F, Sharkey of
the Oden State Fish Hatchery.
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digestive tract in the last two specimens were comparable with
that of spent sea lampreys. The fourth lamprey died on
September 3 bearing no evidence of a recovery from the degenerative changes accompanying sexual maturity.
This slender evidence suggests that colder water temperatures merely prolong the existence of an organism, that, if barred
by circumstances from the climactic act of its life cycle ^ is
destined to die v;-hen it has burned up its reserves of energy.

IV.

Physical degeneration of migrants and mortality of

post-spawning adults
Although the preponderance of evidence presented by earlier
investigators (and substantiated 'bj my data) points rather conclusively to the death of the sea lampreys after the completion
of spawning, doubt is still expressed in some quarters as to
whether or not this actually occurs. Surface (1899) and Gage
(1920) noted an anatomical degeneration of the gut (and liver
Gage, 1928) among migrant and spawning populations of lampreys
of this species. Surface (op. cit . ) likewise noted a tendency
towards blindness and a shedding of the epidermis among postBoth writers refer to the absence of "minute
spa-wning adults.
ova" in the ovaries of spent females as evidence that these lampreys spawn only once and then die.
If sea lampreys die after spavming, one would expect to find
larg-e numbers of dead, spent fish near the spawning grounds.
Hoivever, this is not so.; such fish are not seen in abundance.
Surface (1899) attributed this dearth to the fact that most dead
and dying lampreys were deposited in the deeper, silted pools
of a stream and to the fact that immediately after death the
lampreys decayed mth great rapidity vmder any circumstances. An
experiirient performed by Surface confirmed these contentions.
Both Surface (1899) and Gage (1928) noted instances where the presence of the long, tape-like, persistent notochord was the primary
e"\ddence :-n the stream, of a post-spawning mortality of adults.

Gage (1923) pe.rformed ej:periments in holding spawning sea
lampreys 'onder various conditions favorable to their recovery and
The most conclusive
observ-ed that all specimens ultimately died.
e-*7idence of mo.rtality in spent lampreys was presented by Sa.rface
(1899) for a spawning run of lampreys in a New York stream. He
reported that only dead or dying sea lampreys (often badly f ungu-sed
and barely alive) drifted doifVnstream to a weir and trap operated
on the inlet of Cayuga Lake, New York.

All of n^ evidence, from both field observations (direct evidence) and anatomical studies (indirect evidence), confirms the
conclusion that sea lampreys die after spavming once.
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Observational or direct evidences to support these statements
are of tivo types: Those derived from observations on the spasming gi'ounds and those obtained in connection with the operation
D-uring the 19h7 and 19hQ seasons,
of sea lanprey ireirs and traps.
sea lamprey spawning activity was studied in detail in the Ocoueoc
River watershed. During and after the peak of spai^ming activity,
spent and dead or djd-ng adtGLts could always be found on those
spavming grounds where thorough examination was possible. Admittedly, spent and dead sea lampreys were never verj' nuch in evidence to the casual observer but a careful search under brush
tangles, in sloughs, baclavaters, and in the deeper silted pools
revealed manj"" that would ordinarily escape notice. Details of
one daj''s observations will illustrate this. On June 2k, 19l|7, a
0.6-mile stretch of the Ocqueoc River was carefully censused for
Of 19li individuals seen, 1^5 vrere
spavjning and dead sea lampreys.
occupied ivith spawning activity. The remainder, 39 (20.1 percent),
were dead or very nearly so, and were picked up in quiet water or
in locations ivhere their bodies vrould catch imder or against logs,
brush, and stones. Furthermore, an investigation of the deeper,
silted pools revealed many dead lampreys in advanced stages of
decay ivhich, because of f^agpientation, could not be counted. The
remains of most dead sea. lampreys present in the vratershed lay
at the bottom of these deeper pools. The depth of the pools
(many to 10 feet or more), the tea-colored water of the river,
and -the rapid decay and silting-over of the bodies all combined
to conceal the many dead individuals deposited there by the river
current
In pools, particularly below much-used spaivning riffles,
dredging activities produced numerous i^ite, tape-like structujresj
on comparison these proved to be sea lamprey notochords. These
notochordal "tapes" were all that remained of decayed sea lampreys. These persistent structures were also fcand caught against
brush and other snags in other parts of the stream.

A contributing factor to the paucity of observable dead in
the shallower waters is the activities of the gulls and other
scavengers as described in a previous section of this study.
This direct evidence that some or most sea lampreys die folloTrving spaiivning, does not refute the contention that perhaps
'lowever,
some individuals recover to spaivn in another season.
the operation of the Ocqueoc River weir in 19h$ 'vAiich has been
reported upon by Shetter (19U3) offers excellent testimony that
very few if any recover from the spairTning act. Tiils point has
not been elaborated by Shetter. A weir and trap was operated L'l
the Ocqueoc River from April 22 to July 1$, 19U5. The river overtopped the weir on April 2^^-28 and again, diu:'ing the peak of mj.gration, on May 28-June 6. Although l4.,608 sea lampreys were
trapped, an escapement of perhaps I|.0 percent, of the run occ-iorred.
Those that passed the iveir were observed spawning subsequently
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in the watershed. Dviring the entire period of effective operation of the weir (June 6-Julj 1$) following the second overtopping of the structure, only 29 sea lampreys were taken no\dJig
downstream. The inclusive dates of or'3ration allovred ample time
during this interval for most, if not all, of any adults that
had recovered from spaivning and were returning to the lake, to
have reached the weir. Furthermore, although the 29 doimstream
migrants were not examined to determine their condition, it is

probable that they were merely upstream migrants moving around
the confines of the stream wliile seeking a place to spa^wn.
Data collected in 19U8 during the operation of a trap in the
Carp Lake River (Emmet County) supports this assumption.

mthin

In addition to the preceding observations, data obtained
from laboratory examination of migrant and spa'vminr sea lampreys
C'ffers further supporting evidence, of a less direct nature, on
the post-spawning mortality of adults.

First it has been concluded from a study of the ovaries of
xinspaTivned and spent female sea lampreys that the matiiring
eggs greatly outnumbered the undeveloped ones present which
would have enabled the female to spawn again in another year.
Furthermore, no germ-cell stages vrere present in the ovaries
of the spent females.

both

Secondly, a group of consistent manifestations of a physical
degeneration of migrant and spaivning adults was found in all
specijnens examined.
Although these phenomena of decadence ars
discussed separately under following subheadings, they should be
considered in the light of their cumulative effect upon the individual sea lamprey in order that their significance can be appi'sciated fully,
(1) Progressive

blindness

All spent and dying sea lampreys on the spasming grounds
were quite blind. The corneas of the eyes of these specimens
had lost their sharp, clear quality and were quite milky or
cloudy in appearance. These individuals would respond wealcly to
tactile stimuli never to visual ones. The onset of this condition vfas first noticed during and after the peak of spaTJiiing
activity when it was observed that nearly all of the spasming
adults nearing the completion of spawning were already blind. As
the tennination of the spaiming period approached, blind indi'viduals were found in progressively less advanced stages of their
apawn.ing activities.
At these times, the observer could stand
astraddle a nest in which a pair was spawning and place the
fingers of one hand on each side of the head of one of the spawiers
as if to grasp it.
No response or awareness of the observer's
presence was elicited until a physical contact was made with.tl'i-3
lamprey's head or body. Only then did the usual avoiding reaction result.

—
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All of the stragglers which composed the end of the Carp
Creek run in 19h7 displayed some evident loss of vision. In
several of the migrants taken during tl'ie month of July, the eyes
\vere already millcy-Tviiite and opaque and those specimens did nob
respond to visual sticiuli. This ims likemse true of the late
migrants captured in Ocqueoc Lal-ce during July of the same season.

A general increase in migratory activity during daylight
hours as the spa'vvning season progresses has been described previously. The increase in activity during the daytime is much
more pronounced on the spa^-vning grounds during the sane period
and is climaxed -with equaJL spaivning activity occurring at all
hours of the day and night. It appears that loss of vision
parallels ripening of tlie gonads, that it progresses in severity
as spatming time approaches, and that it culminates in total
blindness by the time an individual is spent. Other evidence
indicates that loss of vi,sion occurs more rapidly among late
migrants than among early ones.
(2) Loss of epidermis

In all dying and freshly dead sea lampreys it was observed
that large, irregular patches of outer skin had been lost. ViTith
the layer that had been sloughed-off , went its mucous coating
and the pigmentation of the variety of spawning colorations
•viiiich occurred.
The deeper layers of the integument which vrere
exposed ivere a dull^, blue-black in color ivith a vague overprinting of the characteristic black mottling. Those areas upon
Ti/hich the outermost layers still remained coiild easily be denied of their covering by a firm stripping action with the hand.

Skin loss was first noticeable in mid-breeding season among
live adults which were nearing the completion of sparming.
As
the spaiwiing period progressed, increasing numbers of individuals
ivere found on the nests -viiiich displayed some loss of body covering.
At the close of the season, all adults observed at the
peak of their spawning activity, or later, had suffered a similar
loss. Among li'/e indi\d,duals, the most noticeable loss cf 5.reas
of the skin was found among spent males.
These males characteristically cling to^ or remain in the bottom of, the nest for a
variable period foll.owing the completion of spavming. On observation, it seems hardly possible that these males, ^•a.th their lifeless behavi.or-;; with white, opaque eyes and ivith scaly, broken
skin, could still be alive or could live to spa'vvn again.
'

Much of this loss of body covering may be attributed to abrasion against hard bottom materials during the violent exertions
of nest building and spawning. Among the females, further scarring and abrasion of the head region occurs from the male grasping her in that region Td.th his mouth during each spaivning act.
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Since there is no evident repair or replacement of the lost
layers, the scarring effects of all abrading agents are cumalative. Some dying individuals were almost coropletely denuded
These conditions rendered the sea
of the outer layer of skin.
lampreys very vulnerable to fungus infections., -which many displayed.
(3)

Degeneration of the digestive tract and change s
in the color of the liver

TvTo changing phenomena are readily apparent in the dissection of sea lampreys collected during the entire season of migration and spaivning. One is a series of changes -yrhich occurs
in the color of the liver; the other is a striking reduction in
the size of the digestive tract.

The liver of sexually immature and actively feeding adults
Among male sea lampreys the
is normally a pale reddish-orange
livers of the earliest migrants still retain this color. Hotrever^ as the migratory season progresses and the run is composed
of individuals in more advanced stages of sexual maturity, a
series of color changes of this organ appears. Successively,
the color of the liver becomes orange-yellow, sometimes mottled,
sometimes of a uniform intermediate shade j yellow| yellow-green,
either mottled or of a uniform intermediate shades and finally,
a bright, li^t green. The livers of virtually all male migrants
examined during and after the peak of the spa"wning run were in
advanced stages of changei the colors occurring were yellow,
yellow-green, or light green. The color cf the liver of all
spawning and spent males examined was light green.
»

The liver color of the earliest migrant females likewise
is the reddish-orange characteristic of the organ in sexually
immature adults, although it is of a somewhat darker shade.
Changes in the color of the liver mth increasing sexual maturity differ from those cf the males arid are less elaborate. The

liver in migrant females on successive dates becomes: reddishbrovm, brownish-green, either mottled or cf an intermediate
In the latter half of the run,
shade; and finally, dark green.
all females fell in the last two color categories. The livers
of all spawning and spent females are dark green in color.
These color changes of the liver are very pronounced in
character and differ so distinctly between the two sexes that
accurate sex determinations can be made upon sexually maturing
or mature adults solely upon an examination of the color of this
organ.

When the above observations were made, records were obtsi:ied
of the stage of sexual maturity, color of the liver, and intestinal and rectal diameters of 1|78 male and female sea lampreys
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collected at intervals througiiout the migratory and spamiing
season (Data are presented in Appendijx G^ Tables 10 and 11^
The proportion of individ-uals displaying
sexes separately".
the color changes described above at various times during
these periods may be derived from these tables)
The direct or indirect causes of these color changes In
Surface (1899) noted
the liver of the sea lamprey are not known
were
of
spent
specimens
green
in color and
that the livers
catabolites.
It has
general
accumulation
of
ascribed it to a
result
from
the
successcolor
changes
been suggested that these
of
various
dominant
quantities
ive accumulation in the liver of
and
biliverdin)
following
urobilin,
bile pigments (bilirubin,,
conversion from one to the other by either oxidative or reductive processes. However^ the sequence of reactions that would
necessarily be involved seems someiivhat irrational. Certainly,
these color changes in the liver signify a profound alteration
in the normal metabolism of the organism iiiiich, perhaps, is
associated with the process of sexual maturationo They further
signify, if not an actual degeneration of this organ, at least
a serious, and possibly irreversible, physiological change in it.
»

atrophy of the digestive tract of migrating aind spawning
sea lampreys was reported by earlier workers (Surface, 1899|
Specif icallyj •v^d.t^h
Gage, 1928) J I too observed this conditiono
increasing sexual maturity and associated cessation of feeding^
the diameter of the digestive tract gradually decreases until,
at the time of actual spawning^ it is reduced to a mere hollow
thready, one to two millimeters in diameter.
An.

The digestive tract of the sea lamprey may be likened to
a straight tube which travels directly from the mouth to the
The regional differentiation of the tract, present in
anus.
higher vertebrates, is only obscurely indicated. Anteriorly,,
a short gastral or stomach zone is pre sent 5 posteriorly, a
short rectal sone is more readily distinguishable. Between
these lies the intestine which is identified by thicker walls
and greater structural rigidity than the other zones possess
and by the presen-re of a typhlosole.

In order to demonstrate the reduction in this organ^ measurements Tvere made of the diameters of the intestinal and
rectal zones of the digestive tracts of li73 sea lampreys. All
measurements were made to the nearest half -millimeter with
dividers and a steel rule. The samples utilized for these
measurements were collected at intervals throughout the migratory season and upon the spaivning beds (Data are presented in
Appendix G, Tables 10 and 11, sexes separately. For each sex.
the range and average of intestinal and rectal diameters have
been tabu.l3.ted first by date of collection and as to whether
migrant or spa.wning sea lampreys were examined,, Secondly,
these data have been further subdivided and grouped according
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tc the color of the liver of the specimen exanined sis it was
obsei'ved that this character itss the most simply recorded
measure of the individual's degree of sexual maturity. The
validity of this association may be verified in the striking
correlation "between the two changes).

A spawning run, as it progresses in time throU£^ migratory and spavnriing periods, is composed of individuois in increasingly advanced stages of sexual maturity. Among the earliest
migrants studied^, the average diameters of the intes Line varied
from 7.U to 10.8 millimeters . The average diameters decreased
thr-oughout the rim until among late arrivals maximum intestinal
diameters averaged U^l millimeters. Further reduction occurred
during the journey upriver and upon the spawning grounds. 'The
diameter cf the intestine of specimens collected while spaivning
never exceeded 2.5 millimeters s they were occasionally reduced
to a diameter of 1.5 millimeters. Rectal diameters were consistent throughout in their progressive reduction, like those of
the intestine, although invariably somewhat lower in value.
It is important to ncte that these gut diameter measurements represent only a partial measure of the decrease in the
digestive capabilities of the intestines of the specimens studied.
An increasingly greater amount of potential digestive and absorptive surface of the intestine is lost with each small decrease
in diameter. The word "potential" is used advisedly since my
studies indicate that no feeding takes place during the time in
which this reduction is occurring.

Cross-sections were prepared from the mid-portion of the
intestines of a series of sea lampreys to determine more precisely the changes in gross structure and histology which were
associated with its reduction in size (Figures Ii.0-I;8). This
material was collected from sexually immature, actively feedii'ig
adults, from migrants in var-ying stages of sexual maturity, and
from adults taken from their spasming redds. In all, intestinal
sections from 20 specimens taken before and during migration
ana diorin.g and after spaivning were examined. With the exception
of the sexually immature specimens, intestines were removed from
live material and preserr-'ed in F-A-A solution.
Sections vrere
imbedded, cut at 10^, and stained in Harris Hematoxylin and
Eos in.
'

The intestine of a sexually immature adult is circular or
ovoid in outline; its lumen is U-shaped. Into the lumen projects
e. typhlosole "vrfiich
commences anteriorly on the dorsal side of
the intestine, describes a partial spiral, and terminates on the
T'entral side.
The typhlosole does not usually extend more than
half wsy across the lumen. It carries both an artery and a largex'
vein. Many slender, closely-spaced longitudinal folds or rugae
arising from both the wall? of the intestine and from the tj'phlosole likeiwise project into -ohe lumen (Figure UO),
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Figure UO. --Section of intestine of sexually immature and activelyfeeding adult taken in Grand Traverse Bay; total
length— 9,6 inches; color of liver-orange. X23.2.
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Figure

I4I.

— Section

of intestine of migrant sea lamprey; male;
total length 13.1 inches; color of liver orange.
X23.2.

—

—
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—

Figure U2.

— Section

of intestine of migrant sea lamprey; female;
total length l6.5 inches; color of liver browngreen. X23.2.

—
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Figure U3.

— Section

of intestine of migrant sea lampreyj male;
total length l6,3 inches; color of liver yellowgreen.
X23.2,

—

—
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Figure UU.

Figure

—Section

Lt5.

of intestine of migrant sea lamprey; femalej
total length 1$«8 inches; color of liver—brown
green. X23.2.

— Section

—

of intestine of migrant sea lamprey; femalej
total length l6.9 inches; color of liver dark green.
X23.2.

—

—
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Figure

U6,— Section
length

Figure

U7.— Section
length

of intestine of migrant sea lampreyj femalej total
inches; color of liver— dark green. X23.2.

— 15.9

of intestine of spawning sea lampreyj male; total
inches; color of liver light green, X23.2,

— IU.6

—
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Figure U8. --Section of intestine of spawning sea lamprey; femalej
total length~17.8 inches j color of liver dark green,
X23.2.

—
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The intestine is covered vrith a visceral peritoneun (serosa)
composed of both smple and stratified squamous epithelia cells
in different places. Beneath this lies a relatively undifferentiated muscular layer. The lumen is lined Tri.th pseudo-stratified
columnar epithelial cells, ivhich may or may not be ciliated, and
A mucosa of connective
a variable number of secretory cells.
tissue forms a core for each of many ruga and is present at the
base of the folds also. Many small capillaries enter the rugae
from the Trails of the intestine.

Even aconc the earliest migrant sea lampreys some constriction of the lumen is evident (Figure Ul). As this cavity becomes
more severely constricted, the rugae become contorted and bent
upon themselves (Figure 1+2); a part of the evident reduction
in the lumen is due to croivding of the folds as the intestine
first shrinks. Following this, these structures become increasingly truncated and aborted in shape as the diameter of the intestine declines in size. A fusion seemingly occurs at the bases
of the rugae and many disappear entirely (Figures U3-U6).
In spavming sea lampreys the rugae are reduced, in cross section, to blunted, misshapen knobs. Many disappear and some of
At this,
the remaining ones are broadly fused at their bases.
devoid of
essentially
typhlosole
is
the
the most reduced stage,
all
occupies
almost
vein,
and
arterj^
large
rugae, and ivith its
relatively
regressed
has
because
it
the
intestine
of the lumen of
less per se than the remainder of the gut (Figures U7-U8).

Aside from a gradual loss in the volume of tissue present,
no specific changes appear to occur in the serosal and muscular
layers. However, some very striking changes occur in the structure
This tissue is comof the epithelial lining of the intestine.
posed of pseudo-stratified columnar epithelium in the se:cually
immature adult, A virtual retrogression of this layer occurs
along mth the gross changes previously recorded. Among migrants
in the earlier stages of sexual maturity, more and more simple
coluTJiar cells form the lining of the lumen apparently replacing
the pseudo-stratified coluBinar ones. As maturity advances and
the intestine becomes more and more constricted, the simple cell
In subsequent stages
tj'pe increasingly dominates the lining.
the columnar cells become progressively shorter and broader.
This culminates, in specimens taken on the spaivning grovmds, in
a lining composed almost exclusively of simple, cuboidal cells.

Although reduced in number and size, the blood vessels and
capillaries retain a highly fxinctional appearance. This is particularly so in the artery and vein of the tj^phlosole (Figures
U0-U8). Furthermore, verj-- fev/ degenerate or dead cells, either
free or attached, could be distinguished in any of the sections
studied; only apparently living, if somewhat altered, cells appeared to be present, llo marked or progressive dehiscence of
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lining cells into the Ixmen of the dicestive tract ivas observed.
Those facts suggest tl^at the general regression of all tissue
la7ers present in the intestines of se^rually naturing sea lanprejs
results frojn an active autolysis, i.e., a resorption and digestion of these tissues. It seeir.s entirely feasible that such resorbed cellular material could be utilized by the sea lanprey;
subsequent to the time that it ceases feeding it nust migrate
often long distances upstream, aiid collaterally must complete
the fon.iation of its sexual products, and finally must construct
its nest and spaTvn,
It is "ivitidn the realm of possibility that a regeneration
of tissues might take place in the intestine of a spar^ned-out
adult. However, this is deemed hi:_:hly unlikely.
The functional
characteristics and the digestive capabilities of this organ
have been so severely reduced th^t such a regeneration could
hardly occur.

(U) Discoloration of flesh

The flesh of sexually-iimature, adult lampreys taken in the
Great Lalces was found to be unif onrily white and of an appearance
not unlike that of many other fishes. In virtually all migrating
sea lampreys, certain localized areas of the flesh display varying
amounts of a bluish discoloration. This discoloration occurred
primarily in a band immediately beneath the integument, along the
dorsal septum, and around the median skeletogenous elements (notochord, etc). Furthermore, in the most mature specir.ens, a light
bluish tint was im.parted to all portions of the flesh,

Presumatly this discoloration is the result of the deposition of catabolic wastes in the flesh consequent to the decline
in the functional capabilities of the digestive tract and associated
organs of elimination,
VII,

Some economic characteristics of spa?ming runs

This discussion is not concerned T/ith the matter of control
of lamprey populations in the upper Great Lalces, but rather with
the potential commeicial utilization of sea lampreys taken either
by control devices or hy a possible commercial trapping enterprise.
This matter has been given some attention Tdth the object of determilling compensatory uses for this predator in the event that the
control of its nxmbers is deemed either physically or financially
impractical.
The m.ajor uses to Tri;ich sea lampreys, trapped on their spairvning runs, might be put are as follows:
(1) Food for human consumption or as animal farm (mdnk, fox ranches, etc.), or fish hatchery rations; (2) reduction for oil, fertilizer, meal or derived
by-products; (3) reduction for medicinal products; and (Ij.) sale
as biological specimens.

—
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Certain of these iises have been tentatively explored and
the results are hereivith siunmaidzed and discussed.

Preliminary experiments indicated that spaTrning run sea
lampreys vfere quite unpalatable. In 19hl , 12 fresh sea lampreys
taken from the Carp Creek weir were snoked by a Mr. anil Plath
of Rogers City., Mchigan. Mr, Plath lias smoked meat and fish
commercially for 35 years and was particularly interested in
determining if the lampreys woi;ld mal<:e a saleable smoked product.
The results were discouraging. The smoked lamprey flesh was
stre.aked with black from the original blue discoloration of the
flesh (accumulated waste products )j its appearance fras unappetizing and the texture of the flesh was soft or "mushy". The most
unfortunate characteristic, however, was an acrid^ unpleasant
odor, characteristic of the lampreys but unlike the usual "fishy"
smell of other fishes, which the flesh gave off. This alone inhibited any enjoyment of the actual taste of the flesh itself.
I have prepared and cooked fillets from fresh specimens on
two occasions. These preparations likeivise displayed unpleasant
discolorations of the flesh after cookings its texture ivas somewhat soft. The taste of the flesh was not exceptional; its
enjoyment was obliterated by the indefinable, acrid odor of a
decajd.ng lamprey which was present even in the cooked material.

Even if a cooking technique were developed which would allaj''
the aforementioned odor, I believe that it ivould be extremely
difficult to market fresh lampreys either in the round or drawn.
Over a period of two years, the reactions of numerous laymen to
The slimy skin,
the appearance of fresh specimens were noted.
the snake-like appearance, and the ugly mouth and head brought
forth expressions from outri^t disgust to a complete disinterest
in experimenting with them as food. I judge from this that if
the lampreys are ever marketable as food they will only be so
a.s fresh or canned fillets.

Reduction of sea lampreys for oil or associated medicinal
products appears equally unpromising. In 19^75 ^^ "the request
of Dr, Jolin Van Oosten, six specimens were sent to the Fishery
Technological Laboratory, Seattle, Washington (U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service), for analysis of oil content and the vitamin
A potency of that oil. The results of these tests are summarized in the follovfing paragraph extracted from a letter from that
laboratory to Dr, Van Oosten :2/
"With Vitamin A selling at about 11 cents per million units,
it is evident that it would not be feasible to remove the livers
or egg? from the lamprey as the cost of the labor involved would

^Data quoted with permission

of Dr, John Van Oosten, In Charge,
Fishery
Great Lakes
Investigations, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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probably be greater than the value of the material separated.
We recognize that a sample based upon only six individuals may
not be representative. However, even if the analyses had been
ten tines higher, the material would still be of doubtful value.
It therefore seems unlilcely that the sea lamprey •'.Till ever be a
commercial source of Vitamin A. The only possibility would be
The oil thus obtained
to use the lamprey for reduction purposes.
might be of a high enough potency to \Tarrant its sale for its
Vitamin A content
.

The greatest obstacle to developing any of the proposed or
tested uses of spasming run sea lampreys would be the excessive
cost of each pound of lamprey flesh produced. It has been demonstrated that even large r\ans (in numbers) constitute a relatively
small poundage of lamprey flesh. The sea lamprey run in the
Ocqueoc River, estimated at 10,000 individuals in 19H7, would
have a total weight of li,062 pounds. This weight would produce
approximately 1,000 pounds of meal and 63 pounds of oil. To produce this number of pounds would require the operation of a weir
and trap that ivould capture all migrants. Such a trap would have
to be built according to certain minimum requirements in order
to be efficient and be in operation for three and one-half months
with a seasonal average of three salaried employees in continual
attendance. At present wage levels and costs of construction of
such traps, the cost of production per pound would obviousl^^ be
out of all proportion to the profit that might be derived from
the products. For example, had the trap been run in 19U8 the
estimated cost for labor and weir maintenance vrould have been
If the cost of weir and
about $1.00 per pound of whole lampreys.
trap construction and development were distributed over a tenyear period and added in, the cost per pound of produced avhole
Each pound of whole lariilajnpreys would be raised to about $1.U0.
preys would produce one-quarter pound of meal and/or 7.6 grams
of oil.
The costs indicated are those "at the pier". Additional
expenditures must be met for handling, transportation, processing,
and marketing.

'

In spite of these data, it is suggested that whole, frozen
sea lampreys be tested as supplementary rations for fish hatcherSuch sales (or consignments vfithin an
ies and animal farms.
organization) and sales as biological specimens may in some small
measijire reimburse the agencies expending funds for sea lamprey
contrcl.
The picture painted by the preceding comments is quite disIt is merely an evaluacouraging. It is not intended to be so.
relative to spavinImown
facts
and
figures
tion based on present
of ssa
feasibility
the
utilization
of
ing nonSj and the economic
lampreys in the major categories of uses noted.
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Investigations of the larval ^ non-parasitic phase

VIII «

of the sea lamprey's life cycle

Methods
Anmocoetes;; or larvae^ of the sea lamprey are extremely abundant in many part.s of the Ocqueoc River watershed and ivere studied there in 19h7 and I9U80 They vrere collected by means of an
electric shocker and several types of dredges. The shocker "was
a portable 110-volt, A= Co generator driven by a gasoline engine.
This device^ in practice^ passes an alternating current through
the "water or bottom betiveen two electrodes. In collecting larval
lampreys^ the electrodes were operated at distances of from five
The
to fifteen feet apart^ depending on the locus of operations
of
110
volts
and
maxLmum
output
liiich
used
had
a
f
rxed.
machine
I
Voltages and amperages within the operating field of
3 amperes.
the electrodes ivould vary with the nature of the stream bottom
and the chemical quality of the water but they would not exceed
the maximum output indicated.
i,

»

Within the electrical fields many ammocoetes are apparently
overcome with convulsive movements which. cause them to emerge
from their burrows in the mud and sand„ Some^ emerging either
head or tail first into the stream^ are paralyzed and drift davmstream or lie upon the bottom depending upon the amount of stream
Others become paralyzed when half out of their burrows.
current
All of these are easily collected vri. th a scap neto
„

Many other ammocoetes are evidently paralyzed as they lie
In collecting the larvae^ the electrodes were
in their burrows
moved forward very slowly., as a rule., and were often operated
continuously in a very limited area for as much as five minutes.
Quite frequently an area would appear devoid of lampreys for
several minutes. If the position of the electrodes was shifted
In spite
gently, however, larvae would soon begin to appear^
of intensive collecting efforts in a given area on any day, equivalent, or larger^ numbers of ammocoetes could be removed from
this same area on several succeeding days. One heavily populated
silt bank was "worked over" with the shocker for seven consecutive days and collections made on each dayj the largest collection
was made on the third day of this series
o

Lamprey larvae recover almost immediately iniien removed from
the electrical field by the stream current or by the observer.
No prolonged ill effects of subjection to the electrical current
are apparent. Nearly all ammocoetes collected tvith an alternating current shocker display some evidence of hemorrhaging in
the branchial region. The violent convulsions induced by the
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electrical ciorrent evidently cause ruptures of the many capillaries which lie very near the surface in that area. Among
shocked specimens subsequently held in aquaria, all evidences of
this hemorrhaging disappeared ^rithin a "week.
Success in collecting •with the electric shocker depends on
being able to see the larvae in the water or on the bottom vrfien
they have left their burrows. Turbid water, poor lighting, and
the more rapid recovery of the smallest individuals from the
effects of the electric current may result in many of these being
overlooked. Good random samples of all size groups could only
be obtained bj^ exercising greatest care and by working in areas
of shallow, clear vrater.
Some collections -were made by screening dredged bottom samples.
I used a Peterson dredge most often and sifted the contents
in a box having a bottom of fine-mesh screen. Elcman or other
light dredges were unsuitable because the organic debris of the
river silt beds frequently prevented the jaws from closing. Scoopshaped dredges, although satisfactory for collecting, could not
be used vihere measures of larval populations per xinit of area
were sought.
The Peterson dredge was selective for the smaller size groups
It brought up only the surface layer of the
of larval lampreys.
stream bottom from about 2 to 2.5 inches in thickness. Such collections vfere composed almost entirely of young-of-the-year;
sometimes a few yearlings were included. For this reason, they
complement those made Tvith the electric shocker since with the
latter instrument, the smallest lampreys were most often missed.
Both collecting techniques were utilized in seeking total populations of sample larval beds.

All measurements of the larger aramocoetes were made to the
nearest half -millimeter in a small steel trough in which a steel
ruler had been mounted. Similar measurements of smaller specimens were made on a Bogusch Measuring Slide. Recently-hatched
larvae were measured with an ocular micrometer in a compound,
binocular microscope. All lampreys were preserved in a 10 percent solution of formaldehyde shortly after capture and measured
later; no estimates were made of the probable shrinlcage due to
preservation. Churchill (19U5) reports a shrinkage of 3 percent
among northern brook lamprey larvae after preservation in 5 percent formaldehyde for two months.
Altogether, U,055 aramocoetes, other than recently-hatched
specimens, were collected which presumably were larvae of the sea
lamprey.
Some qualification of the identity of the species is
used advisedly. Five species of lampreys are present in Michigan
waters: the American brook lamprey ( Entosphenus lamottenii ), the
sea lamprey ( Petromyzon marinus), the Michigan brook lamprey
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fossor )^ the silver lamprey (!» unicuspis), and
( Ichthyomyzon
The larvae of each of these
the chestnut lamprey (I. castaneus )
various species^ native and introduced^ are notoriously difficult
As yet, no artificial key based
to distinguish from one another.
on taxonomic characters has been presented which would aid in
.

differentiating all forms present

fro^r:

each other

Certain anatomical features characteristic of the adults of
several species are distinguishable in the larval stage and identify the ammocoetes of these species at least to genera. Adult
members of the genus Ichthyomyzon possess a single^ continuous
dorsal fin -which is recognizable even among its vei^" small larvae
Adult lampreys of the genera Entosphenus and Petromyzon have two
distinct dorsal fins which are likeivise present among their larvae
Vladykov (19ii9) has demonstrated that the number of trunk myomeres
of the silver lamprey and Michigan brook lamprey (genus Ichthyomyzon )
The ranges
is less than in the general Entosphenus and Petromyzon .
in number of trunk myomeres of the latter two genera overlap broadly and render identifications between them based on this feature
impractical.

Utilizing the two features just described^ i|2 ammocoetes belonging to the genus Ichthyomyzon were sorted out of the collee-tions.
Two transforming silver lampreys vrere also removed.
It is
unlikely that any larvae of the chestnut lamprey were among those
thus removed as the Ocqueoc River is outside the natural range of
this species in Michigan
Presumably larvae of only two species, the sea lamprey and
the American brook lamprey remained in the collections o
No effort
was made to distinguish betT/een the larvae of these genera,, Admittedly, then^ some infusion of Entosphenus larvae is present in
my series of ammocoetes but I believe the number of these must be
negligible,,
During three years of work in the Ocqueoc River waterwhich
shed in
I became intimately acquainted with all lamprey
spawning areas in the river, I have never seen either spawning or
spent American brook lampreys. Among collections made in all types
of habitats in all seasons of the year^ only one transforming
specimen of the non-parasitic American brook lamprey was ever talcen.
Obviously the species is sparse in the Ocqueoc watershed. On the
other hand, spawning sea lampreys are annually abundant to the
point of severe overcrowding in some spawning areas. Enormous
numbers of their offspring appear in the silted and sandy areas of
the river after each spawning season,.
It may be concluded that my collections are almost entirely
composed of ammocoetes of the sea lamprey and that the numbers of
American brook lamprey larvae in the series are so small^ if present at all, that they could not invalidate the analyses and conclusions subsequently drawn therefromo

-
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Age

axid

size of larvae at time of departure from the

nest , and production from the redds
At an average water temperature of about 71 degrees F., larval
sea lampreys burrow out of j and leave, the nest 18 to 21 days after
The greatest number
the completion of sparming by the parent fish.
leave iiie nest on the 20th day. All of them, upon leaving the nest,
have completed their early developmental stages and are perfectly
formed but diminutive ammocoetes. Preliminary experiments indicated that the production of larvae from these nests varied from
O.li percent to 1,1 percent of the reproductive potential of the
female spaivning in a given nest.
These studies were made on the Ocqueoc River in June and July,
A site was selected in the lower river -vvhere a natural
spav/ning area was present,
A wood-walled raceway was installed in
the stream across several small gravel bars and parallel to the
current (Figure Ii.9)o The enclosure was 12 feet long, 2.$ feet
The upstream end of this pen was blocked
high, and 3 feet wide.
with copper screening having 20 meshes to the inch. A funnel of
the same screen material was installed at, and as an extension of,
The mouth of a plankton tow net
the downstream end of the raceway.
was fitted to the spout of the screen funnel; the net was anchored
in an extended position. All seams, cracks, and joints were filled
ivith marine pitch and the walls of the raceway were carefully sealed
To the best of my knowledge, any larvae produced in
to the bottom.
this racevray had no point of egress from the device except into the
trap of the plankton tow net (Figure I|.9).
I9I1.7.

In I9U7, I succeeded in inducing two pairs of sea lampreys to
build nests and spa'vvn on the natural stream bed inside of the experimental raceway. Except for a slight diminution of current due
to the head screen and the relative confining space of the raceway,
conditions were believed identical to those existing naturally
elsewhere in that area of the river. A third pair of lampreys,
spavming on a site of their orm selection near the raceway, were
surrounded by a hardware cloth screen until they had completed their
acti^dties and died. This coarse screen was then removed and one
The
of the screen material used in the raceway substituted for it.
downstream end of this second enclosure was a funnel and trap identical with that described for the larger, first one.
Tlie time of completion of spa-vmingwas recorded in each case.
The females, which died verj' shortly after spaiming, were recovered,
measured, and examined for residiral eggs. Twice daily thereafter,
the traps of the plankton tow nets were examined and v/hen larvae
were present they were removed and preserved. Routine inspections
of the traps were continued for 20 days after the last lanm was
captured. Vfeter temperatures were recorded with a maximum-mixiimum
thermometer. During the period when development, hatching, and
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Figure

[i9.

—Raceway

used in Ocqueoc River to determine length of
hatching period and production of larvae from the redds.
Left hand of attendant is on funnel from which plankton
net extends downstream.

departure from the nests were occuring (June 25-July 21), mean daily
water temperatures varied from 65.5 degrees F, to 75.5 degrees F.;
the average temperature for the period was about 71 degrees F.
Daily extremes ranged from 6l degrees F. to 79 degrees F.

Data obtained from each spawning pair and nest were as follows:

—

Nest No. 1 (in raceway): Spawning was completed in this nest
on June 257~'l9li7.
The female, l6.7 inches in total length, had a
potential egg production of 56, 600 eggs (estimated from a curve
based on egg production data which is presented elsewhere in this
study) .
The following numbers of larvae left the nest and were taken
in the trap on the following dates: 119 on July lU, ii69 on July 15,
and 3h on July l6; total 622 individuals. The production of larvae
constituted 1.1 percent of the reproductive potential of the female.

—
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—

(in racevray)
Spavminc Tras completed in thic nest
on June 30^ 19ll7.
The fenale, 17.0 inches long, had a potential
egg production of ^8,700 eggn. The folloiving nxxmbers of larvae
left the nest and Trero talcen in the trap on the following dates:
3 on July 18, hi on Julj-- 19, 1^0 on July 20, and 22 on July 21 j
total 222 individuals. Larv^al production constituted O.k percent
of the reproductive potential of the fenale.

Nest

IJo

»

2

:

—

—

Nest No . 3 (in small enclosure outside of raceway): Spairvning
completed on Jime 30, l^U?. The female, 1^.0 inches long, had
The follo^Adng numbers
a potential egg production of l!.6,050 eggs.
of larvae left the nest and vrere trapped on the follov/ing dates:
1 on July 13, 109 on July 19, 20U on July 20, and 7 on July 21;
total 321 individuals. Larval production amounted to 0.7 percent
of the reproductive potential of this female.

•vyas

—

The foregoing estimates of larval production, lov; as they
seem, may even be someivhat above the average production. Water
currents, sloiTer than average at the experimental nesting sites,
probably did not siveep as many neiTly-ejctruded eggs over and beyond,
the nest as often occurs. In addition, certain small fishes which
can and do prey upon extruded eggs during the spavming act ATere
excluded from •the nesting sites.

Attempts to duplicate these experiments in 19l|.3 were unsuccessful due to my inability to select a pair, both individuals of
which were ready to spaivn on the same date. Until such time Tjhen
additional experiments are conducted, the larval production
figures presented must be considered only indicative of tlie productivity of the species.

All recently-hatched larvae trapped from Nest No. 2 (222
individuals) were measured vri.th an ocular micrometer in a compound, binocular microscope, licrometer measurements were converted to millimeter units with the aid of a stage m-icrometer.
These larvae -vi^Lich had just burroived out of, and left, the nest
ranged from 6.2^ millimeters to 9.75 millimeters in total length
and averaged 8,5U millimeters long. Their average age, dating
from fertilization of the eggs, vfas 20 daj/'s. The distribution of
the lengths of these individuals is presented as a frequency polygon
in Figure ^0.
Distribution in the Ocqueoc River , larval
habitats , and population densities
The upper third of ti'-e Ocqueoc River is a region of sluggish
currents, muckj^ bottoms, and considerable aquatic plajit groTith
(Figure 28, Zone 3). No spaivning occurs here.
The central third
of the watershed is characterized by long, continuous riffles of
rook, rubble, and gravel interspersed with shallow pools (Figure
The lovrer third, below the Ocqueoc Falls, is at first
28, Zone 2).
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an area of short, gravel riffles alternating with deep^ sandy
Continuing do'vmstreaniy hard bottom types disor silted pools.
appear rapidly and most of this lower zone of the river has a
bottom of fine sands v/ith occasional patches of g^-avel or exposed
clay substrate (Ficu.re 23, Zone 1)„ Sea la:nprey sparniing occurred
path equal intensity in tlae middle and lower thirds of the river",
in the former it was dispersed throug^iout the zonei in the latter^,
it was concentrated in a short distance immediately below the
zonal boundary (Ocqueoc Falls )

.

During 19U7 and 19U8, an intensive survey was r^ade of the
Thirty-seven
Ocqueoc River for areas occupied by larval lampreys.
collecting stations encompassing all types of habitats were
visited one or more times each. Ammocoetes were found in bottom
m.aterials from the beach line at the mouth of the estuary upstream
throughout the lower tiTo-thirds of the watershed. They did not
occur above the hi^est point of spaivning., 16.5 stream miles from
the mouth of the river (Figure 28, Station 21),,
Larval lampreys were found in greatest abundance -where soft
bottom types occurred. Here they can evidently make their burrows
most easily and find the greatest abundance of the micro-orgarasms
upon friiich they feed. The greatest concentrations of all age
groups were present where at least four, or more, inches of black
muck or silt, with some small adm±xture of sand, had been deposited
by the current. These sites frequently contained much undecompcsed
organic detritus (t^vigs, leaves, etc). Such deposits were normally situated in backwaters, eddies, sloughs^, or along the inside
of bends in the river where sluggish currents or slack wa.ter existed (Figures 51^ 52), Larvae were abundant in beds in these
locations, from the waters edge to depths of 3 l/2 feet (limit of
visibility in collecting with shocker)
Three areas occupied by numerous larvae, ivithin the 2-mile
reach below the Ocqueoc Falls "where the heaviest sea lamprey
One was a slough„
spaivning occurs, may be cited as examples
island in the river^
channel
around
a
small
formed in a quiet side
226-square-foot
area of this
In the months of July and August, a
bed vvas fo'und to contain 630 ammocoetes older than young-of-theyear or about 3 individuals per square footc Young-of-the-year
larvae ivere present at the rate of 6 to 1? indi-vlduals per square
foot, averaging close to lii per square foot,,
^

Another area -was a backwater along the bank of a swift fleeing portion of the river (Figure ^1). A 90—square-foot area of
this bed was shocked on two succeeding dates in "the month of
October, 19U7, A total of 107 larvae older than yoTjmg-of-the-year
were removed. No effort was made to collect the yoxmger specimens
but their concentration was estimated to average at least 10 indi•^riduals per square foot.
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Figure 5l.

— Backwater

along the bank of the lower Ocqueoc River, A
high concentration of ammocoetes was present in this bed.
The bottom type was of muck and silt containing much organic
debris.

^jfife-fj
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m
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Figure 52.

— Eddy

along the margin of a deep gravel-bottomed pool in
the lower Ocqueoc River. Muck and silt deposits as much
as 1 1/2 feet deep harbored great niimbers of lamprey larvae.
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The third area was a silt bank on the inside of a bend of
The bed proper, consisting primarily of silt, muck,
the river.
and organic debris, measured 3h feet long with an average Tddth
of 2 1/2 feetj water depths ranged from 2 to 20 inches and the
bottom sloped at about a li^-degree angle. One collection was
made ivith the olectric shocker in the month of October, and 2^1
ammocoetes older than young-of -the -year were removed from this
area of 85 square feet. Concentrations of yo-ong-of-the-year
were estimated at about 8 per square foot.
The silted bottoms of pools as deep as 7 l/2 feet were found
to contain fairly abundant populations as evidenced by Petersen
dredge samples. Tilhere cold, spring feeders (or spring seepages)
drain into the head of silted or muck bottom sloughs, larval populations are small or absent. Aquatic vegetation is sparse in the
lovrer two-thirds of the Ocqueoc River where amm-ocoetes occur.
Those plants which were present where collections were made were
predominantly Hajas flexilis, Po tamo ge ton epihydrus, and species
TOiere small patches of these grew in a given larval
of Sagittaria
bed the concentration of individuals was greatest.
.

Bottom deposits of more nearly equal mixtures of fine sand
and silt, where they occur in quieter vra-ters, contain heavy seasonal concentrations of young-of-the-year larvae but few if any
of the larger and older age groups. By the late autumn or early
spring of their first year of life, most of the young-of-the-year
have dispersed to other areas, generally those with more mucky
bottoms. Sandy sites, usually occurring at stream bends, below
islands, or even in midstream are shifting and unstable in character] this apparently discourages permanent occupancy.
One sandy area in the Ocqueoc River was examined repeatedly
over several seasons. This bed was situated on the inside of a
bend in the river below a gravel spawning riffle. The current
passing over it was slow or sluggish; the bed was 8Ii feet long
and averaged 5 feet wide; maximum depth was 12 inches at mean
water levels. In August, 19U7, this bed "vvas found to have an
average content per square foot of 9 young-of-the-year (range:
3 to 12 individuals per square foot), and 1 larva of a larger
(and older) size group, usually a member of age group I {33-S9
millimeters in total length) . Twenty feet below this bed was the
quiet, muck-bottomed slough in a side channel of the river described in a preceding paragraph. Nearly simultaneous collections
from this side channel displayed an equivalent concentration of
yo\ing-of-the-year but a far greater proportion of the larger size
The distribution of sizes of larvae taken in both locagroups.
tions in August, 19hl, is illvis trated in Figure 53 (Figure 53 is
an inaccurate representation of the proportion of sizes present
because only a few of the young-of-the-year in the side channel.
Station 3, seen to be disturbed by the shocker, were collected
and measured on this date).
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In May of the following year (19^8)^ prior to the spaxming
season, the concentration of "yearlings" was considerably reduced and the larger and older larvae were quite scarce in the
long bed of sand and silt (Station 2). The conformity of the bed
itself had changed considerably as a result of tJae spring floods,
lluch greater nuribers of the "yearlings", and nearly all of the
larger (and older) individuals in the area were found in the
nearby soft^bottomed channel (Station 3). ^Collections made in
the suraner of 19U3, Lniniediately after the spavming soason,-:displayed a restoration of the concentrations by "size and age of the
larvae in these two types of beds.

These unstable habitats, under the impact of stream flood
conditions;"' are. evidently responsible for the dispersal of larvae

not o'nly into iffore suitable areas nearby but also throughout the
entire lower watershed. Amocoetes are present in the sandy bottoms of long reaches of the lo^rer river in greater numbers than
could be produced in the limited spawning areas present there.
They were found to be present in the sandy fan in Ocqueoc Lake
This site is
ivhere the river empties into that body of water.
several miles below the nearest spavming riffle.

Within that portion or the river where amnocoetes occur most
abundantly, a few larvae could be found in almost every location
where the bottom permitted burrowing. Pockets of silt and sand
between rocks and. behind obstructions provided such locations.
Below spaivning areas, some larvae of all sizes were found in precipitous muddy stream banl-cs adjoining areas of swift currents in
the stream proper. Areas of fine, compacted sands and ones of
gravel occasionally harbored a few young-of-the-year. In late
summer and fall, some of the largest larvae and partly transformed
sea lampreys take up quarters in many midstream locations in' burrows dug in sand amid, the gravel and rubble of the stream channel
Such individuals apparently maJce- a change from their
proper.
customary larval habitat for an unknoivn reason.
;,

Habits and behavior
Larvae of the sea lamprey, when ready to leave the nest,
work their way out of the sand in which the eggs were imbedded,
(in the interstices of the gravel forming the downstream rim of
In spite of violent v/riggling
the nest) and enter the current.
movements;, they are generally no match for the currents prevalent
in spaivning riffles and are consequently swept downstream, lihen
they are carried into baclcwaters, eddies, or deep pools where
sluggish currents or slack water prevail they suddenly dive for
Such locations generally possess bottoms of silt into
the bottom.
which the larvae rapidly burrow. Young-of-the-yeax amnocoetes of
the sea lamprey iriien released in the quiet water of an aquarium
dove Limediately for the bottom "without apparent regard for the
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consistency of the material there „ Those that swam head-on into
a chip or stone lay stimned for a time before -nTiggling about
again in apparent search of soft bottom material,. TOien this was
found they Immedia.tely burrowed into it.
Larger ammccoetes, disturbed by crie electric shocker and
allowed to drift downstream^ s^vam aimlessly ivith the current until
sluggish or slack water was reached. Here they dove to the bottom
Since all
and burrowed into it if its consistency was suitable
of these larvae are quite blind it would seem that the diving and
burrowing behaviorisms are primarily reactions to sluggish currents
or slack W3.ter. In responding thus, they are automatically guided
to optim-om habitats.
o

All sizes of larvae burrow into soft bottom materials with
great rapidity, Bodj'- motion in burroiidng is a rapid undulation
ivith the posterior iiiird of the trunk describing a figure-eight
motion. In somewhat compacted bottcmsj such as those of fine
sand J the larvae often rest several times before burrowing completely out of sight
In the Ocqueoc River, young-of-the-year up to a length of 20
millimeters seldom burrowed more than l/2-inch below the sTirface
In aquaria^ specimens 31 to Ul millimeters long
of the bottom.
seldom went more than 1 l/U inches below the surface; the usual
range was 3/U to 1 incho Larvae $0 to 90 millimeters in length
generally tunnelled 2 to 3 inches into the bottom, the depth in this
Larger indivisize group increasing with the size of the larvae,.
duals, 3.00 to 160 millimeters long^ burroived as deep as $ inches.
While excavating a silt bank in the Ocqueoc River I discovered that
some of the largest ammocoetes (130 to 160 mm. ) may retreat to
depths of 6 inches where bottom deposits are particularly soft.
_,

Aquarium obser^rations were made in running "vrnter aquaria in
which an optimum bottom type^ a heavy black muck,, had been p.lacedo
About 70 ammocoetes of varying sizes were kept in these tanks for
one- to four-week periods^ UShen sand was substituted for the
muck, the depth to "vriiich all sizes of larvae burrowed was appreciably less. If several inches of muck was present over sand,
the larger subjects would cease burrowing do\'mward upon reaching
the sandy layer and irould turn toward the surface
The burrows in which the ammocoetes live are generally quite
ill-defined. This is probably due to the unstable nature of the
medium in inhich they are made. As a rule, these burrows are
crescent- or broadly "U"-3haped (Figure ^ii).
Pres^'jmably the lai^rae must ?.ome to the surface of the bottom
in crdsT- to feedo In the stomachs of young Entosphenus Crea.'^er
and Hann (1929) found aquatic micro-organisms -which are especially
abundant in the thin surface layer of debris on the bottom. Such
organisms are not present below this layer. "When ready to feed,
.
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the aanocoete squims upward in its burrov; until the oral hood±G at or near the surface of the botton (Ficure 5U).
Here it
may lie for lone periods of time, the branchial area expanding
aiid contracting as vrater is punped in and out for respiratoiy
and feeding purposes. Water is brought in through the oral .hood
and expelled through the gill openings. Pumping action into the
oral hood is easily discernible by follorri.ng bits of detritus
suspended near the bottom as they are drarm into the hood, Ivicroscopic organisms are dra'vvn into the hood on the imter currents.
At least some of these organisms are separated out from the
detritus by the sieve apparatus (anterior to the pharynrc) and
passed to the intestine for digestion (Gage, 1923). Periodically,
the detritus accumulated on the sieve is blovm out.
The larva
is seen to ejipand its branchial region, the gill openings close,
and with a rapid, convulsive movement of that region and the head,
a cloud of small particles is ejected from the hood.
T^^ical
pumping is resumed at once. Occasionally an indi-iridual mil protrude its entire branchial region from the burroiT during these
activities J larvae of northern brook lampreys also do this (Leach,
I9I1.O).
At irregular intervals, the ammocoetes retreat to the
depths of their burrows for varying periods.
.

Similar observations of larval habits in aquaria vrere made
He used aTmocoetes of the sea lanprey from Cayuga
Our observations agree very closely.

by Gaga (1923).
Lalce, New York.

AquariuiPx observations mal-ce it easily understandable i^hy lamprey larvae are seldom observed in their "beds" in a stream. The
vibrations set up by footsteps across the floor of a wooden
building caused all aquarium-held specimens to i-etreat from the
surface into the depths of their b^'orrows. After several minutes,
if all remained q-^oiet, they returned to the surface again and resumed feeding. Along a stream, footsteps on the banlc or in the
stream bed undoubtedly also cause the retreat of larvae. For this
reason, irdividuals of this life history stage are seldom seen,
even by careful observers, in their natural surroundings.

Size of larvae and estimated length of larval life
I'iy estimate of the length of the larval life of the sea lamprey is based upon analyses of the distribution of sizes of specimens taJcen in various seasons of the year. With the exception
of age-group
which is positively identified, the length data
assigned to older age-groups is subjective.
They are valid only
if I have correctly interpreted the age-groups present in the
several collections.

Since the sea lamprey has a single spap/ming season each year,
the ages of the larvae in any single collection, made over a
shurt period of time, should vary by annual incraments. Presumably
then, if the ammocoete collection e:;diibits definite size classes.
- 1U3 -

these may be ta';'en to represent age-groups- V/here 3Jiy given
size class is represented by a distinct node in a length-frequency distribution, and this mode can be identified in later
collections made over an extended period of time, the validity
of this association and the identity of the assigned age group
is further substantiated.
Several investigators have attempted
this method of age analysis with the lairvae of other species
and have met vd.th var;,''ing degrees of success: their results
have sometimes been disputed by other workers „ Gage (1928)
using this method Tri.th a "limited series" of larvae of the lake
lamprey ( Fetromyzon marinus ) estimated the lens^h of the larval
lj_E"e to be not less than four, and probably five years.

For the purposes of this phase of my study, extensive collections of ammoccetes were made in the Ocqueoc River in August,,
19k7 (1,331; specimens). All of these collections were m.ade in
a restricted area of the river in relatively similar habitats so
that growth differences arising from habitats of varying suitability would be at a minimum.
The first collection in August^ 19h7> indicated a discontinuous size distribution iivherein the range in size of the young-ofthe-year (age-group 0, 11.0 to 21.0 mm.) did not overlap with the
next size, class. Furthermore, the mode representing the latter
grcup (UboO mm.) was very distinct (Figure 55 and Appendix H,
Table l). This size class*, termed age-group I^; ranged from 31 to
a.bout 59 millimeters.
That the size class designated as youngthe-year
was
actually
composed of age-group
was established
of*
by follc-ving the groivthj month by months of newly-hatched larvae
through their first growing season (Figure 5'6 and Appendix H^
Table 2). The balance of the distribution (59-0 mmo to 151.0 mm,)
wa3 continuous with the mode representing age-group I; other modes
v?hi.ch might represent older age-groups were obscure.
HoTEver^,
the oonfig-araticn of the frequency polygon and the total size
raTige involved suggested very strongly that at least two additi.onal
age-groups (II and III) might be present in the series.

A second collection, made in October, 19hl 3 gave a lengthfrequency distribution very similar in character to that obtained
for the August series it differed in that the modes and size
cilass limit-i. had^ in general^ moved someiAat to the right indicating the growth attained in the 60-day interval between ccllecMens (f^i.gure 55 and Appendix H, Table l). The Identity of agrtgroups
and I was .substantiated by this second series.
The
balance of the distribution was again continuo'us with the mode
representing age- group lo Distinct modes -vvhich might irjlicate
additional age groups were lacking except for a pronounced peak'
101 millimeters.. However^ considering the range in length that
m-5.y be accredited to age-group I (37.0 mm. to 65.0 (?) mm,) in
this collection and the size range of the balance of the series
(6^»0 (?) mm. to 163.0 ram.) it was still evident that at least two.
and probably not more than two^, additional age groups were present
i.n the material.
5
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average, and maximum length of young-of-the-year sea lamprey
ammocoetes collected at intervals during their first season of grov>rth.
An average growth curve has been fitted by inspection to the mean lengths
of the individual collections.
The range and average size of newly-hatched
larvae is also shown projected over the period when the bulk of hatching
occurs.
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Data presented in folloiving sections indicate that nev:lytransfonned sea lanpreys migrate dovmstrearn during the late fall,
TJinter, and early spring months.
Consequently, the age group
vAiich these migrants represent rrould be absent from spring collections made immediately after the termination of the doimstrean
migration. To illustrate the size range of this departing age
group, a length-frequency distribution of a random sample of 714-9
neiTly-transformed, dovaistream mignr-ants is interpolated in Figure 55.
These migrant juveniles -were tal-cen in the Ocqueoc River betvreen
November 1, 19h5, and llarch 20, 19h9', they ranged from 111 to 193
millimeters and averaged I36.U millimeters in total length. Youngof-the-year (age group O) would likeivise be absent since spaivning
ivould not yet have occurred.
Further, if age-groups
and I of
the preceding year are identifiable as age-groups I and II of this
new calendar year of grorrth, the existence of additional agegroups may be more readily determined.
The third large collection, made in Hay, 19U8, revealed a
continuous length-frequency distribution (Figure 55 ai:id Appendix K,
Table 1). A pronounced size group from 23.0 to ii.3.0 (?) millimeters (mode: 31 mm..) clearly represents the new age-group I (agegroup
of the preceding year).
Quite distinct from this size
group of "yearlings" is a second, som.ei-Aiat binodal hump {h3''0 to
83 oO (?) miA. ) in the curve which is judged to represent the new
age-group II (I of preceding year). A third hump in the cxirve
bearing no distinct mode completes the distribution (83.
(?) to
171,0 I'm.).
If the presence of age-groups I and II in the llay collection
is accepted at the size ranges indicated (23.0 to i(.3.0 nii. and
I4.30O to 83.0 mm.) and the range (111.0 to 193 mm.) and mean size
(136. 1; mn.) of the most recently departed age group is considered,
it seems unlikely that more than one additional age group, age
group III, is present in this series.

No allowance was made in examining the length-frequency polygons for any sexual dimorphism in length which might create a
bi-modality in the size class co:.iprising a given age group; none
v.ras present among the advilts studied, hence, it was presumed that
none Tirould be present among the larvae.

Based solely on these interpretations of tlie length frequency
distributions, I propose that only three age-groups (l-IIl) are
tj'picallj'" represented in the spring months.
Folloiving the annual
addition of young-of-the-year, four groiips (O-IIl) are present
until the downstream migration of the oldest and transformed age
group begins late in the following fall, lly estimates of the
length of the larval life are based on thj.s evaluation of the
data.
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It is estimated that the length of the larval life, including the period -vuhen transformation is occurring, varies from
iil to J4.7 months; or, for practical considerations, is four years.
This is predicated on the pealc of hatching occurring during the
the month of June and the fact that ncvrly-transformed sea lampreys leave the mud-banks to migrate do^mstream fron November to
April of the follovrilng year. Since the greatest doivnstream migration usually occurs in the month of March, it would seem that the
r.iajority 01 individuals are about U6 months old at the time of
migration.
The possibility has not been considered in the preceding
estimates that after attaining full grovjth, the larvae may enter
a rest period for one year before transformation begins.
Gage
(l?23) believed that larvae of the lake lamprey passed through
this 12-month rest period. He based this belief on the behavior
(time of transformation) of some aquarium held specimens and the
fact that he frequently found larvae "as long or longer than
many transformdng ones anj"- month in the year".

Although I have never found a larva as large as the largest,
newly-transformed sea lamprej'", many larvae in my series are as
large as many of the transformed individuals.
The distribution
of sizes in mj^ T;!ay series of aimocoetes indicated the presence
of many individuals still in the river in the spring which were
as large as the buHc of newly-transformed individuals leaving
the mudbanl:s during the preceding vrinter months.
This would tend
to substantiate Gage's contention.
have
no
ejqDerimental
eviI
dence for this species in Mchigan waters which vrould indicate
whether this rest period does occur. Until such time as this
evidence is obtained, the possibility must be considered that a
12—:'.ionth rest period should be added to my estimate of the length
of the larval life.

Transformation of larvae into parasitic adults

A detailed description of metamorphosis in Petromyzon marinus
has been presented by Gage (1923). Very profound anatomical
changes talce place -miiich adapt the adult for its f ree-swijnaing,
parasitic existence. The most obvious external feattires of this
change are as follows:
(1) the U-shaped, hooded projections around
the mouth of the larvae fuse ventrally and develop into the circular sucking-disc of the adultj -the sieve apparatus of the lar\-ae
disappears] replacing it in the throat is a file-like tongue armed
•vvith horr^ teeth; numerous horny teeth appear also upon the circular sucking-disc (see frontispiece); (2) the deeply imbedded, rudimentary eye appears at the surface and develops into a highly fxmC"
tional organ -which is one of the most distinctive features of the
newly- transformed adult; (3) bod3'- color changes from the various
shades of broti.'n of the larvae to a light blue-gray dorsally and a
- 1^3 -

silvery-vdiite ventrally in the transformed individual; and^ (I4)
I have
the height of both dorsal fins becomes more pronoiinced.
taken sea lampreys in advanced stages of transformation (for
the external characters described) in larval beds in the Ocqueoc
No such
River' during the latter half of the month of August.
individuals were found in collections made during May and June.
I deduce from this that some individuals probably begin the
metamorphosis of these externally visible characters as early as
the July preceding the winter when they will leave the silt beds.
Transforming individuals were taken in all collections made from
October to January; iiith each succeeding month of this period
the frequency of their occurrence increased.

As early as October 1? (in 19hl), I collected several sea
lampreys from a silt bed which;, on gross examination., appeared
completely transformed; subsequently, additional individuals in
These data suggest that
this condition were talcen from burrows.
the metamorphosis of gross external features requires at least
three and one-half months during vdiich it is highly unlilcely that
I do not Icnow v^rhether the
the indiiddual is capable of feeding,
visible external changes
the
onset of internal changes precedes
then it is likely that
this
occur,
Should
in the sea lamprey.
period T±ien no feedand
the
the minimum period of metamorphosis
duration.
ing takes place would be of greater

IX.

Downstream movement of r e cently-trans formed adults

Methods of study

At the inception of these investigations, some uncertainty
existed as to precisely when the doTmstream movement of recentlytransformed, adult sea lampreys occurred. Furthermore, ecological
factors irifluencing these movements were unknown. Occasional field
observations and studies of larval populations suggested that this
movement took place during the winter and/or spring months. In
order to obtain more precise information as to this plriase of the
sea lair.prey's life cycle, two trapping devices of radically different design were operated in the Ocqueoc River, Presque Isle County,
and the Carp Lake River j Bmnet Coxmty, during 19U8 and 191+9.
(1) The Ocqueoc

River weir and trap for newly

transformed lampreys

A description of the design of the Ocqueoc River weir and
traps has been presented in a preceding section (Pages 28-30).
In order tc trap the young sea lampreys moving downstream, framed
sections of 3/l6--inch mesh screen (hardware cloth) were set on
the iipstream face of the grates of the weir (Figure 57)° Screens

-
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Figure 57.

— Ocqueoc

River sea laraprey weir and traps. Lateral
view showing fine-mesh screens in place for trapping
downstream migrants. February, 19^9.

of the same mesh blockaded the upstreara grates of the upstream
traps and lined the downstream grate of the downstream trap; the
funnel of the downstream trap was made of the same material. All
screen sections were anchored firmly in place and all cracks,
joints, or other possible points of escapement in the entire
structure were caulked with oakum. To the best of my knowledge
the structure was entirely lamprey-tight during the period of operation reported upon here.

The weir and trap was placed in effective operation on October
and was in continual operation with daily attendance until March 20, 19li9 (Figures 57-58). During that period l,l40U newlytransformed sea lampreys were taken as they moved downstream. On
March 20, operation of the weir for this purnose was discontinued
due to failures in the supporting structure.
Severe storms prevented the servicing of the weir and removal of captives on only
three days during the winter. Otherwise, the presence of snow and
ice, even at subzero temperatures, did not hamper seriously its
operation although the attendant was frequently very uncomfortable
(Figure 58) . All sea lampreys taken were preserved in 10 percent
formalin; their number, air and water temperatures, weather conditions, and water level gauge readings were recorded for each day.
23, 19hB,

-
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Figure 58.

(2)

—Ocqueoc

River sea lamprey weir and traps during opera(View from
tion in winter months. February, 19^49.
downstream.)

The Carp Lake River dam and inclined - screen - trap

for newly- metamorphosed sea lampreys
The Carp Lake River, Emmet County, drains into the Straits of
Mackinaw on its southwest shore. The Carp Lake River proper, about
9 miles of stream course, arises in Carp Lake which is 1,823 acres
in extent. One small tributary. Mud Creek, drains into Carp Lake.
A moderately large sea lamprey spawning run was observed in
this river in 19U7 and extensive spawning activity was noted.
This
fact plus extensive areas of suitable larval habitat suggested that
the potential stock of downstream migrants might be large enough
to justify the construction of a trapping device.
Subsequent operations indicated that the river was very productive of newlytransformed sea lampreys.
The tranping device selected for this experiment required the
construction of a dam.
The lowest suitable site for this dam wasabout 1,500 feet above the mouth of the river; the stream was 32
feet wide at this point j very little spawning occurred below this
site in 19^7.
- 156 -

During the period January-May, 19l;8, a wooden dam, 60 feet
wide and S 1/2 feet high, was constructed on this location. The
wall of the dam was constructed of a double row of 2 inch by
6 inch tongue and groove planks supported by heavy, round, wooden
timbers. A spillway, 15 1/2 feet wide., 2 feet deep, and 9 1/2 feet
long carried the water passing over the dam (Figure 59) • In addition to appropriate bracing timbers, the dam wall was strengthened
by piling large rocks against the downstream side.
The trapping device was composed of a sloping screen and a.
trap box. 10/ The former consisted of a 1 l/2 inch angle-iron frame,
l5 1/2 feet long and 30 inches wide, over which two layers of wire
screen were stretched taut with a hydraulic jack; the lower layer
was of l/2-inch mesh, heavy gauge hardwire cloth (for support), and
This screen
the surface layer was of l8 mesh/inch copper screen.

Figure 59.

— Carp

Lake River dam and inclined-screen- trap in operation during warmer months. June, 19U8.

10/ Functional design adapted from plans provided by Mr. Philip Wolf
of Malraoe, Sweden.
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unit was installed 6 inches below the lip of the spillvray and inclined dovmward and doiTnstream at a 12-degree an^le. An additional
unit, 12 inches Tri.de, was added later to carrj' larger water volones.
Below the lip of the screen and along its full vddth, a trap box
This box measured 30 inches vri.de by 2k inches deep and
was built.
was lined vri.th ll|. mesh/inch screen. The level of the floor of the
box T/as above normal xrater levels in the straaia (Figure 5?).
The device \7orked in this manner: All vrater passing over the
fell almost vertically or at least at a sharp angle into
and through the screen. Algae, fine detritus, silt, etc., were
forced through ttie screen by the impact of the water.
Ihe slope of
the screen and the action of the vrater passing through it caused
all larger elements (sticks, trngs, leaves, fish, lampreys, snaJces,
muskrats) coming dorm on the current to be forced (or pushed) dormstream, off the screen, whereupon thej' fell into the trap box.
In
this regard, the screen itself vras entirely self -cleaning and reqiiired little attention,
^^ish and lampreys accelerate their v/ay
jff the screen by vn'iggling or flopping movements.
During the mnter
'onths, ice did not form upon the inclined screen in such a manner
as would hamper its functioning as described above.
The entire
device operated quite satisfactorily during long periods of bitterly
cold weather, vri.th one modification.
The trap box tended to become
heavily iced during freezing weather from the spra^'' of the falling
water strilcing the stream bed below it. This box vfas removed and
in its place a simple vrooden baffle plate (1^ inches high) was
placed across ti:ie foot of the inclined screen (Figure 60). Only a
thin coat of ice formed on this baffle from day to day and iu could,
be removed; lampreys, fish, and detritus collected in a vjindrow at
the base of the plate.
spillway'"

The dam and trap vras inspected at least once, and usually
three times, each day by an attendant. Records vrere kept of all
lampreys, fish, reptiles, and mammals talcen in the trap. All larrpreys talcen, regardless of species or degree of development, were
preserved in 10 percent formalin for later examination. Air and
water temperatures were recorded daily from maximum-minimum thermemeters as were water level gauge readings and observations upon
the weather and conditions prevailing in the v/atershed in general.

Time limits and character of the dovmstream movement

and factors affecting this migration
The downstream movement of recently-transformed sea lampreys
tjplcaJjLj begins during the last week in October or the first
week in November, extends through the Trinter and early spring
months, and ends during the early part of April. A few scattered
migrants may precede or follovr this general movement. The migration is characterized by a lesser pealc of activity in llovembor
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Figure

60.— Carp

Lake River dam and inclined-screen-trap in operation during winter months. Trap box has been removed
and replaced by a baffle across the foot of the
inclined screen, February, 19h9'

and a period of greatest activity during late March and early April,
During the intervening winter months, at least a few come downstream
nearly every dayj sudden minor spurts of activity may occur during
this winter period.
All increases in migratory activity appear to be associated
closely with rising water levels. Late fall rains with resultant
increases in volume of flow bring down the initial surge of newlytransformed individuals. Flood conditions resulting from midwinter thaws are likewise accompanied by sudden increases in downstream movement in that season. The greatest peak of downstream
migration occurs on the rise and crest of the floods resulting from
the general spring break-up in late March or early April.
For this
reason, the calendar dates of this migration will vary from year to
year and from one watershed to another according to existing climatic conditions.
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Although nearly all of the doTmstream migration in both streams
studied (Ccqueoc and Carp Lake rivers) occurred after the mean dailywater temperature had fallen beloi? I4.I.O degrees F., there Y^as no
evident relationship between changes in water temperature and the
amount of migratory activity.
In the Ocqueoc Pliver in the 19h5-19h9 season, the first dotvnstream migrant vras taken at the weir on November 1, 19hQ', scattered
individuals continued to reach the weir until November 20. On that
date and on November 22, rainstorms caused the first appreciable
increase in the river flow above the prevailing levels. Coincident
rri. th this rise in -water level came the
first surge of do-'."mstream
movement (Figure 6I and Appendix 1, Table 1). Frequent storms of
rain and of rapidly melting snow maintained tbJ.s increased volume
of flow until December 8 when colder and more stable weather reduced the volume. Do-'.vnstream movement vra.s sustained during this
period and fluctuated within it as the volume of flovr varied; the
acti\T.ty declined abruptly as water levels declined after December 8.
Thereafter, during the entire -v/inter and early spring (to llarch 20),
the run was minor and erratic. Hovrever, at least a few individuals
came downstrear. nearly ever;- day. During the periods, January I6
to 2li and February 2? to llarch 1;, brief thaws sjid/or cold rains
caused temporar;^ rises in -ivater levels.
These were accompanied by
small increases in the size of the dovmstream migration.
On March 22, two days after trapping operations were terminated,
the Ocqueoc River began to rise as a result of -the spring thaw and
breaJcup and attained its major spring flood levels during the succeeding 22 days (to April I3). Between L'arch 23 and 30, a varying
but very large number of young sea lampreys Virerc observed passing
do-imstream during -fche daylight hours.
These observations were made
by a r/ork crew and by mj^self Tjliile repairing the weir structure.
'j?he bulk of the downstream migr-ation in this season (19liS-19l;9) undoubtedly occurred during this 3-day period. Some dovmstream migi-ants Tirere obser^red or v;ere found caught somevj-here on the Vv-eir
structure until April 13
Field observations in the Ocqueoc Fdver
itself coupled vd.tl: knowledge of the character of the Carp Lalce
River run (subsequently described) suggest that, except for a few
scattered migrants, the domstream ralgration ended very shortly
.^fter the latter date.
.

In -the Carp Lake River in tlie 19h'^"19h9 season, a single fullytran.sformed sea lamprey came dovmstream into the 'trap on October 7,
l^Ii-S; tv/o additional indi^/iduals were talcen on October 21 and 23S'ostained dovnastream m.ovement began on November 2, reached a sharp
pealc on November 21, and subsided with equal rapidity.
Some appre-'
liable movement continued until December 9 (Figiore 62 and Appendix
Tlie early por-bion of this period was characteri^.ed iij
I., Table 2).
rising vrater levels res-alting from light rains and wet snow. llea.-\ry
rains from Novem^bcr 1? to 19 increased the volume of flow; the
flcod crested on the night of November 20-21 and on -'chat night a
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sudden surge of migrants appeared (3,h67 individuals betvteen nightfall and daylight). Subsiding ivater levels were acconpanied by
From this date
a decline in downstream migration until December 9until March 22, 19h9, domistreaTi movement was of a minor nature although, as in the Ocqueoc River, at least a few individuals came
Between Jando'vvnstream on nearly every day during the interval.
uary 17 and 2k, cold rains increased the volume of flow in the
river.
Most of this water was passed do\vnstrdam on top of the ice
which had covered nearly all of the river since mid-December. A
similar condition prevailed between Febmaarj'" 23 and 2? as a result
Both of these brief inof snow, sleet, rains, and a light thaw.
creases in volume of flow were accompanied by spurts of doTmstream
migratory activity (Figure 62 and Appendix I, Table 2).
Warm, thav/ing winds in the Carp Lake region from March 20 to
precipitated
the spring break-up and severe flood conditions
2$
v/ere created in the watershed as snow and ice melted rapidly.
Water levels rose abruptly on March 22. On the same date and accompanying these conditions, the major downstream movement of
lampreys began (Figure 62). On March 26, the water overtopped the
dam and undercut one wing; the trap box was also destroyed. The
structure was not restored to full operating efficiency until
April 13. During the period March 26-April 3, a very great number
of do'vvnstream migrants v/as observed passing over the dam during
the daylight hours j migrants were most numerous between March 26
and 30.
Some measure 01 the large size of this movement may be
deduced from the follovri.ng incident. A small, dead space (air
space) existed between the lip of the spillway, the edge of the
inclined screen, and the closest point viiiere the spilled water
struck the screen. This space, triangular in cross section, had
a base on the screen about 5 inches wide.
On March 26, 2k hours
after the flood over-topped the dam, access was gained to a 30inch length of this air space. We removed 61); sea lampreys from
this limited area. It was also determined visually that an equivalent concentration was trapped beneath the entire lip of the spillvray.
It is estimated, therefore, that between 3^000 and L|.,000
migrants had accumulated in this small air pocket in the first 2k
hours after the trap had been rendered inoperative.

A few migrants were observed passing downstream during daylight hours between April 3 and 10; thereafter, none were seen.
Yiiater levels declined during this period and on April 13, when the
trap -vras again operative, they had receded to about mean spring
levels.
Between April 19 and 23, seven individuals came downstream,
j'roia the latter date until June 30, when these records terminate,
no others appeared.
In both riversj the initial surge of downstream movement in
November occurred during declining water temperatures and when the
latter were generally at daily means of Ul degrees F. or lower.
Midwinter increases in migration occurred at water temperatures
which were stabilized at, or very close to, 32.0 degrees F. The
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greatest movement, in late March and early April occurred during
rising water temperatures and almost entirely at daily means
(Figures 61-62 and Appendix I, Tables 1 and
below hi degrees F.
There is no eirldent relationship between fluctuations in
2).
water temperature and the amount of migratory activity in any
Furthermore, I do not believe that mean temperature levels
season.
belov; 1;1 degrees F. are a critical factor influencing the doimstream movement. It appears, rather, that such temperatures are
coincidental mth that season iThen the lampreys have attained full
transformation and are ready to move downstream. All evidence
accumulated thus far indicates that the stimulus for this m.ovement
is primarily provided by sudden increases in the stream's volume
cf flow.

Length com-position of downstream runs , and

weight of doimstream migrants

All of the recently-transformed sea lampreys taken on every
other day in botli rivers were measured for total length; some additional samples were also measured. This dimension was taken to
In all, 2,Ii32 indithe nearest millmeter on a measuring board.
viduals from the Carp Lalce River and 7h9 specimens from the Ocqueoc
River were examined. Fully-transformed downstream migrants from
the Ocqueoc River ranged from 111 to 193 millimeters in length
and averaged 136,Ij. millimeters (o^ equals 11.5 mm.) (I4..3 to 7.6
inches; meaning ^oij. inches); those from Carp Lalce River ranged from.
95 to 189 millimeters and averaged ll|.3.6 millimeters ("s^^ equals 10.8 mm.)
An examination of the length
(3.7 to 7.1t inches; mean-5.7 inches).
composition of each entire sample indicates a uni-mcdal distribution
of lengths, and, for the Carp Lslce River sample lAtiich was the most
comprehensive of the two, the frequency polygon is quite sjmmetrical;
that for the Ocqueoc River is skewed somewhat to the left. There is
no indication of any sexual dimorphism in length at this phase of
the life cycle insofar as it mi^t be e:cpressed in a bi-modality, or
in an irregular "flattening", of the length-frequency polygons
(these data for the Ocqueoc .River sea lampreys are interpolated in
Figure ^$; those for the Carp Lake River are presented in Figure 63;
combined data incorporated in Appendix I, Table 3).
The difference in average length (and conformity of lengthfrequency polygons) of the two samples is attributed to a differential migration by size during the period of downstream movement.
A general inThe smallest individuals came downstream in the fall.
crease occurred in the average total length of the samples taken
during the winter months. These average lengths ivere greatest, as
a rule, during the late winter and in the early spring when the peak
No collections
migratory activity occurred (Appendix I, Table 1)
of the major doiwistream movament in the Ocqueoc River (in the spring)
were obtained. I attribute the lesser average leng^th of specimens
from this river and the asymmetry (left skewness) of the lengthfrequency polygon for the total collection (Figure 55) to the absence
cf such samples,
.
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distribution of 2,li82 recentlytransformed sea lampreys taken during their downstream migration in the Carp Lake River in the
I9U8-U9 season.
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From among those sanples examined for length, one complete
collection v/as taken at random and the Treight of all individuals
was determined to the nearest tenth of a gram upon an Ohaus dietary scale. This sample consisted of 216 migrants taken in the
These individuals
Carp Lake River trap on November 20, 19U8.
varied from 2,3 grams to 8. It grams in vc^ight and averaged I4.I
grams; their total length ranged from 121 millimeters to 172
millimeters -with a mean of llj.3«0 millimeters.

Observations on habits and behavior
One of the most striking characteristics of the doivnstream
movement of newly-transformed sea lampreys is the abruptness ivith
which large numbers of individuals suddenly leave the mudbanks and
move downstream. Under the impetus of rising waters, a virtual
emergence takes place and hordes of the new adults travel downstream on the rise and crest of the floodwaters. This surge of
movement downstream frequently ends as suddenly as it began.

Most of the individuals observed in migration displayed little
deliberate effort towards accelerating their passage doTmstream.
Such swimming activities as they affected in a downstream direction
were casual and intermittent; some were seen to be drifting tailfirst upon occasion. The whole movement downstream is characteristically passive on the part of the sea lamprey. The celerity with
which these emergences of transformed individuals travel down to
the lakes must therefore be attributed to the increased vol\jme and
velocity of the stream when such movements occur.
Field observations and laboratory examinations indicate that
very few young sea lampreys attempt to feed Tshile passing davmstream to the "big" lakes. An exception to this occurs, of course,
in those watersheds ivhere large, inland lakes provide conditions
suitable for the parasitic phase; at least two such lakes occur
in Michigan. "Where smaller inland lakes interrupt the do-vmstream
journey, the migrants apparently pass through such waters without
attacking the resident fish species. For example, each year many
thousands of recently-transformed adults pass through Ocqueoc Lake
on their way down the Ocqueoc River to Lake Huron.
Since 19^7,
many fish taken in all seasons of the year from this lalce have been
examined and none have borne scars that could be attributed to downstream migrants. Furthermore, the digestive tracts of 216 recentlytransformed individuals taken on November 20, 19lj.8, in the Carp
Lal^e River trap ivere opened and none showed any evidence of having
attempted their initial feeding after transformation (length and
weight data for this sample presented in a preceding section).

Were it habitual for young migrants to begin feeding before
reaching the big lakes, many reports would have been forthcoming
of resident stream fish bearing young sea lampreys or their scars.
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Those few reports that were received irere traceable to the parasitic activities of native species of lampreys or to sea lampreys
carried on fish that had migrated into a streajn from a large body
of water.

Several exceptions have been notec^ hov;ever. On May 12^, 1914.3,
I examined a 5.0-inch, recently-transformed sea lamprey which was
taken from a rainbov/ trout caught in the Ocqueoc River about 5
miles above its estuary. Shetter {19hS) mentions four young sea
lajnpre3'"s being found on a rainbow trout caught on July 6, 19hS, in
the do^Tnstream trap of a weir in the Ocqueoc River.
Gage (1928)
reported that lalce lampreys, kept in aquaria through their transformation, attacked fish immediately after leaving their burrows
in the tank bottom (my similar specimens did not feed until various
times after emergence, never immediately)
Those exceptions noted for a Michigan stream I attribute to
stragglers of the general doimstream movement which did not find
their vray out of the watershed immediately and/or to individuals
wiiich had been to Lake Huron once and rode back into the stream
attached to some fish. Instances of this latter phenomenon were
observed in 19li.9 when young sea lampreys were found on three occasions attached to migrating white suckers taken in the upstream
trap of the Ocqueoc River weir.

Downstream movement of partially-transformed sea lampreys
and of other species of lampreys and fishes

Between June 1, 19li8, and June 30, 19U9, hlj- partly-transformed
sea lampreys came doimstream into the Carp Lake River trap. The
bullc of these were taken in late July and in the month of August
(Appendix I, Table U). Considering the time of year at v/hich these
individuals were tal<:en, I believe their movement doTmstream may in
some way be related to the shift in stream habitat affected by
some of the larger larvae and transforming individuals of the sea
lamprey (see previous discussion of larval lampreys). In the same
13H:nonth period, a small number of adults and partly-transformed
specimens of the silver lamprey were trapped, mostly during May
and June. A few larvae of this species drifted doiTOstream in almost every month of the year (Appendix I, Table U). Adults of the
American iarook lamprey (197 indi^^Lduals ) were captured almost exclusively from mid-April through the first week in June.

A total of ij.92 larval lampreys identifiable only as either
sea lajiipreys or American brook lampreys were talcen in the Carp Laka
River trap. A few of these came doivnstream in nearly every month
of the year.
The majority, however, were trapped in April and May.
Some partly-transformed American brook lampreys accompanying the
larvae and their coincident movement with that of the adult American
brook lampreys makes it seem probable that these larvae were predominantly of that species.
- 167 -

In the Ocqueoc River diiring the period of weir operation
(October 2ii, 19U8, to March 20, 19h9) , no partly- transformed sea
lampreys were taken. Foxir larvae of the silver laniprey were
trapped in November and December^ 19kQ, sjid one adult of that
species, 9''9 inches long, was taken on January'- 20, 19h9.
Other than the kinds and numbers of lampreys described, 7^119
fish of 21 species were taken in the Carp Lalce River trap and 12?
fish of seven species in the Ocqueoc River weir and trap during
the operation of these structures. Predominant species captured
in the Carp Lake River were Great Lakes longnose dace, common
shiners, and common white suckers; presumably all were returning
Most fish trapped in the Ocqueoc
to Lal<:e llichigan after spawning.
River were yellow perch ( Perca flavescens ) and irrmiatui^e common white
suckers. Very little downstream movement of these other species
of fishes occurred during those seasons when the recently-transformed
sea lampreys migrate downstream.

X.

Investigations of the adult , parasitic phase of the
sea lamprey's life cycle

Methods of study
In 19h7) 19li8, and 19h9, commercial fishermen and others cooperated with me in obtaining parasitic, adult sea lampreys from
the Great Lalces for the purposes of securing information upon their
distribution and habits and to provide materials for estimating the
duration of the parasitic phase of the life cycle. In all, 33S
specimens comprising llit separate collections were obtained. Of
the total sample, 23 specimens were taken in 19hl , 197 in 19^8, and
135 in 19U9. By location, 2UU individuals were captured in Lake
Huron, 78 in the Straits of Mackinac, 23 in Lake Michigan, 1 in
Lake Superior, 3 in inland Burt and Mullet Lakes (Cheboygan County),
and 6 in the Ocqueoc River weir and trap. Most lampreys taken viere
captured in conjunction ivith commercial catches of whitefish
(Goregonus c. clupeaf ormis ) , chubs (primarily Leucichthys johannae
and others), white and redhorse suckers, and yellow perch. Other
species taken to "rahich lampreys were attached were (in order of
decreasing frequency): lake trout ( Cristivomer n. namaycush ), rarJibow trout, burbot (Lota lota maculosa ), and nortEem channel catfish
lacustris )
Trapnet fishermen accounted for 63 '9 per( Ictalurus 1.
cent of the sample of lampreys; gillnet fishermen took 33-2 percent
during the open fishing season. The greater number taken by trapnet
fishermen is due primarily to the fact that I had a greater numbeiof contacts with fishermen using that type of gear than with those
fishing gillnets. The remaining 2,9 percent of the lampreys were
taken from fish caught by gillnet fishing through the ice, by
angling (trolling), and attached to migrating fish captured in the
Ocqueoc River weir and traps.
.
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Fishermen cooperating in this project v;ere provided ivith collecting jars containing a 10 percent forraaldelTj'"de solution.
Attached to these jars were tacs requestinr; the follovdnc infomation: Date of capture, specific locations of capture, nain catch
i.vhere sea lampreys were talcen or species to which attached, depth
at which nets were set, name of boat captain, and the na;":e of the
vessel.
These lishermen were visited regularly and frequently TJith
the result that accurate collection data were the rule rather than
the exception. All specimens were e::ajnined in the laboratory for
length, weight, and degree of maturity.
Total length vra.s obtained
to the nearest tenth of an inch using a raeasuring board; v;eight
was balanced to the nearest gram upon a Chatillon scale. Degree of
maturity was estiiiiated by e::arp.ination and rieasureiiiont of the gonads.
The vd-dth and thickness of this single, nedian organ was measured
to the nearest half -millimeter with dividers and a steel rule; the
point of meas-'arement was always one-third of the length of the
gonad from its anterior tip.

Distribution in

Lalce

Huron and its

northern conne cting waters
Based upon data obtained vath the samples froi.i this laJ:e, and
upon repeated interviews with fisheiTien operating in these waters,
it is nj observation that parasitic sea la-':pre3's are present throughout '±10 length and breadth of the lalce, that the parasitic population is greatest in -0110 northern thrce-fourtlis of this water c;:pan.:-e (fron the neighborhood of Ilast Tawas, Michigan, north), and
that the majonum concentration is present in three contiguous areas:
the northwestern extremity of Lake Huron, in the Straits of Mackinac,
and in the northeastern extension of Lalce Ilichigan. A comparable
concentration also seems to have developed in the v;aters of -the
Detour- Passage (Figure 61).).

Sea lampreys were recovered in Lalce Huron at depths ranging
from 2.$ to 5U0 feetj they were comm-only found, depending on the
The shallovrast
season, at depths of 10 feet to the majcimui'ii noted.
capture made was a sea lamprey which was taJcen attached to a northern channel catfish caught by gillnetting through the ice over the
shoals in Saginaw Bay. At the other extrene, several individuals
were captured attached to chubs gillnetted at the depth indicated.
Seasonal variations in -bhe ease rdth wliich specimens were obtained in the different fisheries and observations made by the conmeicial fishermen indicate that there is some systematic change in
the bs.thj'metric distribution of sea lampreys at different times of
the jeriT. During the months of Hay and J^'one, chub f?shermen, operating in deeper waters of the lalce (200 to $(X) feet) encounter th^
most lampreys J inshore fishermen, trapping or netting for "ivhitefish,
suckers, perch, etc., in the same season find relatively fewer
lampreys. During the summer months there is a general shift and
sea lamoreys and lamprey-scarred fish become more abundant in the
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Figure 6U.

—Distribution

map of llU collections of parasitic sea
lampreys taken in Lake Huron and its northern connecting waters.
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inshore fisheries. At the same time, chub fishermen are finding
proportionately fewer lampreys in the deeper waters. From September to December, tlie lampreys appear to concentrate in increasing niorabers in the bays, shoreline indentations, and shoaler
waters in general. Trapnet fishermen of northern Lake Huron,
operating in 10 to $0 feet of water, notice this particularly in
October, November, and early December v/hen they suddenly begin
to talce many lainpreys and scarred fish among catches of suckers
and spavming whitef ish (virhitef ish may not be taken in November
by law but the statement applies to both species in general for
the period noted); they did not make such abundant catches of
lampreys and scarred fish during the summer months.
This concentration of lampreys apparently remains in the shoaler waters
through the ivinter months, for when fishing is resumed again in
late IJarch, great numbers of nearly-mature lampreys are found
congr-egated off the mouths and in the estuaries of the larger
rivers
This shift of distribution is accompanied by a general increase in the size and maturity of the sea lampreys which is
described in the following section. In view of the estimate of
the length and character of the parasitic cycle ; also presented
subsequently, it appears that seasonal changes in the depth distribution of the species takes the following pattern: initial dispersal
of recently-transformed adults migrating doirmstream in the fall,
winter, and early spring to all parts of the lake but primarily to
the deeper waters; these individuals shift generally to the inshore
waters during the late summer and concentrate in the bays and along
the shores during the fall and early tvinter; here they remain until
the following spring T±ien they congregate specifically off, and in,
the mouths of rivers; as the spring progresses, these sea lampreys,
now mature J move into the streams to spa^m and die. During the
winter and early spring of this latter period, a new group of recently-transformed individuals has come downstream and dispersed
into the offshore waters of the lalce.

Groirth of parasitic sea lampreys and estimated

length of parasitic life

From the time they enter the lalces as recently-transformed,
parasitic adults, it now appears that sea lampreys may spend as
few as 12 months or as many as 20 months in these bodies of water
before returning to streams to spa-ivn and die. Measured from the
mean date of doivnstream movement to the pealc of the upstream
(spaivning) migration, it is deduced that the mean length of the
parasitic phase is about 1? months; the majority of individuals,
hovrever, probably spend only lii to 1$ months in this stage since
the gi'eatest downstream migration occurs at the end of that period
of movement
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strong evidence to support these contentions is foimd in an
examination of the size composition of collections of parasitic
sea lampreys taken from the Great Lakes in different months of the
year in relation to the size composition and periods of migration
of recently-transformed individuals doimstream and sexually mature
sea lampreys (lipstream). Empirical data collected in 19h7 , 19U8,
and 19h9 were combined upon a scale of all. or part, of three
successive^ hypothetical years for the purposes of estimating the
duration of the parasitic phase (Figure 65).
As sho-vvTij spaiwiing runs of mature^ adult sea lampreys generally entered streams from April 1 to June 30 of each year; the
peaks of these migrations occuri'ed about x,he end of tlay. Individuals composing these spasming runs ranged from 11.0 inches to
Dur23„I|. inches ard averaged about 17.1 inches in total length.
ing the early part of this period^ two classes of individuals were
present in the lakes:
(1) nearly-mature sea lampreys which were
about to enter streams to spawn and corresponded to spawning run
individuals in size, and, (2) sexually immature sea lampreys which
a-'^eraged between 7 and 8 inches in total length and among iniiich
none were as large as those in the preceding category (Figure 65^
Table 6). After the peak of spawning run acti-'/ity, when nearly
all mature lampreys had entered streams, only the smaller size
group of immature individuals was found in the lalces.
Tlie size com.position of this latter group increased constantly
throughout the summer and fall. Their average length was approxijnately 8 inches in June, 10 inches in July, 12 l/2 inches in
August, 13 1/2 inches in September, 16 inches in October^, 17 inches
in November., and slightly over 17 inches in. December (Table 6).
Among all of these parasitic specimens, a comparable development
of the gonad (degree of maturity implied) was found in all individoals collected on any particular date or within any short period

of time.

Data collected by means of weirs and traps demonstrated that
recently-transformed sea lampreys came dovmstream and entered the
Is-kes from about October 15 until April 1$; a lesser pealc of do-vmstream movement occurred in mid-November and a greater one at the
end of March in the following spring. These individuals ranged
from 3,8 inches to 7.6 inches in total length iirith a mean of 5.7
inches. During this period when the arjiual contribution to the
parasitic; population was entering the lakes, the older adults already present had attained a size distribution comparable tci that
of the sexually mature migrants which entered streams in the following spring.
D-uring the winter and early spring months these two groups,
distinct in both size and degree of maturity, were present and
With the advent of a new spring season.,
iihowed little grcwbh.
the largest size group (mature specimens) was present briefly in
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Once again
the lakes tmtil they had entered streams to spavm.
only one size group, that of the smaller, irnniature individuals
iiiiich had just recently entered the lake, "was present.
This interpretation of the data permits the .generalization
that sea lampreys, migrating doivnstrearn to the Great Lakes as
recently-metanorphosed individuals in the fall, tTinter, and
early spring of any given years A and B, may be e:-:pected to
return (as matiare individuals) to streams to spaim and die in
the spring of year C.
The shortest possible span of parasitic
existence vrauld therefore be from the early spring of year E
to the same period in year C; the longest span from the fall
of year A to the early summer of year C (end of spav/ning migration).
I believe that the great range in length and -weight
noted for mature spaivning migrants is attributable, at least
in part, to this potential variance in the length of the parasitic existence mthin the time limits previously indicated.
Djrmond, Hart, and Pritchard (1929) have presented length
data for a collection of parasitic sea lampreys taken in the
"autumn" in Lake Ontario. Two distinct size groups were present
in their material idiich correspond in length distribution to the
two groups present in ny material collected in the same season.
The authors thought it possible that their smallest size group
represented individuals in their first season in the lake and the
larger group, individuals in their second season. In this particular interpretation, our data are mutually substantiating.
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NtEober of ipeelmsns. mlnlmam, arerage, and maxlnnira total len^h, and
Taibla 6.
mlnlmtm, aTexa^, and oaxlmcm vel^t of sexually Inmature aaa lai^preys takan In
the Oreat Lakes proper In different calendar months of several Toars.
(Seleated
sauries utilized to determine arera^ grovth by months as plotted in Tlgnre 67}.
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APPENDIX B
Dams

-vrfoich

step upstream migrations of

ssa lampreys in Michigan

Region
1.

1.

Menominee River

Menominee Lovrer Dam Iltmiber 1 in Menominee ^ Michigan; approximately 2»5 miles from mouth; built in 1921;; concrete; 12-foct
head; spillway 22 feet vd-de; fish ladder retjorted in operation
in 1939.
2o

Manistique River
Manistique Pulp and Paper Mil dam; about 1 mile from mouthj
concrete; 27-foot head; flow passes through plant machinery;
apparently blocked from upper river by this structure. Hoitever^ sea lamprey spafming formerly occurred in seepage channel alongside flume of dam. Lampreys reached this channel
via the "hot-pond" overflov;- and plant sewage disposal pipe.
Recent changes in this drain have apparently blocked the lamprey from even this limited spawning area.

Region
1.

2.

Cheboygan River-

Michigan Public Service Company hydro-electric dam in Chetoygazi.,
Michigan; 3/l| mile from mouth; built in 1368; wood and con^ret'^;
lI|.<,5~foot head; flow through turbines or over spilli^ay; fish
chute reportedly inoperative; ship lock present; believed a
barrier except when locks operated in spring months.
2.

Au Sable River
Foote Dam (Consum.ers Povrer Compan;r), T2hri, RoE, Section? .il}-}y>
approximately 10 miles from mouth; built in 1917; concrete';
3S-foct head; spillway 72 feet side; flow through turbiAes or
over spillway; fish ladder present but inoperati^re; believed he
constitute barrier.

3.

EUc River
Mi,c.higan Public

Service Company povrer dam, EH-c Rapids_, MLchlgan;
l/lO mile from mouth; built in 1915 (reconstnj.cted 1930) earth
construction; 10-foot head; 20-foot vride spillway; flow through
turbines or ever spillway. No fish chute or ladder present;
beli.eved to constitute barrier.
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XI

Ii.,

BojTie

River

Boyne City Power Dam (Michigan Public Service Company), T32K,
R!^, Section 55 approximately 3-1/2 miles above Lalce Charlevoix
built in 19035 concrete and earth; 33-foot head 5 22-foot vdde
spillways flow through turbines or ever spillways believed to
constitute barrier,
$.

Boardman River
Three dams are present within 5-1/2 miles ci the mouth of the
river.
The first, a damaged rock and earth fill dam in Traverse
City, constitutes only a partial obstruction to migration.
Either of two hydro-electric dams,, T27N,. RllW. Sections 2? and.
3U are believed to constitute effective barriers.

6,

Betsie River

Homestead Dam, T25N, Rl5W, Section 2 (Benzie County) | approsd.mately 7 miles from mouth; concrete; flow through turbines or
over spillway; fish chute present but reportedly inoperative;
believed to constitute barrier,
7.

1/Ianistee

River

Tippy Dam (Consumers Power Company), T221l^ RUW, Section 31;
approximately 18 miles from mouth; built in 1917-13; eai'th dam
with concrete core wall; 56-foot head; 118-foot ivide spillwaj^t
flow through turbines or over spillway; fish ladder present but
reportedly inoperative; believed to constitute barrier.
3.

Muskegon Rivir
Power Dam (Consumers Power Company), T12N, R12W, Section 19; approximately 30 miles above Muskegon Lake; built in
1900 ; concrete; l8-foot head; 96-foot wide spillway; flow
throu^ turbines or (overflow) through flume at base of damvelocity of flow very high in flume when opened; fish chute
present., but reportedly inoperative 5 belxeved to constitute barrier to migration.

Ne-ivaygo

Region 3.
lo

K^lamasoo River

Allegan City Power Dam; approximately 21 miles from mouth? concrete; 16-foot head; 132-foot wide spillway; flow through turbines or (overflow) through drains at base—-velocity of flow ix:
latter very high when open; fish ladder present,, but inoperative;
believed to constitute barrier.
181
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2,

St. Joseph River
Poorer dam at Berrien Springs, Michican (Indiana and Michigan
Electric Conpany); approximately 20 miles fron mouth; 'built
in 1907j concrete; 23-foot head; li4.9-foot ivide spillway; flow
through turbines or over spillviray; inoperative fish ladder
cored into dam; believed to constitute barrier.
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Tablt 5. Deptht, dlneaalons, and materlala used la the construction of sea la.-prc nssts Is th? Ocquco-: HiTrr
(Stations IL to 111).
(All depths and dl-TDnslons In lnc>.es.
"?" - len -^avel, 3/l6" to
Eotton t:'pe s—nbols:
3/8" In dlaioeter; 11' - marble eravol, 1/2° to 1" In dla.Tet?r; "E" - e-;T travel, 1 and 1/^" to 2 and 1/2" In dlanater; "B" - nibble; "S" - sand. All botton types listed in order of do.iinanee,

Depth to

re;>th8. dtr.snEjoiiB, and aaterlalt uoed In the conitructlon of e«a lamprey neste In
b.
the Ocoueoc Rlrer
(Statloin 11. to IL),
(All depths and dlnemione In Inches. Bottoia type lynftolei
"? - pea /T^Tel- 3/lfa" to
dianeter;
"It"
- oartle Tfivel. 1/2" to 1" in dlaaeter;
3/S" l.-i
- err /TOTel. 1 aad 1/14" to 2 and i/2°
in di
anetcr; Kx" - rubble; "S" - sand. All botton type* listed In order of dominance
)
Tftble

f

3epf.. to

5

Tnble 7, Depth* dljnenBloni. and materiali ruied In the eonatructlon of sea laaprey sesta In the Little Ocqneoc
Botton type gynbols:
"P" - pea <rrn»»l. 3/lfe" to
(All depths and dlaeneloaB In tnoheo.
Hlver (Station 5B).
3/g" In dinneter; "U" - BiarVle gravel, 1/2" to 1" In diameter; "S" - egg gravel 1 and 1/U" to 2 arA 1/2" In diameter- "H" - rubble; "S" - »aud. All bottom tTpee listed In order of dominance.)
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TJjiistream rln of nest poorly defined or not elaborated during nect constnctlon.
bottom type laDSdlJitelr 'vstresD froa nest proper.
Mean dlaaeter of asjrBatrlaal nasts tacliided In aweraga.
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Materials listed ar«

Depths, dlasnnlonB, and T»tMrlnls iised In the oonatmctlon of aea lajTipre7 nosta In the Ocqueoc HlTer
latla 3.
;iotton tyjie Bymtole;
"P" - psa ^arel, 3/l6" to 3/8" In
(Station 2B).
(All depths and dlnanslons In Inahes.
dlanoter; "U" - marble -ravel, 1/2" to 1" In dlajaster; "S" - ei^ gravel, 1 ajid 1/4" to 2 and 1/2" In dlwnoter;
"3" - nibtlB; "S" - Band.
All botton types listed In order of dominance.)
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iFFCTDIX

laV.a 10.
Sexual nat'orlty, color of llTsr, and Intestinal and reotrl diameters of 288 migrant and spannlns
male sea lac^reys fron Oajp Greek, the Oo<iueoo RlTsr, aud Ooquaoe LsJcs, Fresqua Isle County.

Dates of
collection
(iqU7)

IFFCISIX 9

"able 11,
Sexw.l maturity, eolor of llTsr, and latattlnal and rectal dlaaetsri of I90 migrant and tpaimin^
female lea la.pr«7i froa 3arp Qreelc, t'.',a Ooqueos Hiver, and Ocqueoc I&ka, Presque Isle bounty.
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("unber
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Dates of
collection
fiqU7)
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soannln.': specL'aBne
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(In Ifuriber with froaade
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Baddlih-

AFFSmiX R
Tabic 1.

Lear't-v-frequanc:- table for

lamil lanpreya collBctsd
and

7otal

:'Ay.

In

lol+B.

f-^.e

Coqueoo filTer In livru»t

anil

October,

ig'i?,

ASVSSHJX E

Ulnlnum, average, and mazlsnBi length of yotm^-of-the-Tear
laiqprey anaoooetet oolleoted at Interrala dtiring their firet

Table 2.

ea

leaeon of growth.

Sate of
oolleetlon
fl<)48~Uq)

Total leo^h in
millinetere

Vuober of
qpeclmans
llin.

Tft1)l«

foxmd

!•

"vsabcm and

Ma

rrdnlnTUD.

&vcra-^. and

OfUcLrraii

total len^tus of nenly-trAns-

Iiuqiror* mlri^tlr^J doimttrean In t\e Oqj-jaoo RiTor d-urUir the wi ,tor of
19^0-1949 wltii wvathar and watar tr-uerature and wator lavel dAta fsr tie teriod.
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TaM*

1,

aontlaotd.

iPTBTJU

I

TKkls 2, VmibAra uui Blslam, •T»r««*. «ad KCtinra total lm/rth« of gwwlj-tnviifsm*'l M> Iiuiprtr* Blifi-ntlrwf lonxtniui In tf» "nsjip LcJl* SlTsr durla/j lh« winter
»f 19''8-19«9 »lth *Mtn*i' wil »Kt»r t«oip«pmnii» kad w»tT ltT»l dofi for tli< period.
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